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Preface

European portrayal of South Pacific Islanders has long been coloured by
various ideas and emotions. In the second half of the eighteenth century
many philosophers, writers, and artists believed that the ‘newly discovered’
races in the South Seas were living examples of Rousseau’s Noble Savage.
Early evangelical missionaries, seeing the world in narrow moral terms,
and more in tune with the hardships of life in the Pacific, created instead
the image of a savage who was ignoble, degraded, brutish. By the mid
nineteenth century poets had again modified the stereotype by taking the
freedom of the Noble Savage, combining it with the wildness of his de
graded counterpart and fashioning a Romantic savage. The idea that Pa
cific Islanders, whether they be Noble, brutish, or Romantic, were unable
to cope with contact with ‘superior’ European culture pre-dated later
nineteenth-century evolutionary theories which postulated the ‘survival of
the fittest’. But such theories were seized upon as providing ‘scientific’ jus
tification and popularised the view: in the second half of the nineteenth
century the savage, then, was a mournful creature lying down to die, his
race disappearing from the face of the earth as a consequence of losing the
struggle for survival with all-powerful Europeans. The early decades of the
twentieth century saw a proliferation of neo-Darwinian theories describing
and accounting for the dying savage in the Pacific. 1 Today we naturally
know that Pacific Island societies did not die out, indeed there is now quite
serious overpopulation on some islands. Nevertheless the opinion that
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European entry into the Pacific had damaging and in many cases disas
trous consequences for the Islanders and their way of life is still popular
today. One of the more widely known though scarcely original expositions
of this argument is Alan Moorehead’s aptly titled The Fatal Impact: An
Account of the Invasion of the South Pacific 1767-1840: the instant Is
landers and Europeans first beheld each other is seen as ‘a fateful moment
when a social capsule is broken open, when primitive creatures, beasts as
well as men, are confronted for the first time with civilization’. Europeans
who followed in the explorers’ wake —traders, missionaries, and
administrators—were ‘intruders’ ruthlessly transforming island societies
‘by firearms, disease or alcohol . . . by imposing an alien code of laws and
morals’ and so destroying the former ‘slow, natural rhythm of life’ in the
Pacific.2The end result, goes the argument, was massive depopulation and,
for those Islanders fortunate or unfortunate to enough to find themselves
still alive, utter depression and demoralisation in the face of ‘civilisation’.
Such present day theories of a fatal impact in the Pacific are more often
than not based on unsound historical, anthropological, and demographic
scholarship, and, more significantly, on the explicit or implicit notion that
‘savages’ were witless, incapable of taking their own initiatives (except to
lash out like sleeping dogs if kicked too hard by Europeans), and necessar
ily took a defensive and passive role in their relationship with the suppos
edly dominant, superior visitors to their shores. Furthermore, the belief
that Europeans were vicious invaders is a burden commonly shouldered
by ‘liberal’ writers to assuage feelings of guilt for either real or imagined
harm done to Islanders at the hands of their forefathers—a case of inverted
racism. Such writers thus frequently reveal more of their emotional and
racial view of the world than of the culture contacts they purport to ana
lyse.
That the coming of the Europeans had detrimental consequences for
some Pacific Islanders cannot be denied. But current research suggests
that, as a generalisation, the ‘fatal impact’ theory is highly questionable to
say the least. For modern Pacific historians and demographers are in the
process of painting a very different picture of European impact: the phe
nomenon of depopulation on a grand scale is now shown to be in large
part a myth,3 and current detailed analyses of many of the Islanders’ so
cial, economic, and political developments in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries indicate, in the words of J.W. Davidson, that ‘The indigenous
cultures . . . were like islands whose coastal regions outsiders might
penetrate but whose heartlands they could never conquer’.4
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The inhabitants of the Loyalty Islands are among those Pacific Islanders
whose culture and way of life have been preserved to a remarkable degree
in spite of some 130 years of fairly intensive contact with Europeans and
their nearness to a major urban region, Noumea. The reasons why Loyalty
Islands society has remained relatively undisturbed and unchanged while
at the same time adapting to and utilising European presence, ideas, and
technology are to be found in the nineteenth-century contact history of the
islands and in the nature of the Islanders’ cultural system. This study ex
amines the interaction among and between Loyalty Islanders and Euro
peans during their first sixty-odd years of contact. Emphasis is placed on
the nature of the Islanders’ responses and the consequences for their soci
ety. It is among the contentions of this study that at least some Pacific Is
landers were not basking in idyllic contemplation of their Arcadia before
canvas sails appeared over the horizon; that in most of their responses to
European presence Loyalty Islanders generally took their own initiatives in
an enthusiastic, even aggressive manner such that any sociopolitical and
economic changes, although inspired by Europeans and their technology,
were frequently the result of the Islanders’ own actions; and that Loyalty
Islands culture had great capacity to absorb innovation and change con
structively and creatively: the processes of acculturation do not necessarily
result in any form of social dislocation.
Many current works which investigate culture contacts revolve around
the activities of a single European ‘occupational group’—a missionary so
ciety, a trading concern, a colonial government institution and so on. The
approach adopted here is to place the Islanders firmly at the forefront and
to describe and analyse their reactions to the various waves of Europeans
reaching their islands. This book is not intended to be a history of traders,
missionaries, and administrators on the Loyalty Islands; it is a history of
the way in which Europeans and Loyalty Islanders reacted in the contact
situation and the consequences for the Islanders. The Loyalty Islands are
eminently suited to such an investigation. In one respect they are some
thing of the Pacific in microcosm, for throughout the nineteenth century
they were subjected to a constant stream of outsiders—sandalwood
traders, beachcombers, whalers, labour recruiters, dealers in island pro
duce, LMS Polynesian teachers, English Protestant and French Catholic
missionaries, and French administrators. Furthermore the islands are
small enough, and there is adequate documentation, to enable an analysis
in some detail of aspects of culture contacts more often approached by his
torians on a larger scale encompassing greater numbers of participants
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and larger geographic areas; certain generalisations often made about
European impact in the Pacific can thus be tested at a local level. Conclu
sions drawn from the Loyalty' Islands must, however, remain specific, al
though some parallels with other Pacific islands are apparent.
One of the difficulties of writing about a little-known area of the Pacific
is to strike a balance between a chronology and an analysis of events.
There are no reliable histories of the Loyalty Islands to which the reader
can be referred for people, places, and events.5 Accordingly, chapters 3 to
8, which deal with the Islanders’ responses to missionaries and administra
tors, and examine the interrelationships among indigenous politics and
European religions and nationalities, have been arranged chronologically
and on an island by island basis. As there are three islands, each with vary
ing tribal political arrangements, and with different mission organisations
and administrators active in various places at different times, attempts to
adopt a purely thematic or analytical approach would confuse geography
and chronology, and a clear outline of both is essential to an understanding
of the Islanders’ reactions to these people. Furthermore, it is an approach
which, rather than being orientated to follow the often disconnected activi
ties of one or several of these European groups, has enabled the Islanders to
be kept to the fore and the pattern and progression of their responses to be
followed uninterrupted. With the broad outline of events established in
these chapters other equally important aspects of contact—the Islanders’
responses to commercial shipping and trade, to religious ideas and mis
sionary education, and to firearms and disease—can safely be dealt with
thematically, as in the remaining chapters.
KRH
Massey University, 1974

NOTE

At least half the material consulted for this b(K>k is in French. Unless other
wise stated, translations are my own.
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Loyalty Islanders
before 1840

The three main islands of the Loyalty Islands group, Mare, Lifu, and Uvea,
lie along a line parallel to and about 60 miles east of New Caledonia. All
three, as well as a scattering of islets between Mare and Lifu, are formed of
raised coral, heavily covered in bush, and from a distance at sea appear as
low horizontal streaks of green in contrast to the vertical profile of their
mountainous neighbour. Uvea is an atoll, reputed to be one of the most
idyllic in the south seas, with low-lying habitable land stretching 30 miles
around the eastern side of its lagoon. Both Lifu and Mare were originally
atolls but have since risen well above sea level. Lifu, 37 miles long and 25
miles across at its widest point, and Mare, 25 by 20 miles, have large flat
central plateaus, the dried out remains of their lagoon beds, and are bor
dered by higher coastal rims which once formed the outline of the atolls.
The rims are sharply terraced on both their plateau and seaward flanks
where ancient shorelines were worn into their coral as the islands rose: Lifu
has been elevated in four clearly defined stages and Mare in five with its
coastal rim, the highest land in the group, reaching to 350 feet above sea
level. Uvea and Lifu are made purely of coral, but Mare also has small ba
salt outcrops at Rawa and Peorawa, thought to be the remains of moun
tain tops formed in the Miocene era and around which coral polyps built
their reefs.
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Approaches by sea and access to the shores are generally difficult.
Uvea’s lagoon provides a reasonable anchorage and the glistening lagcxm
beach, stretching almost the entire length of the main islands, allows for
easy access. But Uvea’s east coast and the coastlines of Mare and Lifu are
choked by dangerous inshore reefs with a backdrop of rugged coral cliffs
making landing hazardous, if not impossible, in all but a few places. There
are no reliable anchorages on Lifu or Mare though vessels on Lifu can shel
ter from prevailing easterly winds in Sandalwotxl Bay, where boats can
unload onto rocks at Chepenehe and onto small beaches at Eacho and
Dueulu; landings are also possible at the inlets at Mu and Luengoni, and on
the fine beach at We, but only in the calmest weather. On Mare ships can
lie protected from the easterlies in the bays at Bo and Tadine where land
ings are made directly onto rocks, and also at the tiny sandy inlets at Netche and Mebuet.
The land surface is a mass of grotesquely twisted, dried coral which
made travel extremely difficult over all but tracks worn by generations of
bare feet. There are no rivers or streams on such porous ground and natu
ral supplies of fresh water were very scarce and found only at the bottom
of the deepest grottos. Before Europeans taught the Islanders to dig wells
with the aid of metal tools, the only man-made source of fresh water was in
holes cut into the base of coeonut trees where rain water trickled. Soil is
dry, thin, and usually confined to some inland areas where it lies in pockets
among coral rocks, yet it is excellent for growing yams, the staple food. In
spite of the dry coral surface and lack of topsoil the bush is thick and luxu
riant, especially around the seashore and over the coastal rims. Groves of
coconut trees are dotted throughout Mare and Lifu and virtually cover
Uvea. The central plateaus of Mare and Lifu are overgrown with scrub
and secondary growth, the result of ages of plantation clearing fires. Gen
erally the plateaus are featureless, even monotonous, except for several
spectacular grottos like giant fist holes punched deep into the coral, and, as
if to balance them, some huge cylindrical upthrusts of coral resembling
medieval fortresses. The most notable of these is titi rising 160 feet above
the plain at La Roche on Mare.
The climate is extremely pleasant, for the islands are out of the humid
malarial zone. Average temperatures range from 22°C on Mare to 24°C
on the more northerly Uvea with overall seasonal variations of less than
6°. Because there are no mountains to attract and capture banks of cloud,
rainfall is lower than in New Caledonia and averages less than 60 inches a
year. The general salubrity, however, is sometimes spoiled by droughts,
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and the occasional tropical cyclone especially in the December to March
‘summer’ season.
Lacking safe anchorages and reliable supplies of fresh water and having
a topography completely unsuited for European agriculture, the Loyalty
Islands were useless for extensive European settlement; and the course of
nineteenth-century culture contacts was significantly influenced by this
consideration.
The people of Melanesia originated from the region of the South China
Sea and over thousands of years travelled down the Melanesian island
chain, reaching New Caledonia at least 3000 years ago.1 The Loyalty Is
lands were probably settled contemporaneously with New Caledonia but,
although generally following New Caledonian cultural patterns, Loyalty
Islanders developed some of their own racial and cultural characteristics.
They became more attuned to a maritime environment than the New Cal
edonians and were celebrated sailors2 because of their need to voyage to
and from the mainland to barter for such essential items as stone for tools.
Certain New Caledonian agricultural techniques, notably terraced irriga
tion, were irrelevant on the Loyalty Islands, thus encouraging further ad
aptation and change. Differentiation between the two peoples was also
heightened by other than ecological factors. The Loyalty Islands were the
landfall for innumerable Polynesians blown westwards from their home
lands by prevailing winds, and as Mare, Lifu, and Uvea extend across New
Caledonian latitudes they received many more strangers than the main
land. Polynesians were usually peacefully integrated into the communities
and were commonly given positions of some status by local chiefs, who
regarded them as enehmu, or favourites,3 in return for a monopoly of
whatever intellectual or technological skills the migrants possessed:
Tongans, for example, were renowned as canoe builders.4 The earliest Eu
ropean travellers all noted the prevalence of Polynesian racial characteris
tics among the populace and met recent arrivals from Tonga and Samoa.5
In particular the northern and southern regions of Uvea were found settled
by descendants of Wallis (Uvea) Islanders who had voyaged there in the
latter half of the eighteenth century.6 There were also numerous instances
of local migration among the Loyalty Islands, New Caledonia, and the Isle
of Pines.7
Through generations of intermarriage most Loyalty Islanders, apart
from recent arrivals from New Caledonia, were readily distinguishable
from other Islanders in the south-west Pacific. A.W. Murray, one of the
first missionaries to land on Mare, described the inhabitants as having
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a much less revolting appearance than the natives of the New Hebri
des. . . . They are a different race from any I have before seen. Their counte
nances have a more European cast than those of any of the islands to the east.
There is no appearance of the negro about them. Generally their expression of
countenance is mild and pleasant, and they are on the whole a fine interesting
looking people.8

An early sandalwood trader, Andrew Cheyne, thought that the people
were ‘equally savage with the Isle of pine Natives’, but that their features
showed ‘rather a milder, and more pleasing appearance’. He continued:
The Men both old and young go entirely naked, and the only dress worn by
the Women is a fringe about 3 inches wide tied round the body, and which
does not cover their nakedness—the unmarried women and young girls go en
tirely in a state of Nudity. The natural colour of the hair of both men and
Women, can hardly be ascertained—for they are in the habit of dying it with
lime—which gives it a White, Red, or Brown appearance according to the
taste of the individual. . . . Circumcision is not practised here, as at the Isle of
Pines.9

Later Europeans went into great detail describing the racial traits of the
Loyalty Islanders, pointing out their uniqueness in Melanesia and stressing
their Polynesian features.10 ‘The Loyalty Islanders’, wrote one, ‘more
closely resemble the Tongans, and the Polynesians generally, than the races
of Melanesia’.11
The pre-European population cannot be determined with any accuracy
but at the time of the first reliable missionary censuses in the 1860s, Mare
had 4300 people, Lifu 5700, and Uvea 2500.12They lived in small villages
scattered throughout the islands, some on the coast, others inland. Their
dwellings were, as they still are, carefully constructed conical huts made
from grass, pandanus, and coconut tree fronds. On Uvea many of the huts
were square, perhaps reflecting influences of Polynesian migrants. To Eu
ropeans the inhabitants led a difficult existence, short of fresh water and
labouring long and hard on their subsistence plantations in the interior.13
Even missionaries, notorious for dismissing Pacific Islanders as idle crea
tures, were pleasantly suqDrised by the Loyalty Islanders’ vigour: ‘They
had’, wrote one, ‘a less relaxing climate . . . and a soil which needed hard
work to make it supply them with food; and they had thus been trained in
habits of energy and industry’.14 After cutting and burning an area of bush
and scrub, clearing the soil and tilling it, they planted taro, sweet potatoes,
and above all yams, which formed the bulk of their food. Small quantities
of bananas and sugar cane, as well as coconuts, supplemented their diet.
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The Uveans also ate quantities of fish and shellfish from their bountiful
lagoon but there was little fishing on Mare and Lifu because of the danger
ous coastlines and the extreme depths of water close inshore. There was lit
tle division of labour, the women participating with the men in all but the
heaviest tasks—such as cutting down bush. A wife was a ‘beast of burden;
she goes fishing, works the land, she fetches water and wood’, noted a
bemused Frenchman . 15
Economic life involved more than subsistence agriculture: it was neces
sary to journey frequently to New Caledonia and the Isle of Pines to barter
for certain essential and ceremonial items. A series of socio-trading routes
formed a rough semi-circular pattern centred on Lifu. Mareans and Lifuans sent a variety of artefacts southwards to the Isle of Pines and
southern New Caledonia: shell necklaces and bracelets, pandanus mats,
decorated gourds, and small packets of strong filament which was woven
into fine mesh nets for catching small school fish—these were known as
‘white’ articles. In return they were given cord made from flying fox fur,
ceremonial jade axes, jade necklace beads (most of the jade originating
from the island of Wen), and a variety of other stones for tools—these were
‘black’ or ‘dark’ articles. 16 Uveans and Lifuans sent shell trinkets as well as
chiefs’ daughters to the north and central east coast of New Caledonia—
for Loyalty Islands women, especially Uveans of Polynesian descent, were
prized above all others as wives by New Caledonian chiefs. In exchange
New Caledonians exported stones and large tree trunks because the Loy
alty Islands, although heavily timbered, lacked trees suitable for the con
struction of the large double canoes used for inter-island travel . 17
The Loyalty Islanders believed that their existence was affected and ul
timately controlled by ubiquitous spirit-beings—the spirits of the dead,
represented by the dead person’s fingernails, tufts of hair, bones, and teeth,
all carefully protected and carried about in small packets, and spirits of
supernatural origins which fell into two classes. 18 Some had regulative
functions in the temporal world, such as responsibility for the fertility of
women and crops, the weather, the health of the people, and their success
in fishing and warfare, and were represented by natural forms such as
trees, rocks, areas of bush, villages, burial grounds, and various birds and
animals. The Islanders also possessed small figures carved from wood, and
naturally shaped or roughly carved stones, the most important of which
were the haze. The more perceptive missionaries noted that such artefacts
were not idols: ‘They generally look to some spirit beyond the image or
stone before which they bow ’ . 19 Other spirit-beings, having no physical re-
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presentation, existing in human or phantom form in the Islanders’ imagi
nations, were malevolent and held responsible for death and destruction.
There was no hierarchical arrangement of any of the spirit-beings, and no
concept of a supreme one; each was a separate and independent entity. All
were capable of benefiting or harming the Islanders and much of a per
son’s everyday existence was concerned with rituals to appease hostile
forces or perhaps set them onto enemies, and to solicit the aid of regulative
spirits. Although priests and sorcerers held most sway with the spirit
world, nearly all individuals claimed some degree of supernatural in
fluence, usually based on the relics and ever-present spirits of ancestors. 20
Living in a constant and intimate relationship with the spirits, the Islanders
felt themselves under surveillance no matter what they did or where they
went. Theirs was a cosmological view, making no distinction between reli
gious and secular matters but concerned to explain, and perhaps to regu
late, the forces of cause and effect; they made no attempt to explain the ex
istence of their world or to hold to any metaphysical absolutes. In its
general characteristics their system of beliefs seems to have followed the
broad outlines of many other Melanesian religions. 21
There are a variety of languages on the Loyalty Islands. Nengone is the
common language on Mare and Dehu on Lifu. Both islands also had their
own ‘respectful language’, Miny on Lifu and Iwateno on Mare, used only
for addressing chiefs and ‘nobles’; only fragments of these two languages
survive today. Uvea has two separate languages, Iai, the Melanesian
tongue, and Uvea, spoken by the Wallis Island descendants, which has re
tained its Polynesian morphology and syntax but has also borrowed con
siderably from Melanesian languages. All the languages of the Loyalty Is
lands (except Uvea) are typically Melanesian though less complex than the
languages of the Solomon Islands and the New Hebrides. 22
Possibly as a result of Polynesian influences, the socio-political organisa
tions on the Loyalty Islands had several characteristics more commonly
found in the eastern Pacific than in Melanesia. Society was hierarchical
and fairly rigidly stratified, chiefly positions were normally hereditary,
and status at all levels was ascribed rather than earned competitively as in
Big-man communities typical of many areas in the Solomon Islands and
the New Hebrides. And although having much in common with the social
structures found on New Caledonia, Loyalty Islands society had some of its
own distinctive characteristics. 23
Each individual belonged to a patrilineal, exogamous, and patrilocal
clan which was in essence an extended family . 24 Unrelated persons or
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groups, perhaps migrants or remnants of another clan routed in battle,
could also join existing clans. Each clan had its totem and legends of its
past which usually owed more to fertile imagination than to fact. The clan
chief was, in theory, the oldest male directly descended from the clan’s
founding couple, but in practice he usually came from the strongest
line—which may or may not have been the original one—in the clan. He
was regarded as the ‘first bom ’ to symbolise the real or supposed link with
the clan’s forefathers; he was also the clan’s ‘father’, its members his
‘children’.
Most clans belonged to an alliance with others, paying a common alle
giance to a ‘great chief’ who was normally the chief of the strongest clan in
the group, and forming tribes or great chiefdoms. Whereas clan chiefdoms
were based on proclaimed kinship ties, great chiefdoms were political ar
rangements forged by conquest or by peaceful diplomacy. Given the high
incidence of immigration and general mobility of the population in preEuropean times, the political divisions of the islands were often in a state of
flux; warfare was endemic as ambitious leaders campaigned to extend
their political and territorial control. Provided a chiefdom remained a
cohesive entity, leadership was, apart from exceptional circumstances,
hereditary with succession normally going to the eldest son who gradually
assumed chiefly duties when aged about twenty . 25 Each great chief traced
his origins back to mythical rather than historical events and sought to
create a long and glorious past for himself, often taking ‘dynastic’ titles to
indicate a lengthy real or imagined line of succession. Deference to these
men was complete: on Mare and Lifu they were addressed in Miny and
Iwateno, and on all islands their followers grovelled on all fours if moving
in their presence. No one ever stood while a chief was speaking, only a
select few had the right to touch his body or his personal possessions, and
only he could eat certain foods, such as tortoise meat, and the eyes, heart,
and breast of a slain enemy. Early European visitors considered that the
great chiefs were strutting, tyrannical autocrats but these observers failed
to perceive that the great chiefship was a position of trust and carried with
it responsibility for the well-being of the chiefdom. Furthermore, there
were well-established checks to a leader’s arbitrary and irresponsible
behaviour.
There was, for example, rigorous separation of political authority and
ownership of land. Proprietary rights were vested in the clan and no chief
had rights to land other than those due to him as a clan member. Even
clans defeated in battle retained their land but paid tribute, usually in
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yams, to the conquering chief. 26 Another effective check to despotism was
a great chief’s council of elders consisting of clan chiefs and important
priests—the ‘nobility’. All policy decisions affecting the tribe were dis
cussed with the chief in council in an attempt to reach a consensus of opin
ion. 27 The elders were reputed to present their views boldly and few great
chiefs refused to heed their advice on important matters . 28 The councils
had considerable influence in deciding whether or not a chief’s eldest son
was worthy of succession and, if he was not, could choose another son, a
nephew, or indeed any one else. 29 Great chiefs, especially those of Lifu, also
had to consider the opinion of the ‘masters of the soil’—descendants of the
original inhabitants who long ago lost direct political control by conquest
or by having given the chiefships to newcomers, but who still retained
most of the privileges of their forefathers and claimed the right to depose
great chiefs. Although without formal authority they were considered di
vine men because of their ancient and mythical links with the totems and
spirits of the land and were regarded with aweful respect. 30
Numerous dignitaries or ‘ministers’ surrounded the great chiefship,
forming a vast administrative hierarchy of spokesmen, diplomats, war
ministers, personal servants, guards, specialist labourers, priests and
sorcerers. 31 Such a retinue not only aided the chief with the affairs of his
chiefdom but, if necessary, could act as a further counterweight to chiefly
despotism. The great chiefs were there less to command than to serve as a
centre of cohesion for the administrative networks of the chiefdom and to
be an object of affection. 32 This is not to suggest chiefs were powerless; they
did have very considerable influence but had neither the right nor the
means to impose unpopular measures upon their followers.
Relationships among all individuals in the hierarchy of a great chiefdom
were ceremonially delineated and political obligations were expressed in
the annual presentations of the season’s first yams. The young tubers were
offered first to the heads of families, then to the clan chiefs, and were
passed up through the pyramidal ranks of dignitaries and nobles, each per
son adding to the gift, until it finally reached the great chief. He in turn
gave yams as expressions of respect and affection to certain individuals,
particularly the masters of the soil. 33
While socio-political structures varied in size and subtleties of composi
tion in each locality, Loyalty Islands society viewed as a whole consisted of
a number of rigidly stratified hierarchies, each under a great chief. It was a
society whose members placed great emphasis on the role of the nobility, a
characteristic particularly marked on Mare and Lifu by the respectful lan-
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guages. 34 And it was a society which was neither static nor particularly
stable, but one with a long history of immigration, warfare, and continual
change in areas of political control: Europeans were by no means the first
strangers to make landfall, bringing with them new ideas and techniques
and contributing to socio-political and economic change. Just as chiefs had
long been adept at accommodating immigrants and exploiting their pres
ence and skills, so too did they attempt to turn the arrival of Europeans to
their advantage.

2

___________________________

New Strangers

The Loyalty Islands’ low profile kept them hidden from Cook, who was
the first European to see New Caledonia, and from d’Entrecasteaux follow
ing soon afterwards. The first recorded sighting was in 1793 when the
store-ship Britannia sailed past the west coast of Mare on a voyage from
Sydney to Djakarta.1 Three years later the store ships Fancy and Provi
dence, plying the same route, landed very briefly on Mare and Lifu. The
logkeeper, running short of paper, merely noted that the Islanders were
‘friendly and honest’.2 Dumont d ’Urville roughly charted the three islands
in 1827 and 1840 but never set foot ashore.3 It is probable that there were
other late eighteenth- or early nineteenth-century sightings or landings by
Europeans, for there are at least two recorded oral traditions of brief Euro
pean presence on Mare and two on Lifu;4 one of these might have been the
ill-fated La Perouse before he sailed further north and was wrecked on the
reefs of Vanikoro. The Islanders almost certainly had further direct and in
direct knowledge of Europeans from Polynesians who had drifted west
wards since explorers, missionaries, and traders had reached the eastern
Pacific and from contact with northern New Caledonia and the Isle of
Pines—two areas visited by Europeans before the 1840s: d’Entrecasteaux,
for example, met a canoe load of Uveans at Balad in 1793.5
The lure of sandalwood and the challenge of a new mission field at
tracted traders and evangelists to the Loyalty Islands in the 1840s. Mem
bers of the LMS visited the islands throughout the 1840s and early 1850s
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to land Polynesian teachers who were trained to introduce Christianity
and ‘civilisation’ to the ‘benighted’ inhabitants. This technique of evange
lisation by proxy had been used to advantage in areas of Polynesia and was
thought to be an admirable way of penetrating Melanesia without expos
ing European missionaries to the rigours of its climate and the alleged fe
rocity of its inhabitants. As the Society soon learned, the Loyalty Islands
were out of the malarial zone and the people were generally eager to ac
cept newcomers. By the early 1850s the teachers had completed their pio
neering duties and several important chiefs were actually demanding Eu
ropean missionaries. In response the LMS settled permanent missionaries
on Mare in 1854, Lifu in 1859, and Uvea in 1864. Other chiefs, who were
mortal enemies of those associated with the LMS, had meanwhile called
upon the French Marist Mission for assistance, and priests established sta
tions on Uvea in 1857, Lifu in 1858, and Mare in 1866. The French
Catholic and English Protestant missionaries, bitterly divided by long
standing religious and national prejudices, were inextricably involved in
the Islanders’ own turbulent politics as rival chiefs adopted rival faiths
and, with the missionaries’ encouragement, indulged in ‘religious wars’.
Of lesser significance for the Islanders was Bishop Selwyn’s Melanesian
Mission which took an interest in them in the 1850s. Selwyn’s innovative
policy was to take Melanesian youths to spend a summer at St Johns Col
lege in Auckland receiving religious instruction and then to return them to
their islands where they would become ‘little centres of light to their own
people’.6 The scheme was a failure on the Loyalty Islands, for reasons to be
discussed, as were his and Patteson’s two attempts to set up posts staffed by
a European missionary.
The French government annexed New Caledonia and its dependencies
(including the Loyalty Islands) in 1853 but did not intervene in Loyalty Is
lands affairs until the 1860s when it felt compelled to try to end religious
and national rivalries and tribal fighting. The Noumean administration,
although eager to establish effective sovereignty over the islands, had no in
tention of creating a permanent administrative structure. It lacked the nec
essary resources and, more importantly, the islands were useless for any
large-scale economic exploitation, unlike New Caledonia with its farming
potential and its extremes of mineral wealth. Apart from a military expedi
tion to Lifu in 1864, French government presence on the Loyalty Islands
was generally limited to one representative and occasional visits by com
missions to investigate disturbances. The French were unable to bring
about political stability among the chiefdoms or put an end to religious
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and national conflicts until the 1870s on Uvea and Lifu and 1895 on
Mare.
Commercial interest in the Loyalty Islands began with sandalwood
traders from Australia in the 1840s. They made at least forty-six visits
before the aromatic timber was depleted by the 1850s7 and, until the trade
in the south-west Pacific petered out in the early 1860s, continued to call at
the islands to barter for provisions and hire Loyalty Islanders as crews.
Noted for their seamanship and willingness to labour for Europeans, the Is
landers played a major role in maritime commerce in New Caledonian
waters and beyond. The entrepreneur Henry Bums operated a large san
dalwood cleaning station on Uvea from 1856 until 1861; other English
captains took Loyalty Islanders on pearl diving and beche-de-mer expedi
tions around the Solomon Islands and New Guinea; and in the 1850s and
1860s English, French, and American whalers built shore stations, em
ployed local labour, and frequented the Loyalty Islands’ leeward coastlines
in search of schools on their annual migrations. But by far the greatest
number of vessels calling at the islands belonged to traders operating out of
Noumea (since its founding in 1853) in search of island produce for the
flourishing New Caledonian expor trade. From 1857 until 1885, for ex
ample, they made over 1000 trips to the Loyalty Islands.8 This trade con
tinued into the twentieth century and from its inception employed almost
exclusively Loyalty Islands’ crews. Most of the vessels, although licensed by
the French administration, were owned by Englishmen, and throughout
the nineteenth century New Caledonian commerce was dominated by En
glish entrepreneurs.
In the 1860s the Loyalty Islands also became a focal point for ships re
cruiting labourers for the Queensland sugar plantations. There are thirtynine voyages on record,9 and at least 1000 Loyalty Islands men worked in
Australia for three-year terms.10 From the 1870s and 1880s the French
hired Loyalty Islanders, as they continue to do to this day, to labour on the
huge open cast mines in the mountains of New Caledonia.
While coastal and overseas contact with Europeans was considerable,
the Islanders had relatively few Europeans living amongst them,- neverthe
less there were more than usually resided on a Melanesian island during
the early contact period.11 The Loyalty Islands may have been unique in
this respect for, in line with their long-standing policy of accepting and in
tegrating Polynesian migrants, the communities usually received Euro
peans hospitably, and for much the same reason: to benefit from the new
comers’ skills. In the 1840s and 1850s the Islanders were host to at least
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five beachcombers, a dozen or so runaway whalers and escaped convicts,
and numerous castaways including the entire crews of the Sarah and
Castlereagh, wrecked in Sandalwood Bay in 1849. But the majority of set
tlers throughout the century were resident traders, men who ran small
stores, bought and sold island produce, and sometimes chartered or owned
schooners on the Noumea-Loyalty Islands run. The names of at least
twenty-seven such traders have been recorded.12 Most were integrated to a
greater or lesser extent into the local societies where they lived in the Is
landers’ manner and were highly esteemed; at least half of them married
daughters of chiefs. European settlement reached its peak about 1870
when the total population, including missionaries, numbered sixty-three.13
There was some decline after this date: LMS missionaries and their fami
lies began to leave, and commercial competition, combined with crop
failures and market collapses, drove some traders away. At the end of the
century only missionaries and the long-established settlers were allowed to
remain when the French closed the islands to further European settlement
and declared them a ‘Native Reserve’.
European contact with the Loyalty Islands was fairly intensive, in spite
of their smallness and unsuitability for European settlement. Furthermore
a considerable number of Islanders experienced life amongst Europeans on
sailing ships, Queensland plantations, and New Caledonian mines. Both at
home and overseas Loyalty Islanders were exposed to a wide spectrum of
European society—one which was predominantly male, but not exclu
sively so, for there were the wives of the LMS missionaries and of several
resident traders, and ample opportunity to observe, and perhaps have
closer relations with, European women in Australia and New Caledonia.
All these Europeans made different demands upon the Islanders—from
the missionary who wished to impose a rigid legalistic and moral code, to
the beachcomber who was satisfied to live with an Island woman; from the
trader attempting to barter for a cord of sandalwood, to the labour re
cruiter seeking to remove a young man from his island home. But what
ever their requirements, all European visitors exposed Loyalty Islanders to
a vastly different technology, novel activities, and alien concepts: if they
were not the first strangers to set foot on the islands they were certainly the
most culturally removed. How the Islanders responded to two European
interest groups—missionaries and administrators—is the subject of the
following six chapters.
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By the mid- 1860s both LMS and Marist missionaries had established per
manent stations on all three of the Loyalty Islands. Virtually the entire
populations had been ‘converted’ by one or other mission, each island be
ing divided into clearly defined spheres of English Protestant and French
Catholic influence. An explanation of the missionaries’ rapid success and
of the religious divisions of the islands involves an examination of the tribal
arrangements at the time of first regular contact with Europeans and of
how great chiefs and other aspirants to power sought to apply certain mis
sion institutions and the religious and national hostilities between the two
mission societies to their own politics. The Christianising of the Loyalty Is
landers, as well as the patterns of mission settlement and influence, were
the products of chiefs willingly accepting and utilising the missionaries, not
of the missionaries choosing how and where they wished to operate
amongst the communities. The nature of the chiefly structure, together
with pre-European precedents for assimilating and making use of new
comers, was fundamental to the success of the Christian missions on the
Loyalty.Islands—a success that was virtually unique in Melanesia for most
of the nineteenth century and in dramatic contrast to ill-fated missionary
endeavours in the New Hebrides and Solomon Islands. There the demand
ing terrain and unhealthy climate, the multiplicity of languages, the in
habitants’ hostility towards strangers, and the comparative rarity7of large
chiefdoms with well-entrenched hereditary leaders through whom the mis
sionaries might safely and effectively operate, resulted in hardship, failure,
and sometimes tragedy for the pioneer evangelists.
For most Loyalty Islanders to support either the LMS or Marist Mission
and become a Christian was a decision initially made for them by their
great chiefs, who chose the faith they believed could best help them regain,
defend, maintain, or extend their authority. Some of these leaders, through
association with either the Protestant or Catholic missionaries, achieved
unprecedented power within their own chiefdoms and sometimes beyond,
with their followers enjoying the material and other benefits that came
from mission settlement in their areas. The division of the islands into re
gions of Catholic and Protestant inf luence was, however, more complex
than a division along boundaries of inimical chiefdoms, for the new reli
gions aggravated existing and created new intra-chiefdom hostilities. Am
bitious men, often clan chiefs, saw opportunities to break former alle
giances within great chiefdoms and sought support from the mission op
posed to the interests of their superiors in order to establish and aggrandise
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their own distinct influence and attract as many followers as possible. Po
litical organisations on each island were significantly altered by Islanders
exploiting mission presence. Such developments contrast with the popular
image of black-clothed evangelists manipulating hapless ‘natives’ and de
stroying existing socio-political institutions, along with other aspects of in
digenous culture.
This exploitation of religious, national, and political rivalries was not
solely the preserve of the Islanders. The relationship between chiefs and
missionaries was often a symbiotic one: if a chief saw the chance of in
creasing his status by choosing one or other mission, the mission he ac
cepted might similarly benefit. As one LMS missionary, referring to a Lifuan great chief, explained: ‘Having secured the favour of the king, you
were not only safe, but the gospel became popular, and multitudes at
tended the services who would not have dared to be present, if the king had
expressed his disapprobation ’ . 1 Both Marist and LMS missionaries were
well aware that much of their appeal lay in their mutual antagonism
rather than in their respective doctrines. The war between Protestant and
Catholic Islanders, wrote an LMS missionary, ‘is not a religious one, it is
an old feud, but being at enmity on land and chiefs’ matters, each party
has chosen to be opposite in religion also’ . 2 A Marist missionary explained
that ‘Catholics and protestants live apart, have few relations with each
other; it is less the religion than questions of chiefships and territories that
divide them ’ . 3 But just as the Islanders were quick to pick up and shrewdly
utilise the religious and national differences between the missions, the mis
sionaries too were adept at understanding the fundamentals of the Island
ers’ political aspirations and took an active part in them, for success or
failure in establishing, consolidating, and extending their missions de
pended almost entirely upon the political fortunes of their local patrons.
Although both Catholic and Protestant missionaries habitually condemned
the Islanders for fighting amongst themselves and preached the doctrine of
Christ as ‘Prince of Peace’, nevertheless they were always ready to encour
age armed aggression by ‘Christian soldiers’ to force recalcitrant Islanders
to obey a mission-supporting chief and to battle with warriors belonging to
the opposing mission. Neither the Islanders nor the missionaries, then, were
unconsciously or helplessly manipulated by one another. Both generally
displayed an ability to appreciate, if not always to capitalise successfully
on, the realities of European rivalries and tribal politics. Missionary activi
ties began first on Mare, then on Lifu, and finally on Uvea—the order in
which they will be examined.

3

_________________________________

Mare 1841-1866

Mare was notable among the three islands for its turbulent pre-history. Ac
cording to reliable indigenous tradition, considerable numbers of migrants
from New Caledonia, Lifu, and Polynesia were accepted by the original in
habitants, eletok, but were denied any political authority. At the beginning
of the nineteenth century the disaffected migrants and descendants of mi
grants took matters into their own hands and massacred a great many of
the eletok.1The violent processes of regrouping clans and redividing the is
land into great chiefdoms had not been long under way when regular Eu
ropean contact began in 1841. The southern and eastern regions were split
into numerous warring and politically unstable tribes, whereas the north
ern area was becoming increasingly dominated by the Si Gwahma tribe
led by the Naisiline family.2 Great chief Yiewene Naisiline had conquered
the neighbouring Si Waeko tribe (which was henceforth incorporated into
his Si Gwahma chiefdom) and ruled from the eastern shores of Northern
Bay to just north of Tadine. Fortunately for him and his successors most of
the Europeans visiting Mare came to this area because of the anchorage af
forded by Northern Bay and the sheltered landing places in the coves at
Net ehe and Mebuet; the exposed, reef-encrusted eastern and southern
coastlines kept tribes in these regions virtually isolated from direct Euro
pean contact for over twenty years.
The LMS missionaries, having first sighted Mare while sailing from
Tana to the Isle of Pines the previous year, put into Northern Bay in 1841.
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Those aboard the Camden were at first apprehensive of the barren-looking
coast but were astounded when two canoes put out through the reefs and
one of the paddlers cried out: ‘I know the true God’.3 Taufa, as he was
called, had been blown from his home island Nuiatoputapu in the Tongan
group some years previously and now, along with a number of other re
cent Polynesian arrivals, lived with great chief Yiewene as his enehmu. It
was not unprecedented, therefore, for Yiewene readily to agree to protect
two Samoan teachers whom the missionaries wished to leave with him,
and he added them along with their European utensils to the retinue of
Polynesians in his household at Netche. The missionaries were delighted
with their reception, for although they thought the Mareans were ‘deeply
degraded’ being ‘quite naked’ and living ‘doubtless also in misery and
wretchedness’, they were ‘in a remarkably prepared state for the reception
of the Gospel, so peaceable and apparently so little attached to any system
of false religion.’4
Throughout the 1840s and early 1850s the LMS vessels made almost an
nual voyages to Mare to land Rarotongan and Samoan teachers.5 Sandal
wood traders too were constant callers throughout the 1840s.6 Having a
virtual monopoly on anchorages and landing places Yiewene and his Si
Gwahma tribe did very well in their transactions with these visitors, much
to the disgust of other Mare chiefs. So jealous were those in the southern re
gions that when a vessel did brave the reefs and put men ashore in Si
Ruemec territory the local chief, according to the LMS teachers, ‘com
manded his people to kill them all at once; saying all the ships and prop
erty had gone to the other district now let it be revenged’. Yiewene im
mediately wished to punish those responsible for the ensuing massacre of
the boat’s crew for ‘he considered himself now as related to the foreigners
on acct. of his relation to them the Teachers’. The Samoan teachers, how
ever, prevented him from sending warriors and he and his people ‘wept
that they might not go & be revenged’.7
Yiewene was portrayed by the LMS missionaries as a crotchety old sav
age, eager enough to accept Polynesian teachers but only to exploit their
possessions and technical skills. He paid little heed to their evangelising, in
spite of his promises to the missionaries on their brief visits and, on his
orders, so too did most of the tribe. Services which the teachers initially
conducted in his house soon had to be moved elsewhere ‘owing to the noise
and confusion on the . . . premises’, and henceforth only a small number of
Tongans made up the congregations.8 T a‘unga, a Rarotongan teacher,
complained:
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Jeiue treated us kindly with regard to bodily needs, but he was not partial to
the message of God. He would not behave properly on the Sabbath, and the
people followed him in his wicked ways, saying evil things to us. He and I
quarrelled many times. I tried to persuade him to believe but he flatly
refused.9

Only once did Yiewene consider that the new doctrines might be of some
use: during an epidemic which swept across the island he called upon the
teachers’ God to repel the disease-making spirits; when the sickness con
tinued unabated his initial scepticism of Jehovah’s existence was con
firmed.10
Although Yiewene enjoyed the benefits of regular and peaceful shipping
contacts, he was easily persuaded by some Isle of Pines visitors who,
flushed with their recent successful sacking of the brig Star, encouraged
him to attack a sandalwood vessel as a shortcut to greater riches. His at
tempt to take the Brigand failed although ten of her crew were killed.
Shortly afterwards his warriors captured the Sisters and killed all eleven
crew members not, it seems out of greed this time but because the captain
had allegedly taken to Yiewene with a rope’s end during an argument over
prices for sandalwood. Having stripped the vessel and set it alight,
Yiewene’s men amused themselves by flicking gunpowder from one of the
Sisters' barrels onto a fire. To achieve more spectacular results they threw
in handfuls until, inevitably, a spark landed in the barrel and five Islanders
perished in a great explosion. The powder barrel incident had significant
repercussions for the Naisiline chiefship for one of those killed was
Menedoku Bula, Yiewene’s youngest son and heir.11 Relationships with the
traders remained cordial from then on because the Si Gwahma chief and
his people realised the advantages of peaceful trading and were, in any
case, becoming increasingly fearful of retaliation by Europeans for the
deaths of crew members of the Brigand and the Sisters.12 Tribes in the
south maintained their hostile feelings towards Europeans: a party of seven
runaway convicts from Norfolk Island landed at Medu and five were killed
instantly: the remaining two managed to flee inland and were protected by
a party of Si Gwahma warriors.13 Mare gained the reputation of ‘massacre
island’, although sandalwood traders still tried their luck and the LMS mis
sionaries persisted with their now unpromising mission field. The chroni
cler of their 1846 visit dejectedly noted:
. . . since the last visit of the vessel no visible progress has been made in the
work,—that by the command of the chief none of the people go to the ser
vices. . . . A Tongan family in the neighbourhood are the only individuals
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who regularly attend worship, and some of the chief’s sons occasionally go,
but it appears they are always scolded for doing so by their father. . . . On the
whole his [Yiewene’s] conduct has been kind, but he always got angry when
they the teachers introduced religious conversation. The sons say that they are
much restrained by their father, and that it will be a good thing when he dies,
for then they will be able to do as they desire. 14

The aging Yiewene died of dropsy in 1848 and, according to the LMS
missionaries, told his sons with his dying gasps that he had been wrong to
oppose T h e Word of Jehovah . . . let the heathenism of our family die with
me’.15 His youngest surviving son, Yiewene Kicini Bula, described by Cap
tain Erskine the following year as a ‘fine boy of thirteen or fourteen’,16 was
appointed successor, and during his minority two older brothers, Naisiline
Alakuten and Naisiline Nidoish acted as regents.17 The latter two im
mediately attended the instructions of the LMS teachers, not, as the mis
sionaries liked to imagine, because of the pious exhortations of their dying
father, but because for some time they had perceived the political advan
tages of associating themselves closely with the new religion. Freed from
their father’s restraints they immediately exploited the institutions of Chris
tianity and the presence of the teachers to secure their own positions and to
assume more intensive control over the everyday activities of their people.
Utilising the teachers’ technological skills, the two Naisilines had built for
themselves whitewashed limestone cottages surrounded with neat gardens
and picket fences, and ordered their people to construct huge churches at
both Ro and Netche. The Sabbath was rigorously observed, attendance at
services was compulsory, classes for baptism were commenced, nudity was
covered, and polygyny publicly abandoned, all under the watchful gaze of
the Naisilines.18
LMS commitments elsewhere were too taxed to allow European mis
sionaries to settle on Mare, even if the situation was so favourable. Still
jealously regarding Mare as its own, the Society was dismayed when the
Anglican Melanesian Mission from New Zealand was attracted to the is
land. Selwyn first landed on Mare, in Si Gwahma lands, in 1849 when his
schooner Undine was accompanied by Erskine’s HMS Havannah. Three
young men sailed back with him to Auckland. Selwyn returned briefly in
1850 and 1851, each time landing and taking off students and being met
with ‘noisy joy’. He marvelled at the progress of Christianity, stemming, he
admitted, not from his own efforts but from the inspiration of the LMS
Polynesian teachers. At both Ro and Netche they had encouraged the Is
landers to build large chapels, each one packed with 500 eager listeners:
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‘every knee is bent during the prayers—every voice joins in the responses’,
he reported approvingly. Among the Si Gwahma people there were, he be
lieved, ‘probably more Christians than anywhere in these seas’.19
Relationships between the LMS and the Melanesian Mission rapidly
became embittered over the question of which mission should work on the
island.20 Much to the disgust of the LMS, Selwyn adopted a new tactic,
perhaps to pre-empt the LMS, and landed William Nihill, a missionary
from New Zealand, at Netche. Although dying of consumption Nihill
worked tirelessly, translating religious texts into Nengone and printing
them on a small press, conducting services, taking a census, and collecting
insects, plants, and shells. Everywhere he went in Si Gwahma territory he
was treated with the utmost respect: ‘The natives supply us with food in
abundance, yams, etc. at all times, fowls very frequently, pork occasion
ally. They treat us just as they do their own chiefs, attending to our wishes,
saluting us etc.’ The religious fervour of the people amazed him:
These people spend more time in worship & religious exercises than any I have
ever known. I do not know what time monks in religious houses are supposed
to spend in common worship, but every Sunday these people devote seven & a
half or eight hours to public worship during the whole of which time, broken
up into five parts, they are either hearing prayer, or reading, or a sermon, or
being catechized, or singing. Everything is conducted with the greatest solem
nity & decorum, and I am quite anxious & perplexed because I fear that this
can not last, and that without God gives these simple converts greater share of
grace to keep them steadfast than is usually vouchsafed to men, there must be
a falling away. Religion has become the business of their lives, & without their
mode of life is changed, and something given them to do, they cannot, I fear,
withstand the temptations which their easy mode of life mast continually ex
pose them to, when the novelty has worn off.21

But the religious enthusiasm was restricted to Si Gwahma lands: through
out the rest of Mare the Islanders looked and behaved just as they had
when the Europeans first arrived. He made one foray into their territory to
try to ‘enlighten’ such ‘heathen’ but everywhere he went the chiefs refused
to accept his teachings, for Christianity was considered to be the religion of
the Si Gwahma people, their enemies; to accept it was unthinkable for it
would be a sign of submission to them.22
Nihill died at Netche in 1854 and his death, together with the arrival of
two permanent LMS missionaries some months previously, effectively
ended Melanesian Mission influence on Mare. Although its mission vessel
made four more visits during the 1850s to take off and return scholars,
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there were no further attempts to establish a permanent station. Selwyn’s
ambitious scheme of taking Islanders to Auckland was admirable on paper
but largely impractical when put to the test, and fared just as badly on the
Loyalty Islands as elsewhere in Melanesia. From 1849 until 1858 he took
120 Islanders from the south-west Pacific to St Johns; thirty-nine of these
came from the Loyalty Islands (twenty-two from Mare, three from Tiga—
a small island between Mare and Lifu—thirteen from Lifu, and one from
Uvea).23 Apart from the difficulties in travelling such vast distances each
year, Auckland’s summer climate was too cold for many of the boys, and
numbers died. Of those who returned to the Loyalty Islands none contrib
uted significantly to mission work. They had neither the material wealth
nor technological skills of the LMS teachers, nor did they have any signifi
cant standing in their own communities, and their well-known conceit on
their return was scarcely likely to impress their countrymen.24
The LMS redoubled its efforts to supply permanent European mission
aries for Mare, not only because of Selwyn’s work there but because of the
incessant demands by the Islanders themselves. The two Naisilines felt that
they had exploited the Polynesian teachers to the full; further progress, they
believed, depended upon procuring as many permanent missionaries as
possible. An LMS missionary enthusiastically described his visit to Mare in
1853:
It would seem as if the old and usual order in such matters were reversed in
the case of this people—instead of our going to them to compel them to come
in, they have to use their utmost effort to compel us to go to them, and teach
them the way of life and salvation. 25

Finally, in 1854, the Society landed John Jones and Stephen Creagh at Netche, a village of plastered cottages with a church and large houses ready
for them and their families: ‘Seldom or ever has it been the lot of mission
aries to commence their labours under circumstances so favourable,
among a people so prepared to receive them’.26 Jones settled at Ro and
Creagh remained at Netehe. With his aggressiveness, initiative, and stem
self-righteousness Jones quickly overshadowed the gentler, more studious
Creagh and became the spokesman for the mission on Mare with the unof
ficial LMS headquarters at Ro, in spite of the great chiefship at Netehe.
Their mission was, in their terms, an instant success: by 1855 the entire
population of the Si Gwahma region, about 3000, was considered Chris
tian and the missionaries delighted in reporting that their flocks were
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clothed, clean, reading from books, and in sending off impressive figures
for congregations and church membership. The mission stations them
selves, with their vast missionary houses, store sheds, forges, printing
presses, and workshops, bore ample testimony to the rapid consolidation
and prosperity of the mission. 27
The relationship between the Si Gwahma chiefship and the missionaries
was one of mutual exploitation—the chiefship was strengthened through
association with the LMS mission, and the missionaries’ followers in
creased in numbers and behaved with due decorum because the chief so
decreed. Just before the two missionaries arrived, the teenage Yiewene
Kicini Bula died and his infant son was declared great chief; until he was
old enough to assume command Naisiline Alakuten was appointed re
gent. 28 But he was quickly overshadowed by the more energetic Naisiline
Nidoish, who was noted for his ambition and for his arrogant and officious
nature. He had designs not only on the Si Gwahma chiefship but dreamed
of one day ruling the entire island. He saw his opportunity in steadfastly
supporting Jones and Creagh, and for over thirty years the interests of the
LMS mission and Naisiline Nidoish were virtually inseparable—the exten
sion of the Si Gwahma chiefship went hand in hand with the extension of
Protestantism on Mare.
Within a year of their arrival Jones and Creagh declared a series of
‘dispensations’ designed ‘for the rule of this land, for the punishment of evil
doers, for the dread and terror of the hearts of men who are obdurate and
unbelieving’. Such offences as theft, adultery, failure to attend church, and
failure to obey chiefs and missionaries were punishable by hard labour,
imprisonment, and chaining for months on end. Together with the mis
sionaries Naisiline Nidoish organised a ‘police force’ of young toughs who
roamed about seeking out and punishing ‘miscreants’ . 29 Armed with the
new laws, and a means of effectively enforcing them, Naisiline Nidoish as
sumed almost absolute authority. He and the missionaries decided policy
for the tribe, ignoring the councils of nobles. A new hierarchical adminis
trative structure headed by Naisiline Nidoish and the missionaries
emerged. Beneath them were the Polynesian teachers and the Mare pas
tors, who gradually took over the duties of the Polynesians. The Si
Gwahma region was divided into church districts, each one presided over
by a Mare pastor who arrogated many of the functions of the local clan
chiefs. Villagers had to build huts and supply food, which was prepared
and cooked by clan chiefs’ daughters, for the pastors. On Sundays the local
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pastor’s police detachment marched the whole village off to church. The
pastors also controlled ranks of church officials—chapel keepers, orga
nisers, overseers—followed by the church members and the ‘listeners’.
Many of the nobility found that their traditional positions were seriously
threatened by the new administration but, as they lacked any effective
means of gaining popular support to oppose its institutions, most of them
readily supported the innovations. Members of the nobility often became
the most ardent supporters of Christianity, seeing in its doctrines and cus
toms a means of maintaining their former entrenched positions within the
social hierarchy. The new administrative structure thus paralleled and to a
considerable extent assimilated the pre-Christian political stratification of
the chiefdom. The notable difference between the old and the new hierar
chy was, however, that all controls were now applied directly from the
top: the chiefship became a despotism. Anyone who dared to question or
challenge Naisiline Nidoish was likely to be imprisoned. Even Jones and
Creagh, who were well aware that the success of their mission on Mare
depended upon his support, nevertheless privately expressed reservations
about his officiousness. ‘His believing that it was his duty to exercise au
thority in the church as well as out and his firmness almost amounting to
obstinacy made the case more difficult’, commented Jones, who also ac
cused him of indulging in ‘arbitrary government and sometimes is the
cause of serious unpleasantness both to the people and ourselves’. Some
members of the Si Cwahma referred to him in a derogatory manner as
‘The Law ’ . 30
It is highly unlikely, however, that such changes in the chiefdom could
have taken place had the majority of the Si Gwahma people been actively
opposed to them. The influence of the mission and Naisiline Nidoish was
based on more than just coercion. Christianity and its trappings quickly
became a dominant popular force in the north-west of Mare. There was a
genuine and even aggressive enthusiasm for wearing clothes, church going,
singing hymns, reciting catechisms, learning to read and write, and par
ticipating in church feast and sports days. Baptism and church member
ship added to all individuals’ dignity and competition was keen for the
necessary instruction. The mission was also closely identified by the Is
landers with the technological apparatus of the European world. Metal
implements such as fish-hooks, saws, and axes introduced in their hundreds
by the mission lightened the burdens of everyday living. The extensive mis
sion stations at Ro and Netche were a source of delight and prestige to the
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Christian Mareans. Naisiline Nidoish’s own house was marvelled at not
only by his own people but by many European visitors. One described it
as
. . . quite a palace compared with the usual run of Western Polynesian native
abodes. It is a stone house of two stories, with French windows which open
out to a verandah and balcony in front. The interior fittings, such as the stair
case, are not quite complete, and several of the rooms are still unfurnished,
the furniture is of plain deal; and upstairs, or rather, up the ladder, is a great
four-posted bed . 31

Such developments indicated to other Europeans a level of ‘civilisation’
unprecedented in the south-west Pacific. English vessels flocked to North
ern Bay or anchored off Netche, bringing with them untold material pros
perity for Naisiline Nidoish’s people, who exported their island produce to
the rapidly expanding Noumean market and signed on as short-term crew
members. 32
The more aggressively the Si Gwahma tribe associated itself with En
glishmen and Protestantism the more the Islanders throughout the rest of
Mare, although amazed and deeply impressed by the revolutionary hap
penings in the north-west, were determined to maintain their own un
changed identity. One visitor commented:
What struck me was the great difference at once discernible in the Heathen
and Christian Natives as they stood together—the former naked with painted
bodies and weapons in their hands, the latter clothed and the countenance al
together different it is most remarkable how the reception of the Gospel
changes and softens a fierce and savage expression. 33

The proximity of the ‘heathen’ lands was a constant challenge to Jones
and Creagh, and with their Polynesian teachers they made periodic jour
neys southwards. They were invariably received in a peaceful manner, the
Islanders crowding about eager to find out more about these two men who
had brought such changes to the north of their island. At night they
sneaked up, said Creagh, ‘to see if we slept like themselves: they could not
fancy we did as we were enveloped in blankets’ . 34 Little heed was paid to
what the missionaries said about the new religion, for the people were far
too concerned with the trade the missionaries brought: ‘nothing pleases
them more to barter, & nothing displeases them more than to hear any
thing about religion’ . 35 But although rejecting the missionaries’ message
the southern and eastern tribes never doubted its power or that the mis
sionaries were men of supernatural influence. If any of these Islanders vis-
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ited Netche or Ro and were enticed into a church they were terrified that
some evil would befall them for trespassing ‘on what they considered Sa
cred ground’. Those who stayed on during a service trembled wide-eyed in
the pews and only when they came out did they ‘breathe freely’ again. Nor
were goods ever stolen from the missionaries on their southern visits: the Is
landers pointed at an article and asked, ‘Is it not sacred?’36
The great chiefs readily acknowledged the material and technological
advantages of becoming a Christian, and agreed that the prospect of living
in peace would be ‘good’,37 yet they could not be induced to accept the new
religion. Jones and Creagh learned, as Nihill had before them, that politi
cal considerations were the mainstay to their objections: acceptance of
Christianity would mean deference to the Si Gwahma whose chief would,
they not unreasonably assumed, send his teachers and dreaded policemen
to overthrow their authority.38
Hostility between Naisiline Nidoish and the southern great chiefs in
creased throughout the later 1850s and the missionaries were forced to
stop sending deputations of teachers after two had been killed. Naisiline’s
first battle, however, was with the neighbouring Si Achakaze on his eastern
flank. Relations between Si Gwahma and Si Achakaze were generally
friendly and some of the Si Achakaze had accepted Christianity and made
frequent pilgrimages to Ro and Netche. But Gocene, the great chief, and
the majority of his people, were determined to maintain their indepen
dence from Naisiline Nidoish, much to his annoyance. In 1860 he and
Gocene quarrelled over a woman and the Si Achakaze attacked and killed
five members of a Christian deputation. Creagh explained that Naisiline
Nidoish, in his Christian charity, had not the slightest desire for revenge,
but thought that the ‘heathens’ should be taught a lesson to prevent future
trouble. ‘Mr Jones and myself’, wrote Creagh, ‘think this would be a good
step. Something decided must be done to intimidate these hardened hea
then & to prevent a repetition. . . . We trust & pray that God will protect
these poor people who wish to do right’.39 Naisiline Nidoish’s men mur
dered five of the Si Achakaze and the Si Gwahma chief asked Gocene ‘as a
climax . . . what they thought now of the God of the Christians, whom
they had despized’. Gocene’s answer was to kill five of the Si Gwahma af
ter which he and his people fled to Menaku where they ensconced them
selves high up in the coral cliffs. Naisiline Nidoish attacked at night, lead
ing his warriors with the battle cry, ‘Naisiline the chief of Jehovah’, a mod
ification of his former cry, ‘Naisiline the son of Jewessi’. The Si Achakaze
were soundly defeated, though Gocene managed to escape with a spear
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sticking through his throat. Jones and Creagh were delighted: ‘The Chris
tians are encouraged having right & light on their side’. One Si Gwahma
warrior acted, they said, ‘very scripturally’ for he emulated David and cut
off the head of a fallen enemy.40
The Si Gwahma victory in the name of the Christian god had a pro
found effect upon surrounding tribes, and the great chiefs of the Si Nerech,
Si Med, and Node ri kurubu thought it prudent to accept the new religion
lest they suffer the same fate as the Si Achakaze. Not surprisingly mission
reports were enthusiastic about so many ‘heathen’ now sitting ‘at the feet
of Jesus’, although, as Jones was well aware, ‘their hearts are not con
verted’.41 Naisiline Nidoish immediately despatched his teachers and po
licemen and effectively ruled half of Mare. Such was his reputation that
the great chiefs Wanakami of the Si Ruemec and Jomae of the Si Gurewoc,
together with a small minority of their followers, also agreed to accept
teachers,42 but Naisiline Nidoish’s influence was as yet tenuous in these re
gions.
To add to his triumphs his de facto position within the Si Gwahma tribe
was legitimised in the early 1860s. When Naisiline Alakuten died in 1858
Naisiline Nidoish was technically regent for Yiewene Kicini Bula’s infant
son, and when the child died in 1861 Naisiline Nidoish was considered by
the majority of his people as the great chief of the Si Gwahma. The mis
sionaries, hastening to make capital from the fact that he could no longer
be accused of usurping the chiefship, and also hoping to consolidate his re
cent territorial gains, crowned him ‘King of Mare’ in 1862.43 But their at
tempts to found a ‘missionary kingdom’ in the western Pacific were pre
mature for there were still too many tribes bitterly opposed to Naisiline
Nidoish, and some leaders of these tribes turned elsewhere for help.
The Marist Mission located small stations on Uvea in 1857 and Lifu in
1858 but the priests were in far too precarious a position to enable them to
extend their mission southwards to Mare. The Catholic mission on the Isle
of Pines, however, was well consolidated, for by 1857 virtually the entire
population had been ‘converted’ and long standing socio-trading ties be
tween the Isle of Pines and the south of Mare, particularly with the Si
Medu tribe, provided a natural line of communication for the priests.44
Many of the Si Medu visiting the Isle of Pines in the later 1850s saw the
possibilities of requesting French Catholic missionaries to help them ward
off the encroaching influences of the English Protestant missionaries and
Naisiline Nidoish. The most enthusiastic advocate for a Marist mission on
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Mare was the baptised Waikosone, who claimed the great chiefship of the
Si Medu. He made several voyages to the Isle of Pines in the early 1860s to
encourage the priests to settle on Mare.45 The Marists were hesitant for they
were aware that Waikosone’s activities created considerable unrest on
Mare: Naisiline Nidoish threatened to kill any Catholic, whether Islander
or European, who set foot upon the island, and several of the great chiefs in
the south and east were deeply concerned by the political implications of
having a Catholic mission in their midst. More seriously, Waikosone’s
tribe, with a population of about 250, was divided into two hostile fac
tions, one led by Waitheane, who challenged Waikosone for the leadership
and was opposed to his association with the Marists. Waikosone was for
tunate to have as his ally Sinewami, great chief of the Si Gureschaba, the
most powerful tribe in the south and east largely because of the natural
fortress—the impregnable sheer-sided tili—above its principal village (now
La Roche). With Sinewami’s assistance Waikosone defeated Waitheane,
and the priests felt that the way was clear to land on the island.46 In 1866
Prosper Goujon, priest on the Isle of Pines since 1848, sailed there by
canoe. Landing at Medu he crossed to La Roche to meet both Waikosone
and Sinewami and on his arrival was shown into a large hut wherein he
found a rough altar bedecked with crucifixes and religious paintings
brought previously from the Isle of Pines.
Though Sinewami welcomed Goujon enthusiastically, he had no wish to
turn Catholic at Goujon’s or Waikosone’s urging. His great worry, he told
Goujon, was to know exactly how Naisiline and the other great chiefs
would react: he suspected they might join together and destroy him. For
days he hesitated, consulting his advisers, his followers, and neighbouring
great chiefs. It was not so much their counsel that decided him to wear the
Catholic medal, but the arrival of Si Gwahma warriors in a threatening
mood convinced him that only with the aid of the priests could he main
tain his independence. Following his example 100 of the Si Medu and the
Si Gureschaba immediately declared themselves Catholics. Tabe, who had
recently assumed the great chiefship of the Si Gurewoc, was similarly
threatened by Naisiline Nidoish’s warriors and, fearing for his indepen
dence, reversed his father Jomae’s policy of supporting the Protestants and
took the medal also.
Goujon met other chiefs, most of whom told him that, if Waikosone,
Sinewami, and Tabe came to no harm supporting the Marists, they too
would join the church. Altogether, Goujon spent three months on Mare,
and returned to the Isle of Pines well satisfied with his newly won support
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based mainly on the Si Medu followers of Waikosone and the Si Gureschaba. Of Waikosone and the Si Gureschaba he wrote: ‘He led us to the
most evil, dark tribe, the most backward, the most distant, but the most
influential and the most central with regard to the pagans’.47 Towards the
end of 1866 permanent Marist missionaries, Franyois Beaulieu and Jerome
Guitta, established a post at La Roche.
The lines of battle were now clearly drawn. Naisiline Nidoish in associa
tion with the LMS mission had extended his chiefdom to encompass the
north-western half of Mare as well as having a handful of teachers among
the Si Ruemec; to combat further encroachment the Si Gureschaba, Si
Medu, and Si Gurewoc (except for a few dissidents among the two latter
tribes) were firmly committed to supporting the Marists. Each mission
made plans to ‘convert’ the other’s territory with the aid of Mare warriors,
and their respective supporters aimed to consolidate and extend their chiefdoms by exploiting mission presence.

4
Lifu 1842-1864

Unlike the eletok of Mare the original inhabitants of Lifu shared authority
with immigrants. Lifu was consequently a much more politically stable is
land at the time of first regular contact with the West. Where Mare’s
chiefdoms were numerous, small, and often fragmented, Lifu’s were larger
and well consolidated. The two dominant great chiefdoms were Wet led
by Gwiet, and Losi led by Bula. Their relations were marked by continual
hostility but neither chiefdom was able to conquer the other and there was
a long-standing balance of power. The small independent great chiefdom
of Gaitcha, ruled by Zeula, was wedged between Wet and Losi forming a
buffer state; in the 1840s it was allied to Losi and at enmity with Wet.
Early sandalwood traders who learnt of Lifu’s existence from the
Mareans initially put into the tiny inlet at Mu, residence of the aged and
blind great chief Bula of Losi. Bula enthusiastically welcomed Europeans
and was delighted when a young crew member, Charles Bridget, deserted
the schooner Munford in 1842. The chief immediately offered him protec
tion, and Bridget became an enehmu along with a group of Tongans. He
remained with Bula for five years and was known widely among the trad
ers as ‘Cannibal Charley’.1The anchorage at Mu was a difficult one, full of
sunken rocks, exposed to easterlies, and so small a vessel had ‘hardly room
to Swing’.2 Most sandalwood traders preferred the sheltered waters of San
dalwood Bay, much to Bula’s annoyance, but here they were liable to find
themselves involved in conflicts between Wet and Gaitcha.
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In 1842 Andrew Cheyne anchored off Dueulu, principal village of Gaitcha, and in so doing antagonised Gwiet whose land encompassed most of
the bay and who was determined to monopolise trade with Europeans.
Cheyne spent several trying days bartering with Zeula’s people and at the
same time warding off canoe loads of Gwiet’s warriors ‘all painted black
for War, and armed with Spears, clubs, Tomahawks, Slings & Stones’. His
crew were frequently assailed by These Bloodthirsty Villains’ boarding
‘like wild Bulls’ and had to drive them off with bayonet charges and,
towards the end of their stay, cannon fire.3 Captain Simpson also became
involved in tribal politics in Sandalwood Bay two years later. He anchored
off Chepenehe and was hospitably received by Gwiet whom he described
as fifty or sixty years old, ‘short stature, grisly beard, dark restless eye deep
sunk in his head, thick bushy eyebrows, rather a wooly head of hair.’4 He
also wore a large lock of hair on one side of his head which he vowed never
to cut until he had killed his arch rival Bula. Zeula, meanwhile, was jeal
ous of Simpson’s dealings with Gwiet and glowered across the Bay. The
captain did finally send a boat to Gaitcha in search of wood, and with
near disastrous results. One of its crew, accidentally hit by a Gaitch man,
fired his musket into a crowd gathered on the beach. The enraged Lifuans
were eager to attack, but Simpson, similarly enraged, quickly punished the
seaman and managed to placate Zeula with scarlet cloth and an old cui
rass. A relieved Simpson commented: ‘the different tribes may be at vari
ance with each other, in the case like the present, any of them are but too
glad to make it an excuse to commit depredations on the whites, as a retal
iation for the outrage’.5 With such divisions amongst the Lifuans in the
north of the island, those outsiders wishing to settle usually remained at
Mu with the peaceable Bula. In 1842 he welcomed two Samoan teachers
from the Si Gwahma tribe, his allies on Mare. Eager to live up to his repu
tation for hospitality in order to attract as many ships as possible to his half
of Lifu, he took them into his household and supported their teachings.
Almost immediately thirty to forty people attended their services.6 The
LMS checked on its new mission field in 1845 and reported:
. . . a number are gathered together on the side of nominal Christianity. They
still fight, however, have night dances, pray to their ancestors, and add to all
the worship of God. A change has of late come over the chief Bula; he has
given up cannibalism. Formerly he has had sixteen cooked bodies laid before
him at a meal, now he will not touch human flesh, and threatens death to any
of his family who ever again tastes of it. 7
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Bula was eager to reassure those on the mission vessel of his good intentions
towards the teachers and any missionaries who might settle at Mu. His
spokesman told the missionaries:
In all past generations Lifu has had a good name. Lifu has always been kind
to strangers. You see these Tongans sitting here? Go on shore, and you will see
the graves of their fathers who were drifted hither, and lived and died among
us. Go on shore, and you will see the children of Tanna men. The fathers are
all dead and buried, but the children live. We have always been kind to white
men too. Do not be suspicious. We are not going to take a bad name for a
good one . 8

The following year visiting LMS missionaries reported that ‘even now mis
sionaries might, not only without danger but with almost sure success, live
among the people. The power and authority of the chief are very great,
and are at present decidedly in favour of the introduction of the Gospel’.9
Bula died in an epidemic shortly after the mission vessel departed and all
evangelising and trading in Losi ceased during the ensuing civil war. The
exact cause of the conflict cannot be determined but it seems likely that ri
val claims to the chiefship were a major factor.10The LMS teachers, Brid
get, and James Reece—a sandalwood agent working at Mu—fled to Mare,
and Bula’s sons took refuge with their friends in Gaitcha. Fighting dragged
on for three years, not affecting Gaitcha and Wet, before rival clans were
reconciled and Bula’s eldest son, also called Bula, assumed the great chiefship of Losi. Keenly aware of the benefits the two Naisilines on Mare were
receiving from their association with the LMS teachers, the young Bula in
vited back those who had earlier fled. When the LMS missionaries again
voyaged to Lifu in 1852 they were amazed at the external signs of Christi
anity and ‘civilisation’ at Mu. Bula had erected a large coral-block and
concrete chapel complete with pulpit, reading desk, and ‘neat Venetian
blinds’, and he and the teachers, ably led by Fao, were housed in white
washed plaster cottages surrounded by gardens, gravel paths, and white
picket fences. The villagers were all ‘more or less clothed’ and 700 regu
larly attended services. Lifu, the missionaries enthused, was ‘one of the
finest and most inviting field for missy labour among the islands on which
our teachers are at work throughout Western Polynesia’.“ Those at Mu
continually demanded that the LMS establish a permanent station. Re
torted one young chief angrily: ‘Say not some day! . . . I do not like to hear
that word some day\ Why not say, to-day? Why not one of you stay?’12
When the people learned that Jones and Creagh had arrived on Mare in
1854 demands for ‘their missionayy grew ‘louder and louder’: whenever
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the mission vessel called at Mu it was surrounded by crowds of up to 3000
clamorous Islanders, almost the entire population of Losi.13
The teachers’ influence spread rapidly throughout Bula’s chiefdom. Fao
was eager to move onwards into W et and G aitcha and he set up a post at
We, strategically situated on the boundaries of the three chiefdoms yet still
safely in Bula’s territory at the southern end of the beach.14 Both Zeula and
Ukeneso, who was chief after his father Gwiet died, saw Bula and his new
allies as a serious threat to their independence. They had no intention,
therefore, of allowing the teachers upon their soil. As an LMS missionary
later explained:
Ukenezo was by no means disposed to embrace the religion of his great enemy
Bula, although many of his subjects were. He, too, had heard of the “power of
Jehovah; and, like many others, seemed far more impressed by this attribute
than by the tale of His love and the gift of His Son. They felt that the latter
might be mythical, but that there was no mistaking the former: they consid
ered that they had had indisputable evidence of the superiority of Pao’s God
over any they possessed. But then He was the God of their enemies. Had Pao
landed on their side of the island he would doubtless have been received by
Ukenezo as he had been by Bula; but, coming as the friend and teacher of his
enemies, he not only kx)ked upon him as one of them, but as the chief cause of
his defeat in their late wars; and declared that he would club and cook him
whenever he got the opportunity.15
But in spite of the chiefs’ objections the teachers m anaged to exploit rival
ries within Wet and G aitcha and establish footholds there. In 1856
W ainya, chief of the W ainya clan which lived at Chepenehe, rebelled
against his great chief and accepted some teachers. The implications were
plain enough: W ainya was one of the most am bitious and influential clan
chiefs in Wet, ranked next to Ukeneso and was m arried to his sister.16 By
virtue of his geographic position he had built up considerable expertise in
dealing with English traders and had benefited m aterially from their visits.
Ukeneso, on the other hand, was a weak, timid m an and, as the chiefship
was based 7 miles inland at Nathalo, he had gained little from the ship
ping. By becoming a Christian and utilising the teachers’ presence W ainya
hoped to consolidate his position further and stand independent from
Ukeneso, even to the point of becoming the effective ruler of Wet.
John Jones, the LMS missionary from Mare, toured Lifu in the same
year. He met Ukeneso who told him that he was determined to remain a
naked savage even though m any of his people were deserting him for
Wainya. He added, however, that if Jones could send a missionary to live
with him at N athalo he would become a Christian at once; but he had ‘no
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disposition’ to accept Polynesian teachers.17 Jones wrote pleading letters to
the LMS begging them to send at least four missionaries. He believed it was
possible that, if Bula, Zeula, Wainya, and Ukeneso each had a missionary,
the whole of the island would opt for Christianity at once. Whereas mis
sion expansion on Mare, he argued, was limited by tribal fighting and
‘chiefs without number’, Lifu was politically stable with only four princi
pal chiefs.18The LMS was unable to send even one missionary.
The teachers’ breakthrough in Gaitcha came in 1857 when Zeula died
leaving a nine-year-old son as his heir. An ambitious ‘secondary chief’ im
mediately denounced the young boy and claimed the leadership for him
self. The teachers were quick to support the usurper and he in turn took the
opportunity to strengthen his position with their assistance.19
Ukeneso and the supporters of the young Zeula were horrified at the
rapid infiltration of their lands by the LMS teachers and the associated
challenges to their status and authority by rebellious lesser chiefs. At the
urgings of Bazit, one of their Uvean allies who had accepted a Marist priest
in 1857, they too sent out invitations to the Marist Mission.20 The Marists
were eager to send representatives, for they were aware that it would only
be a matter of time before the LMS sent permanent missionaries to bolster
the gains already made by its teachers. And they were well aware too of
why Ukeneso wanted them; Poupinel explained that the chief
. . . hoped that by having some [Catholic] missionaries, he would be protected
by the French against the ambition of a subordinate chief who wished to sup
plant him. The chief of Kepenehe was supported by the catechists, who
wished to give him authority over the first chief, who was not amenable to
their religion.21

Xavier Montrouzier was chosen to lead the Lifu mission mainly because,
as he put it himself, of his ‘belligerent nature’. He saw the situation on the
island as ‘desperate’; Lifu was to be his ‘Sebastopol’ where he would ‘battle
with the Protestants’.22 The then Commandant of New Caledonia, Major
Jules Testard, fully supported the idea of a Catholic mission on Lifu, for he
hoped it would be a counter to the increasing English commercial and re
ligious influences there.23 He personally sailed on the warship Styx, which
deposited Montrouzier and his fellow missionary Francois Palazy at
Eacho in Sandalwood Bay in 1858. Most of the Lifuans present, and espe
cially those a short distance away at Chepenehe, were terrified at the sight
of the warship flying the French ensign. The Polynesian teachers had long
been haranguing their congregations on the wickedness of French gov
ernments, claiming that administrators would soon cross from New Cale-
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donia to take their land and destroy the authority of their ehiefs, and that
Catholic priests were the French government’s spies and envoys, besides
being heretics.24
Even Ukeneso was fearful enough and needed some urging to board the
vessel. He wanted the two priests to return immediately with him to Nathalo, but Montrouzier refused and pointed out how they had to stay near
the coast where they could be in contact with European ships. Ukeneso be
grudgingly agreed to let them remain at Eacho for the meantime and then
scuttled back to Nathalo in case the Chepenehe Protestants assailed him.
The priests were left to themselves and sat dejectedly in a squalid little hut,
hungry, thirsty, and not daring to move away in case someone sneaked out
of the bush and stole their property. Ukeneso had shown them a nearby
grotto with fresh water somewhere in its depths but neither Montrouzier
nor Palazy had the nerve to descend the thick vines which hung 60 or 70
feet down the sheer-sided hole.
For the natives, who have no clothes to wash, nor pots to boil, it means little to
them if there is water or not. Instead, they drink coconut juice and suck sugar
cane; if they wish to bathe, they go to the sea. But it is not the same for us, ac
customed to another way of life, and having other needs. 25

Five days after he had left them, Ukeneso plucked up the courage to return
and built a larger hut for the missionaries. On its completion the two
priests held their first service on Lifu but were dismayed that they had to
speak English to make themselves even vaguely understood. And they were
disgusted that their listeners’ vocabularies consisted of ‘mostly dirty words
rather than expressions appropriate for discussing spiritual ideas’.26
Slowly gaining confidence, Montrouzier and Palazy made tentative for
ays inland. Within six months they had small huts built for them at
Nathalo and We (in Wet), and also at Dueulu where the supporters of the
young Zeula gave them a warm welcome. From their headquarters at
Eacho they made periodic visits to these places, staying a few days in each.
Montrouzier was pleased with their progress: ‘The mission goes well. The
obstacles are disappearing, the prejudices fall, the natives see that the Prot
estant catechists have abused their credulity and they are coming to us’.27
Several children were baptised, though in secret and under the pretext of
giving medical aid, in case the Islanders objected violently, and there were
some 600 ‘listeners’ out of a total population of almost 6000. But the
priests were unhappy. Both men hated the Lifu landscape, their poverty,
and the hardships of day to day living.28
Selwyn and Patteson hoped to overcome some of the Melanesian Mis-
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sions problems by transfering its school from Auckland to one of the is
lands. They chose Lifu because it was close to the New Hebrides where
they planned to collect their scholars, and it had the reputation of already
being a ‘Christianised’ island. Furthermore, the Mission had called into
Mu several times in the early 1850s and Patteson could speak the language
reasonably well, having learnt it from Lifuans taken to St Johns. There was
now an additional reason: the Marists had a foothold on the north of the
supposedly Protestant island.
Patteson took twelve New Hebrideans to Mu, only weeks after the Mar
ists landed at Eacho. He was confident the school there would be a great
success and excited at the prospect of dwelling amongst the Islanders for
several months. Trying to live a Romantic ideal, he took ashore with him
nothing but tea and ships’ biscuits, intending to live on local food con
sisting, as he imagined, of yams, coconuts, pigs, fowls, turkeys, fish, and
turtle meat: ‘I have no doubt I shall live very well’.29 But his four-month so
joum at Mu was a sad disillusionment. There was an unvarying, and to
him oppressive diet of yams and coconuts, and little fresh water. His Lifuan hosts thrived on such food, but the New Hebrideans were wont to
complain: ‘Lifu people very kind, but no water, no bread fruit, no banana,
no fish. Very good to go to New Zealand’.30 Where Selwyn and Patteson
believed that the New Zealand environment hindered the Islanders’ train
ing, it was precisely the prospect of going to New Zealand that attracted
many young men to the mission, for in Auckland they could experience
some of the novelties of the white man’s world. At Mu Patteson had little
time for teaching so involved was he in organising food supplies for his
scholars, and the Mission later admitted that his school ‘did not prove very
successful’.31
Patteson met the Marists priests and to the surprise, and doubtless disap
pointment of the Lifuans, they treated each other with courtesy and res
pect. Patteson thought that Montrouzier was a ‘gentleman’ but took excep
tion to his view that ‘he could force upon the Lifu people whatever he
pleased, the French Government having promised him any number of sol
diers he may send for to take possession, if necessary, of the island’, and to
his ‘frequent introduction of the words “man of w ar” into all discussions’.32
Patteson impressed upon the Lifuan Protestants the dangers of antagonis
ing the priests in case they did call on the Noumean administration,33 and
scorn and abuse of the priests did abate, at least for a time, probably as a
result of Montrouzier’s intransigence and Patteson’s counsel.
Late in 1858 Montrouzier was transferred to New Caledonia. He be
lieved his contribution to the Marist Mission on Lifu had been to establish
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a beachhead in a land of Protestants and to have intimidated the more out
spoken Protestant teachers. He had also baptised, in secret, twenty-six Lifuans, twenty of whom were, he was convinced, already in Heaven. But of
the 750-800 Lifuans who supported the Marists he was honest enough to
admit that ‘What they desired was not knowledge of the truth, it was guns
and above all the alliance of the French to crash the protestants,
who . . . wished to proselytize by armed might’.34 With his departure the
mission lost all momentum. His replacement, Jean-Baptiste Fabvre, was
unable to travel because all his shoes wore out on the rough coral tracks,
and only one mission ship visited Eaeho for the next ten months. The two
men lacked materials to improve their huts or build chapels, and were
forced to live on a diet of yams when their own supplies ran out.35 Present
ing a spectacle of dejection, misery, and virtual isolation in the bush at
Eacho, they were scarcely likely to impress the Lifuans or be of much assis
tance to the hapless Ukeneso, who was scared to travel beyond the confines
of Nathalo.
The LMS, which had been unable to provide missionaries for Lifu when
begged to do so by the Lifuans, quickly reviewed the situation when it
learned that two opposition mission societies were on the island. It is hard
to judge whom the Society saw as posing the greatest threat—the Marists
or the Melanesian Mission. One of the LMS secretaries thought that Patteson would spread only ‘evils’ amongst the Lifuans: ‘It is a lamentable cir
cumstance that in their efforts for the Evangelization of the Islands of the
Pacific, the Society’s Agents have in some instances met with no less serious
obstruction from the professed friends of the Gospel than from its avowed
enemies’.36 In 1859 several thousand Lifuans watched the arrival of
Samuel MacFarlane and William Baker in the LMS mission vessel John
Williams, long since nicknamed by the Lifuans ‘no missionaries’.37 The is
land was divided into two mission districts: Baker and his family went to
Mu and MacFarlane and his family settled at Chepenehe. Their arrival
could not have been in greater contrast to that of the Marists the previous
year. At Mu the Bakers were at once ‘comfortably lodged in a neat plas
tered six-roomed cottage, which the teachers gave up for their residence’,
and at Chepenehe ‘The willing crowd picked up the things from the boat
as s(X)n as it touched the beach, and trunks, casks, and cases flew up to the
teachers’ house, in at the door, and were laid down in whichever of the
seven rooms Mr MacFarlane pleased to direct’.38 By the end of the first
day, wrote MacFarlane, ‘all our goods were landed, and cups and saucers
were rattling, and the tea-pot steaming’.39 The Marists watched dumb
founded from their hut at Eacho.
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MacFarlane, a witty, articulate, and supremely arrogant Scotsman,
who quickly dominated the other LMS missions on the Loyalty Islands,
gloried in the accord the Lifuans paid him and the setting up of his home
comforts:
We have never been troubled with the feeling that because we are mission
aries we ought to deny ourselves of easily-acquired conveniences and com
forts; indeed, it has always been our endeavour to have things as neat, clean,
and convenient as possible: trying to raise the natives to us, rather than de
scend to them.

On looking across the bay, he disdainfully acknowledged the existence of
the two priests living, he observed, ‘in miserable houses, remarkable only
for their filth and disorder’.40
The Protestant mission on Lifu developed as rapidly as had its counter
part on Mare. The Islanders eagerly built store-houses and workshops for
the missionaries, and erected large churches; each mission station was set
amidst acres of cleared ground, surrounded by high coral-block walls.
Thousands pledged their allegiance to the mission.41 Like Naisiline
Nidoish’s people on Mare, the Lifuans under Bula and Wainya displayed
tremendous enthusiasm for the church. The vast majority did so willingly
and spontaneously but, as on Mare, there was no place for those who were
reluctant to follow the masses. MacFarlane drew up a series of laws, simi
lar to those promulgated by Jones and Creagh on Mare, which applied
Christian principles ‘to social life . . . to substitute them for the ferocity
and revenge by which all classes had been previously influenced’. Police
men were appointed in villages throughout the island ‘to investigate minor
offences and impose suitable fines or punishment, whilst the supreme court
was held at Mu’. Even MacFarlane had to admit that the police were
‘more vigorous than just in enforcing their five laws, or rather their own
ideas, for their little code became ludicrously elastic sometimes’.42 Both
Bula and Wainya benefited greatly from their close association with the
LMS missionaries and, like Naisiline Nidoish, assumed powers which were
probably unprecedented. Bula not only became a despot within his own
chiefdom of Losi but effectively ruled the whole island with Wainya as his
second in command in Wet and Gaitcha.
To help counteract Protestant dominance the Marist Mission sent
further missionaries in 1860. But the priests continually changed their
areas—from Eacho to Nathalo to Dueulu—and some were recalled leav
ing only Lubin Gaide and Jean-Baptiste Fabvre by 1862. Such mobility
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and change of personnel added to the difficulties of their already unsettled
lives and prevented them from forming close ties with their local sup
porters. The priests’ mood of discouragement persisted: they lacked food,
had little communication with their Noumean superiors, and their poverty
was ‘proverbial in all the Vicariate’ of New Caledonia.43 Unlike the LMS
missionaries they were slow to pick up the Lifuan languages, and in des
pair they watched MacFarlane and James Sleigh (who replaced Baker at
Mu), who ate and lived very well with their wives to care for them, and the
aggressive LMS system with its ‘phalanx of catechists, with its books, with
its schools, with its material resources . . . . The Catholic work advances
slightly and slowly’.44 Out of a total population of almost 6000 the Marists
had a total of only 600 supporters at Eacho and Nathalo and 150 at
Dueulu; and they thought that less than half of these were ‘Christians’.45
The remaining population was Protestant.
Where MacFarlane referred to the ‘ludicrously elastic’ interpretation of
his Mission’s laws, the Marists labelled it an ‘inquisition’. Bula’s policemen
became increasingly fanatical in their opposition to Ukeneso and Zeula;
and their Catholic followers were sometimes tortured and forced to labour
for Protestants. Neither Ukeneso nor those looking after the young Zeula
were able to retaliate, for their supporters were hopelessly outnumbered.
‘The policemen’, wrote Gaide, ‘believed they were above the great chief
[Ukeneso ], and became tyrants’.46
By 1860 the Bula chiefship in association with the LMS had achieved
supremacy throughout the island. Ukeneso’s attempts to offset Bula’s au
thority and that of the rebellious Wainya by calling for Marist missionaries
had achieved little; he had already lost popular support, except at Eacho,
Nathalo and Dueulu, and the Marist Mission was lacking in effective per
sonnel and resources. But the prospect that he and the Marists would soon
be completely at the mercy of Bula, Wainya, and the LMS was soon to
result, as Montrouzier had earlier threatened, in the forceful intervention
of the French government.

5

_________________________________

ü v e a 1842-1864

The Marist Mission, although losing the initiative to the LMS on Mare and
Lifu, achieved dominance on Uvea. As on the other two islands the divi
sion of the Uvean population into two opposing religious camps is largely
explicable in terms of pre-European tribal arrangements and of the Is
landers’ local politics.
Uvea was originally populated by Lifuans from Gaitcha and Wet and
migrants from New Caledonia . 1 By the mid-eighteenth century the island
was roughly divided into two main chiefdoms. Great chief Bazit at the vil
lage of Weneki controlled the northern region, Ohwen, and great chief
Taume ruled over the southern half, the districts of Fayawe and Muli,
from the village of Fayawe . 2 Two subsequent migrations provided the
basis for the tribal divisions of the island in the nineteenth century. In the
latter half of the eighteenth century some Wallis Islanders were building a
canoe for their chief when a stone broke from its axe lashing and injured
the chief’s son. The working party, led by Nekelo, Dumai, Beka, and the
Tongan Pumali, were terrified of retribution and fled to sea. Their canoe
drifted some thousand miles to the south-west and landed at the north of
Uvea on the small island of Uneis. 3 Bazit readily accepted the castaways,
for he saw that they might make valuable allies in his wars with Taume to
the south. There were no women among the migrants, who intermarried
with the original inhabitants and adopted most of their customs, although
they retained much of their own language. 4 Beka and his followers re-
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mained on Uneis while Nekelo later settled at Heo, and Dumai and
Pumali, either by conquest or at the invitation of Taume, made their per
manent home on the island of Muli.5 Soon after the Wallisians had arrived
on Uvea a number of New Caledonians from Kone landed in the district of
Fayawe. In a series of wars their leader, Whenegay, defeated Taume and
built up a powerful chiefdom centred on the village of Fayawe.6 By the
1840s Ohwen was still led by the Bazit family. Within this region there
were a number of chiefdoms ruled by the Melanesians Owa at Onyat, Imwene at Bazit’s village of Weneki, and the recent Polynesian arrivals Beka
of Uneis and Nekelo of Heo. All these chiefdoms, similar to great chiefdoms in that each comprised a number of clans, had varying degrees of
autonomy from Bazit although they had a greater or lesser system of for
mal or informal ties with him such that Ohwen was a region of consid
erable political coherence clearly distinct from the rest of the island.7 Erskine met Bazit and Nekelo, who acted as a ‘war minister’ for Ohwen in
the later 1840s. The latter he described as a ‘sombre-looking man . . . hav
ing tattooed on his chest, in large Roman characters, “Nicolo, King of
Ware” ’. Bazit, not to be outdone, had ‘Basset’ engraved on his chest.8
Whenegay’s descendants still held sway over the southern half of the atoll,
except for the small island of Muli where the Polynesian Dumai was chief
and the Tongan Pumali played a lesser role.9 Cheyne described Whenegay
in 1842 as
. . . in the lowest grade of Savage Ignorance and a Cannibal—yet there was
something straightforward about him—which I had not before met with at
any of the other Islands—and which led me to think he might be trusted. It
was evident to me that he had great power over the Natives—and sufficiently
able to protect any vessel that might visit his place. . . . The Kings name is
Whiningay—he is about 45 years of Age, nearly 6 feet high, well made with
rather a Wild and Daring expression of countenance—has Elaphantiasis in
his right Leg, and holds his present rank through having been a great War
rior.10

Bazit and Whenegay were the bitterest of enemies, each striving for domi
nance of the atoll. It was these two men, and their successors, who in large
part decided the pattern of the Islanders’ reactions to European, and espe
cially missionary, presence.
Sandalwood traders reached Uvea’s lagoon in 1842 where, in spite of
tribal fighting, bartering was usually peaceful providing ships’ masters
stayed clear of local politics.11 And as both the northern and southern re
gions were equally accessible to vessels, neither Bazit nor Whenegay was
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deprived of the goods offered by the traders for wood, unlike the chiefs to
the south and east of Mare. Tribal hostilities came to an end in the late
1840s apparently as a result of Whenegay’s death.12 His son Jokwie as
sumed the chiefship of the Fayawe region, and peace continued until 1856.
At the beginning of that year Nekelo either was killed or died of natural
[causes and warfare with the south was renewed as a consequence. Under
the pretext of arranging a peace settlement Jokwie was enticed to Ohwen
where he was assassinated, and the tribal fighting assumed more serious
[proportions.13 The Whenegay chiefship made strenuous efforts to gain a
more formal alliance with, and hopefully assistance from, Europeans. See
ing the advantages that Bula, Wainya, and Naisiline Nidoish had received
from the LMS, Jokwie, just before his death, had asked Creagh on Mare for
teachers. By mid-year there were two Marean teachers in the village at
Fayawe.14 That same year the sandalwood entrepreneur Henry Bums for
tuitously established a large sandalwood station at Fayawe, where he spent
the winter months until 1861. Bums’s presence was of great significance
'or the people of the district not only because of the material prosperity his
Station brought them, but because Jokwie’s son was a minor and Bums
was appointed regent. As he later explained:
When I returned to the island in 1856, there was no head to the tribe, the king
having been killed in fight; he had an only child, who was but two years of
age, and his, brother who was a sort of regent was imbecile, the power was
therefore placed in my hands.15
The people had every confidence in me. I was the king there. We had a regu, lar code of laws for our government, established by myself and the chiefs. 1
s am sorry to say I have not a copy of them, as they with my journals were lost
j when I went to England. The people looked to me to settle all their dis
putes . . . . If I said anything it was right.16

Bums’s appointment may well have been in the tradition of offering the
leadership to a newcomer whom the elders thought capable of benefiting
:he chiefdom. However, he held the position only for a short time for in
1857 Ombalu, another brother of the deceased Jokwie—and apparently
no ‘imbecile’—was regent.
Bazit and the young Nekelo, who assumed the chiefship at Heo on his
father’s death, were dismayed to see the Whenegay chiefship so closely as
sociated with English traders and the LMS mission and, in a now thor
oughly predictable pattern, invited Marist missionaries from north-eastern
New Caledonia.17 In 1857 Jean Bernard and Franyois Palazy settled at
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Heo, or St Joseph. Fighting between the north and south immediately in
tensified as French Catholic and English Protestant influences aggravated
the long-standing feud. The LMS made its first visit to Uvea the following
year to land Polynesian teachers to reinforce the mission conducted by the
Marean teachers. There had been little visible progress by these men in the
two years they had been at Fayawe mainly, the missionaries believed, be
cause of the district’s obsession with its war against the north. And al
though the people were eager enough to accept the Polynesian teachers the
fighting was their overall concern.18 The priests too were pessimistic about
their chances of ever having influence in the south: the Fayawe people,
they explained, ‘remain true to the sentiments of their ancient hostility:
perhaps also they are afraid of appearing to submit to the chiefs of
the . . . [northern] tribe, if they accept . . . [the Catholic] religion’.19 Never
theless the priests did make gains through their threats to call for a French
warship.20 The turning point for their mission came with Commandant
Testard’s visit to Uvea in the Styx when he and Montrouzier collected
Palazy on their way to Lifu in 1858. The priests impressed upon the
Commandant the necessity for a station at the village of Fayawe, the cen
tre of hostile English influence. Testard immediately sailed there and ‘de
manded’ that the Fayawe people allow the Marists to settle in their village.
No one dared to object, said Bernard, for ‘the fear of the warship was
stronger than their faith’. Bernard and Eugene Barriol, who replaced Pa
lazy, ‘took the opportunity to go there immediately to found an establish
ment beside the Protestant one’.21 Barriol took up residence at the new sta
tion but was soon disillusioned. He had great difficulty in learning the Iai
language and was continually abused by the villagers and the Marean and
Polynesian teachers. Furthermore, at both Fayawe and St Joseph the
priests had few resources: they ran short of food and water and had great
difficulty in gathering wood and other essential materials for their huts
and chapels. A young Brother sent to help them was a hindrance for he
‘detested’ life on the atoll and vomited every time naked women crawled
passed him on all fours to enter or leave a hut.22 No mission vessel arrived
for over six months, and Bernard complained that they had been ‘aban
doned in the wilderness’.23
In spite of the priests’ inability to impress the Islanders with material
wealth, support for the mission increased in both regions. By 1859-1860
the principal chiefs in the north, Bazit, Imwene, Nekelo, Beka, and Owa
gave at least tacit support to the Marists, and the entire population of
about 1000 attended services.24 In the south several of the lesser clan chiefs
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in the Wakat-Lekin areas asked the priests for assistance to help them put
down challenges to their authority by ambitious young men supported by
the Protestant teachers.25 But the breakthrough for the Marists in the south
came when all 300 residents on the island of Muli decided to support them;
their great chief Dumai saw his chance to emphasise his independence
from the Whenegay chiefship,26 and there were, in addition, strong socio
historical ties between the Wallisian descendants on Muli and those in the
north. Some people from the village of Fayawe told Barriol: ‘Father your
prayer is best, we wish to accept it, but as it comes from . . . [Weneki] we
are ashamed . . . you must come yourself and take the principal chiefs by
the hand and everyone will follow’.27 However, at least 200 from the
Fayawe district, with a population of 1000, decided to support the
Marists.28 In addition to political reasons for changing their allegiance,
some of the Fayawe people were worried about the French warships:
‘They said’, recorded Barriol, ‘perhaps with truth, that if we kill the mis
sionaries, that . . . [the French] will take our country’.29 The priests well
knew that few of these people had ‘changed their pagan life’ and were
Catholic ‘only in words’, but, they rationalised, better that than their be
coming Protestants.30
As the Marist Mission gained momentum and the numbers of Protestant
teachers were annually increased, violence between Catholic and Protes
tant supporters regularly broke out. Hostility between the northern and
southern regions came to an end as the Islanders became more preoccu
pied with factional squabbling in their own areas. The Fayawe region was
particularly disturbed because of the presence of Barriol, surrounded by
large numbers of Protestants, and because the regent Ombalu had none of
the authority of the former Whenegays to maintain order. One European
traveller commented: ‘thanks to a crowd of petty' chiefs without influence,
anarchy is permanent’.31 The northern region too became unsettled when
in 1860 the Marists attempted to draw up a code of laws to consolidate
their support before the Protestant teachers had time to make their way
there. Bernard and Bazit called together the principal chiefs and in Bazit’s
name promulgated laws for compulsory attendance at church services,
strict observance of the Sabbath, and the prohibition of polygyny and the
dissolution of marriages.32 The implications of such laws upon the political
structure of Ohwen were potentially profound, for they gave Bazit the op
portunity to interfere in the internal affairs of the other chiefdoms—a right
he did not normally have. However, every chief except Owa of Onyat,
who was determined that his authority should not in any way be weakened
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by Bazit, reluctantly agreed to accept the laws.33 The Protestant teachers
and catechists at Fayawe quickly supported Owa’s stand and declared him
an independent chief without any obligation whatsoever to Bazit. Owa
pledged his support for the Protestants and symbolically broke his ties with
Bazit by returning a fibre belt Bazit had once given him. Within a few
hours Protestants from Fayawe flocked to Onyat and erected a grass
chapel next to the Catholic one. Bernard and Bazit accused Owa of rebel
lion and warriors destroyed his entire village and drove the inhabitants
south to Wadrilla, where they took refuge.34
When a permanent Protestant missionary arrived in the village of
Fayawe in December 1864 he was in an unenviable position. The Marist
missionaries, although they had achieved very little in their attempts to
evangelise the Islanders, had no schools, and were still materially poor,35
had, nevertheless, the support of most of the Uvean population. In conjunc
tion with Bazit and Nekelo they had an iron grip on the people of Ohwen
and no Protestant teachers or supporters dared travel into the area; every
one on Muli and most of the people in the Lekin-Wakat region as well as
some 200 in Fayawe itself followed the priests.36
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By the mid-1860s both Marist and LMS missionaries had been able to es
tablish stations on each of the Loyalty Islands and ‘convert’ the inhabitants
largely because chiefs were eager to apply certain mission institutions as
well as the missionaries’ national and religious prejudices to their own pol
itics. After 1864 the situation became more complex than a simple interac
tion between rival chiefs and rival faiths: the French government, based in
New Caledonia, intervened in Loyalty Islands affairs.
France annexed New Caledonia in 1853. The proclamation referred to
‘New Caledonia and its dependencies’ and although not specifying the lat
ter, it was generally understood that they were the Loyalty Islands. Until
1864 French administrators in Noumea (or Port de France as it was
known until 1866) had no wish to concern themselves with these economi
cally insignificant islands but became increasingly disturbed by events
there. They were alarmed at the tribal fighting between English Protestant
and French Catholic supporting Islanders and at the growth of English re
ligious and commercial influence so close to New Caledonia causing,
wrote one Governor in 1860, ‘considerable prejudice. The natives are
more English than French. A vigorous occupation alone will establish
there our supremacy. But it takes men, and money’.1 Seriously short of
both, the administration saw the settlement of Marist missionaries as ‘the
only way to extend . . . [French] influence’.2 By the early 1860s, however,
the intensification of religious, national, and tribal hostilities called for
more positive action from the government, and chiefs and missionaries
who had hitherto been concerned with one another now had to come to
terms with a major, and finally dominant, European influence.
The French administration was unable to ‘pacify’ the Islanders and mis
sionaries immediately. Its policies lacked direction and decisiveness. Because the islands were of no economic significance and because the admin
istration lacked resources and finance, actual government presence was
minimal. Apart from stationing a commandant and some soldiers at Chepenehe on Lifu in the 1860s and a lone resident who lived there from 1870,
the only other French officials to set foot on the islands usually stayed only
a matter of days, and more often hours. The French were further hindered
by antagonistic Islanders and missionaries. The LMS missionaries in par
ticular severely limited the range of the New Caledonian governors’ ac
tions. The mission’s effective propaganda network throughout Australia
and England gave wide publicity' to the politico-religious troubles, blam
ing them on the Noumean administration. The LMS also brought strong
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pressure to bear upon the local administration by channelling protests
through the British Foreign Office to a sympathetic Paris government. Of
ficials in Paris had no desire to quarrel with England and warned their of
ficials in New Caledonia not to persecute the Protestant Islanders or the
LMS missionaries for fear of ‘international consequences’. The Noumean
administration was unable to take severe reprisals against the Loyalty Is
landers, as it did without qualms against the New Caledonians; nor could
it simply expel all the LMS missionaries. Not until the 1870s on Lifu and
Uvea and the 1890s on Mare could the government bring about peace and
political stability and an end to the religious and national rivalries by
gradually exiling the more troublesome Islanders and finally removing
several of the more militant missionaries. It is no coincidence that Lifu, the
most politically stable of the three islands in the 1840s, was the first to re
gain this state whereas Mare, in a post-revolutionary turmoil when Euro
peans first arrived, was the last to do so—suggesting that the processes and
progress of ‘pacification’ owed as much to the nature of political arrange
ments existing at the time of first regular contact with Europeans as to the
manner of European intervention.
Although the French administrators finally secured the obedience of the
Islanders and the missions, they never managed to erase the strong under
currents of the Islanders’ anglophilia, which still exist today. By 1900 the
government’s presence and strength was more potential than actual, and,
as long as there was peace amongst the Islanders and missionaries and no
challenge to French sovereignty, the government was content not to in
terfere in island life.

6

______________________________

Lifu 1 8 6 4 -1 8 7 1

The island of Lifu came first to the attention of the French administration
when the Protestant Lifuans’ zeal exceeded their discretion. Encouraged by
the LMS missionary MacFarlane, Bula’s and Wainya’s police roamed
throughout the chiefdoms of Wet and Gaitcha terrorising Ukeneso’s and
the young Zeula’s Catholic followers. Even Europeans were not safe: a vis
iting Irishman who refused to attend a Sunday service at Chepenehe found
himself bound and gagged, while the master of a trading vessel was held
for two days at Mu until he paid ‘harbour dues’.1 Ukeneso, who had called
upon the Marist missionaries to aid him in 1858, now sent out urgent ap
peals to the Noumean administration. On his behalf a Marist missionary
from Noumea, Jean Bertrand, interviewed Governor Charles Guillain. He
claimed that MacFarlane had over 200 policemen throughout Lifu who
ostensibly maintained ‘the divine laws’ but who made no distinction in
practice between temporal and spiritual matters; Ukeneso and Zeula were
‘no longer masters of their own land’ for MacFarlane had the police pun
ish anyone who obeyed their commands instead of the new laws. ‘Things
at Lifu are at the point where the politics of the Chepenehe autocrat must
oppress us or our supporters fight a war to the death, or the Governor
comes to make the despot see reason’.2
Several months later, in May 1864, Guillain gazetted the Loyalty Is
lands as a ‘military district’3 and sent a commandant and twenty-five sol
diers to close down all LMS schools and stop the distribution of its religious
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propaganda. They set up camp at Enu, midway between Eacho and Chepenehe, where the French tricolour was raised for the first time on the
Loyalty Islands. MacFarlane described Ukeneso and his followers ‘rejoic
ing at the arrival of the soldiers, whom they regarded and represented as
their enemus [enehmu] . . . come at their request to punish the disobedient
and obstinate Protestants’.4 Hundreds of Protestants flocked to Chepenehe,
‘enraged and using menacing language’. MacFarlane had ‘some difficulty
in prevailing upon them to abandon their intention of, as they said, sweep
ing the soldiers into the sea’.5 The French commandant hastily reported to
Guillain that the Lifuans had risen en masse, and that his government was
facing an ‘insurrection’ which only ‘severe measures and an energetic
front’ could put down. The people of Chepenehe, he went on, ‘are entirely
imbued with English ideas’; the word French, or wee-wee (oui-oui) was
synonymous with Catholic: when asked what religion they professed, they
replied ‘English’ or ‘Britannia’; and most could speak English. He thought
MacFarlane was the real great chief of the island with his own hierarchi
cal system of authority—under him came Bula, Wainya, Polynesian
teachers, police, and catechists. He was, said the official, ‘their supreme
missionary . . . the representative of God on earth; he had communication
with the eternal’ (MacFarlane would not have disagreed). The comman
dant concluded: ‘the island of Lifu is an immense machine whose wheels
run smoothly under the direction of the English minister at Chepenehe and
his catechists. It is a vast exploitation of the credulity of an entire people to
the advantage of MacFarlane and his associates’.6
Guillain and 198 soldiers arrived at Enu in June. They marched into
Chepenehe where Guillain mounted a platform and prepared to address
the villagers. But they had long since fled, which Guillain interpreted as an
act of rebellion against French authority. As soon as he departed, they
poured back and spent the evening dancing around the Protestant church,
screaming abuse at the soldiers at Enu and firing muskets into the air in a
mood of defiant bravado.7 Guillain’s subsequent attempt to surround the
village resulted in bloodshed. Three of the more extreme Protestants shot a
soldier, whereupon the troops charged the villagers with bayonets, includ
ing those attending a church service: two soldiers and four Lifuans died
and ‘many’ Protestants were wounded.8 Meanwhile, a group of soldiers
whom Guillain had ordered to march overland from Mu, approached
Chepenehe. Fleeing villagers ran headlong into them and, described Mac
Farlane, ‘set up a shout for vengeance, and, heedless of consequences, fell
upon them with their clubs and tomahawks’.9 Five Islanders were shot,
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and five soldiers wounded. Those Protestants who managed to escape from
the French were given shelter by the Catholics at Nathalo—the beginning
of a rapprochement between former enemies that was to grow throughout
the 1860s.
Guillain declared a state of siege and proclaimed martial law. The LMS
mission was closed down and MacFarlane confined to his house. The Gov
ernor justified his actions:
. . . under the cover of the protestant religion strangers have sought to dena
tionalize the population of the Loyalty Islands, and force several of the chiefs
to arrogate powers which alone belong to the Governor . . . .
. . . the natives of the village of Chepenehe tribe of Houet [Wet], and those
from several parts of Leussi, repudiating their obligations towards the colo
nial authority, fomented disorder and revolt among the other people of the is
land of Lifou.
. . . since our arrival at Hiacho and in spite of the appeals we have made to
rebellious chiefs, they failed to attend to our orders and so persisted in their re
bellion. 10

For several weeks Guillain conducted ‘mopping up’ operations. Troops
were sent inland to follow up rumours of planned attacks and destroyed
Protestants’ huts, but there was no further violence. The great chiefs and
most of the Islanders quietly submitted. He ‘reinstated’ Ukeneso, whom he
considered a ‘thoughtless and lazy man’, as great chief of Wet. Wainya
was deposed and his brother, who had long supported the Marists, was
‘elected’ as chief of Chepenehe. Bula was confined to Losi, had to dismiss
his police, and was forbidden to indulge in ‘politics’ with the LMS mis
sionaries. Zeula, Bula, and Ukeneso were to be ‘intermediaries be
tween . . . [French] authority and their subjects’ and were to hold the posi
tions of great chiefs only as long as they obeyed the government’s instruc
tions. The Polynesian teachers were expelled and, until further instruction,
all LMS and Marist Mission activity was suspended.11 Guillain was satis
fied with his expedition: ‘Lifu is conquered’.12 At the end of the month he
returned to Noumea leaving behind a detachment of soldiers under a
commandant. In November the state of siege was lifted, but the soldiers re
mained.
The effects and implications of the 1864 expedition to Lifu were
shrouded in controversy as each European group—the French administra
tors and Protestant and Marist missionaries—sought to maintain and just
ify what influence it could.
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The LMS mission was initially forced to a standstill and the missionaries
replied with an outburst of righteous indignation. MaeFarlane was just the
man to lead them into battle against the French. As he wrote to a friend
who suggested that the island might turn Catholic now the government
had intervened:
What! beat a retreat! And before French men too! Ah, Sir, I see you don’t
know me yet. My ‘energetic temperament’ may and hope will lead to intro
duce the gospel to other lands still shrouded in heathen darkness . . . . You
need not entertain any fears for the cause of Christ on Lifu. No restrictions
which the French are able to place upon me can impede very much the pro
gress of truth and knowledge on this island even if I were silenced tomorrow.
My presence, influence, and advice would I am sure baffle all attempts which
might be made to turn the natives from the simple truths in which they have
been trained . 13

He organised a massive propaganda campaign, or his ‘paper w ar’ as he
liked to call it. He had voluminous correspondence with Guillain and the
Lifu commandants, and with the LMS, which organised deputations to the
British government.14The Foreign Office passed on the complaints to Paris
through normal diplomatic channels15 and sympathetic French ministers
acted quickly. They charged Guillain for acting with ‘excessive vigour’
and challenged his right to suppress the LMS mission.16 The French am
bassador in London informed the LMS of ‘his regret at the occurrences
complained of’ and assured the Society that ‘the most stringent order had
been sent to prevent a renewal of them’.17 In January 1865 Napoleon III
wrote to the LMS:
I have received the memorial which you addressed to me relative to the mea
sures recently taken in the Loyalty Islands by the Governor of New Caledo
nia. I am writing to Commandant Guillain to censure any measure which
would impose a restraint upon the free exercise of your ministry in those dis
tant lands. I feel assured that, far from raising any difficulties in the way of
the representatives of French Authority, the Protestant mission, as well as the
Catholic, will seek to diffuse among the natives of the archipelago the benefits
of Christianity and civilisation. 18

The LMS missionaries declared to the last that behind all Guillain’s mea
sures on Lifu lay Christianity’s ‘dazzling caricature, Popery’,19 but through
either ignorance or unwillingness to admit it they never mentioned that,
with Guillain’s arrival in New Caledonia in 1862, the relationship between
the Noumean administration and the Marist Mission had soured. French
society throughout the nineteenth century was periodically convulsed by
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the conflict between ultramontane Catholicism, largely stripped of the po
litical power it held before the revolutionary period, and the dominant
forces of anti-elericalism. In the 1840s and 1850s, however, the Paris gov
ernments were generally prepared to support French Catholic missions in
the Pacific because they could help consolidate and extend French influ
ence.20 Until Guillain’s governorship the New Caledonian administrators,
although not always in sympathy with the Marists’ religion and mission
policies and indeed sometimes hostile to them, all saw the Marist Mission
as a necessary counter to English influence, especially on the Loyalty Is
lands.21
But Guillain was an ardent anti-cleric and clashed openly with the Mar
ists, accusing them of meddling in state affairs and coercing and creating
divisions among the New Caledonians, deploring what he considered their
intolerant and bigoted notions. For their part the Marists saw him as a
dangerous socialist and fanatical anti-cleric, an ‘emissary of the AntiChrist, the friend of pagans’ who wished to ‘destroy the Catholic religion;
to establish a phalansterian doctrine . . . \ 22 Until Guillain’s departure in
1870 he and the Marists campaigned bitterly against one another.23 The
priests on Lifu were therefore in a difficult situation. Although opposed to
the Governor they were dependent upon his intervention to protect them
and Ukeneso in the face of Protestant violence. But Guillain’s aim, as the
Marists realised, was not to protect their mission but to put down influ
ences hostile to French sovereignty.24 Delighted that French soldiers had
arrived, the priests were nevertheless dismayed at the fighting at Chepenehe and accused Guillain of excessive violence.25 Guillain in turn criticised
the priests for not having sent him more detailed information on the Lifuan
situation and for not having organised a party of Catholic Islanders to aid
the soldiers.26 The Marists in fact suffered more as a result of Guillain’s ex
pedition than did the LMS missionaries. Until Guillain received his repri
mand from Paris the priests, like the LMS missionaries, were forbidden to
preach, teach, have catechists, or distribute literature, and their followers,
along with the Protestants, were forced to labour for the soldiers at Enu.
But where MacFarlane ignored the French and secretly held schools and
distributed books, the Marists had neither the courage nor resources to do
so. Seeing MacFarlane blatantly disobeying the Governor’s orders, they
came to the conclusion (wrongly) that Guillain was working for the LMS
missionaries,27 and they maintained a running battle with him and the
commandants until 1870. Fabvre in particular treated Guillain with the
utmost contempt and wrote abusive comments about his officials.28
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As well as having to deal with antagonistic LMS and Marist mission
aries, Guillain also had the task of gaining the loyalty of the Lifuan people.
Obedience from the majority was never in question after June 1864 and it
was maintained by a system of corvees which required the great chiefs to
send up to 100 men at a time to build quarters for the soldiers at Enu. Both
Marist and LMS missionaries railed against the use of forced labour and
wrote of the general atmosphere of subjugation. Lifuans initially fled into
the bush whenever they learnt of the commandant’s approach.29 Guillanton, commandant from 1865 to 1869, attempted to win some popular sup
port by reviving night dances which the missionaries had long since pro
hibited, but he never managed to achieve any genuine rapport with the Li
fuans, and only brought upon himself a further outburst of LMS propa
ganda, including accusations that the dancing led to the ‘vilest of immo
rality in which Sodomy . . . [was] conspicuous’.30 The Lifuans generally
showed an ‘extreme docility’ towards the commandants,31 many perfect
ing a hypocritical servility. MacFarlane noted: ‘To bamboozle the Com
mandant is already beginning to be regarded as a merit by some of the fast
young men’.32
The French officials’ main concern was to control the Protestant teach
ers and the great chiefs. Teachers could only be appointed with their great
chief’s and the commandant’s approval and were forbidden to preach out
side their own districts.33 Guillain’s policy towards the great chiefs was one
of conciliation and punishment. Bula, Ukeneso, and Zeula were taken fre
quently to Noumea where they stayed with Guillain and were treated roy
ally.34 But none of the chiefs responded as Guillain anticipated. Bula’s ‘in
solence’, his ‘surly behaviour’, and his unwillingness to order his men to
labour for the French earned him a year in Noumea where he was made to
attend a government school. It was Ukeneso, the great chief who had been
so pleased to see the soldiers arrive in 1864, who caused the French the
most trouble. Although reinstated as great chief of Wet, he found the
commandants’ regulations as abhorrent as those of the LMS police. Like
Bula he was slow to supply men for the corvees, and ‘insolent’, and he too
spent a year in Noumea under close supervision. Zeula was similarly sent
to Noumea for disobeying instructions.35
The seemingly interminable squabbling among the French administra
tors, Protestant and Marist missionaries, and the Lifuans came to a sudden
halt at the beginning of the 1870s. Guillain returned to Paris and his re
placement adopted a far more moderate attitude towards both mission so
cieties. The military post on Lifu was abandoned and the island became an
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‘arrondissement’ under a Resident, instead of a ‘military district’. Corvees
ceased and with them the issue that had most frequently brought the ad
ministration and the great chiefs into conflict. Resident Caillet, who ar
rived in 1870, lived alone at Chepenehe and had ‘nothing to do except
guard the flag, he never concerned himself with the natives and their af
fairs’ on Lifu.36 As long as the Islanders did not fight amongst themselves,
and the missionaries acknowledged French sovereignty, they were left to
their own devices. Caillet was instructed to impress upon the Lifuans that
the government ‘wished to have neither a military establishment, nor an
administrative establishment in the archipelago’. The French, wrote
Caillet, wished to leave untouched the ‘traditional hierarchical structure’
of the three great chiefships, and as long as the Lifuans governed them
selves peacefully, no attempt would be made to interfere or impose any
European administrative structure.37
The LMS mission lost much of its revolutionary impetus with the depar
ture of the abrasive MacFarlane in 1871. In 1865 he and his wife had en
tered the deserted Catholic church at Nathalo and rummaged about. The
two were caught red-handed and the ensuing Marist outrage gave Guillain
his chance to turn the tables on MacFarlane, forcing the LMS to recall
him.38 James Sleigh remained at Mu and other English missionaries lived
at Chepenehe until 1920, but all were more peaceable than MacFarlane.
On the Marist side the impetuous Fabvre remained until his death in 1883,
although old age and illness moderated his views. Both missions had ami
cable relations with the Noumean administration and increasingly friendly
relations with each other.
Each of the European groups had partly achieved its aim and had been
partly compromised by the other interests. English Protestantism remained
the dominant mission influence with the allegiance of some 6000 Li
fuans,39 but it had been unable to remain independent of French control
and could never again openly interfere in the Islanders’ politics; nor had it
succeeded in overthrowing the Marist Mission and its Lifuan followers.
The Marists were firmly established at Eacho, Nathalo, and Dueulu, with
the support of the great chiefs Zeula and Ukeneso and some 750-1000 Is
landers,40 but they had been unable to expand further, nor, like the LMS
missionaries, could they ignore the Noumean administration. By 1870 the
French government no longer felt its sovereignty over Lifu threatened for,
although it had failed to end missionary activity as Guillain wished, or ef
fectively combat English influences, it had the obedience, if not the affec
tion, of the missions, the great chiefs, and the people of Lifu. Perhaps the
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most significant contribution of the French intervention was the creation
of a stability within and among the three great chiefdoms. The political ar
rangement of Lifu was now in many ways reminiscent of the situation dur
ing the earliest years of European contact before the LMS missionaries and
teachers in conjunction with Bula and Wainya overthrew the traditional
power structure in both Wet and Gaiteha.
The Protestant and Catholic Lifuans had themselves drawn closer to
gether since June 1864, partly in opposition to the first major external
threat since European contact—the French soldiers—and partly because
they realised that the French would not tolerate any more tribal fighting.
The Lifuans had ‘a wholesome dread of the powers that be’, commented
Creagh.41 Throughout the remainder of the century Europeans described
the harmonious relations between former enemies: ‘the hatreds between
village and village, tribe and tribe have disappeared’.42 Such harmony,
however, was not to be found on the other two islands and, having sub
dued the Lifuans and their missionaries, the Noumean administration was
forced to turn its attention to Uvea.

7

__________________________________

üvea 1864-1875

Until relative peace and political stability were established by about 1875,
two related issues dominated Uvean affairs—the question of the future ex
istence of the Protestant minority in areas of the district of Fayawe, and the
efforts of Bazit, Whenegay and his regent Ombalu, and Dumai to
strengthen and consolidate their influence within and beyond their own
chiefdoms.
The initial reaction among the Fayawe Protestants, led by the regent
Ombalu, to the news of Guillain’s Lifu expedition was one of fear. Ombalu
immediately hoisted a French flag and changed his allegiance from the
Protestant teachers to the Marist priests, Bernard and Barriol. He and forty
others accepted the Catholic medal, ordered the Marean and Polynesian
teachers to leave the village, and declared that the Protestant church was
now a Catholic one.1 When the permanent LMS missionary, Samuel Ella,
landed on Uvea in December 1864, many others who had seriously con
sidered turning to the priests decided to remain with the Protestant cause
for it appeared that the soldiers were not going to arrive, and Ella, who
moved into Bums’s old house at Fayawe and ‘made a display . . . of prop
erty to attract people’ gave them considerable confidence. Ombalu chose
to remain with the Marists, not wishing to join the Protestant minority and
antagonise the French administration, and set about imposing ‘fines’ on
the Fayawe Protestants.2
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Ella’s presence encouraged the Protestants to adopt a more aggressive
outlook, and stronger pockets of support were noticeable among several
clans in the villages of Wadrilla, Wakat, Lekin, and Banut. On the small is
land of Muli there was a split between Pumeli, who abandoned his alle
giance to the priests and turned to support Ella in the hope of dominating
Dumai. Dumai responded by burning down Pumeli’s village and for some
years afterwards the island was riven by the mutual hostilities of these two
men.3 The three great chiefs, Bazit, Ombalu, and Dumai, who were no
longer fighting amongst each other, and who had found common cause in
supporting the Marists, concentrated on the task of obtaining the loyalty of
their clan chiefs, often by violence. In the village of Fayawe, Ella found
himself surrounded by constant fighting and sadly commented: ‘Religion
and politics mixed up in all our meetings’.4 The presence of both Ella and
Barriol at Fayawe centred conflict on the church originally built by the
Protestants. Ombalu and Barriol claimed it for the Catholics, and which
ever side could raise the most powerful congregation usually took control.
Ella described one incident in which one of the Marists ‘marched at the
head of an armed party of his adherents and first assailed our congrega
tion’. Once inside, the priest, said Ella, performed ‘mummeries’ to hallow
the church for his faith.5 Brawls within the church were commonplace.6
Guillain, not wishing to let events once again get out of hand as at Lifu
before his expedition, landed at Fayawe in June 1865. After a brief inquiry
he declared that Ella was entirely responsible for tensions building up to an
‘imminent’ war between the Catholics and Protestants.
His presence has more than a little contributed to revive the pretensions of the
catechists and native protestants. But the severe lesson of Lifou has at least
cleared the political question and I did not find at Ouvea the resistance and
spirit of rebellion which was shown on my arrival on [Lifu] . . . ,7

Guillain divided Uvea into three administrative districts—‘Ouvea,
Faiaoue, and Mouli’, with Bazit, the young Whenegay and his regent Om
balu, and Dumai as great chiefs. Guillain’s regulations included the follow
ing points:
A rt. 5

Each of the Great Chiefs is responsible for his own district, and
answers to the Lifu commandant. He can arrest any individual
causing disorder or who refuses to obey him; but he must be good
and just with everybody and is to be considered their father.

A rt. 7

When a crime is committed, the chief of the district will send the
guilty person to the Lifu commandant who will act in accordance
with the Governor’s instructions.
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Any chief who does not execute the Governor’s instructions will be
dismissed from his chiefship and taken to Port-de-France, for he
will not be worthy of command . 8

Guillain’s regulations provide an excellent example of the misconceptions
many Europeans held of the Islanders’ socio-political organisations.
Guillain thought he was ‘legalising’ the existing patterns of indigenous au
thority, which, if maintained, would have provided a convenient admini
strative framework for the French. But while the three districts with the
three great chiefs roughly corresponded to the three major areas of politi
cal control, Guillain’s view of them was far too simple. He did not realise
or perhaps would not accept that within each of the three areas other
chiefs had varying degrees of autonomy, as opposed to independence, from
Bazit, Whenegay, and Dumai. Furthermore, he did not take account of the
many ties of allegiance, especially at the clan level, which transcended the
boundaries he laid down. Unaware of the real nature of chiefly authority,
with its responsibilities and obligations within the fraternity and the checks
and balances to chiefly despotism, Guillain saw the great chiefs as com
manders with unlimited personal control; but he hoped that they would at
least be paternalistic in their despotism. Such opinions coincided with the
views of the Marist priests on Uvea and the FMS missionaries on Lifu and
Mare, all of whom saw that their influence depended upon the support of
those they considered to hold positions of greatest authority within the in
digenous society. In common with the great chiefs and some clan chiefs on
Lifu and Mare, the Uvean great chiefs were only too ready to take advan
tage of the opportunities offered to them by the Europeans to assume an
authority they might not otherwise have had.
Before leaving, Guillain made further specific regulations: the people of
Onyat who had been driven south by Bazit could either remain at Wadrilla, as long as they agreed to accept Whenegay’s authority, or they could
return to Onyat, and Bazit was forbidden to harm them; as for the church
at Faya we, each mission had to build another, and the old one was to be
pulled down . 9 Ella was furious with Guillain’s measures. Uvea, he said,
was to be in the hands of the three popish chiefs who had worked all the
mischief here. . . . Thus the rule of this island is given into the hands of the
Romish priests for these chiefs are easily their tools, ready to obey their direc
tions in any evil work . 10

As scx)n as Guillain sailed from the lagoon the fighting was renewed.
Bazit drove back those people who tried to reach Onyat, and on Muli,
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Dumai anti Pumeli continued their hostilities until Pumeli died in 1867
and his son opted once again for the Catholics." In the village of Fayawe
the Protestants and Catholics broke up each other’s services and antagon
ised each other’s missionaries. Ella described how the Catholics, led by
Ombalu, held ‘nightly revels’ and beat a wooden church bell ‘for hours in
our ears, accompanied by the savage shrieks, shouts and yellings of the
dancers’. Ella lived in a constant state of blustering indignation:
As a summary I may say, that in some places, Protestant villages have been
burned down; in others families have been driven from their homes; and the
houses and lands taken from them by the persecuting chiefs and given to
papists.
What a malignant inconquerably malicious spirit Popery is! 12

The letters of Barriol and Bernard are silent about most of the fighting,
probably because the Catholics were often the main instigators, though the
Protestants doubtless provoked and antagonised them, and probably be
cause the priests had a vested interest in Bazit and Ombalu bringing to heel
those who refused to submit to them and accept the Catholic religion.
Ella’s constant barrage of protests against Catholic ‘outrages’ was re
layed to Paris through the British Foreign Office.13 Guillain, embarrassed
by Ella’s accusations, was nevertheless reluctant to intervene. He did not
want to send soldiers and risk another reprimand from Paris, nor had he
the resources to establish a permanent official on the island. His compro
mise solution was to send a three-man commission of inquiry in 1869. To
the Marist Mission’s dismay, the commission upheld most of Ella’s accusa
tions and ordered the mission to recall Barriol.14 Bernard was also recalled
shortly afterwards. The removal of these two allegedly ‘ardent’ priests had
no effect whatsoever on Bazit and Ombalu, who continued to attack the
Protestants.15 With every act of violence more and more Protestants con
sidered it expedient to submit to the chiefs. By 1873 the Protestant popula
tion numbered less than 250.16From Mare, Jones wrote:
It seems Naisiline’s plan was the best, take things into his own hands, & risk
the consequences. ‘Nothing ventured nothing gained’. Well there seems little
escape for Uvea, but annihilation of the protestant party, unless they can
manage to get someone as leader and pitch into the rascals and have a regular
battle & see who is the strongest. 17

The French administration held a further inquiry in 1873 and again up
held the Protestants’ claims. Ombalu was imprisoned in Noumea.18 Whenegay, by now old enough to take over the chiefship of Fayawe, attempted
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to stand above the factionalism within his chiefdom and refused to support
either the Catholic or Protestant missionaries. But he soon found himself
siding with the Protestants as Waesolot, who led the Catholic forces in
Fayawe after Ombalu’s departure, challenged Whenegay’s right to the
chiefship. Whenegay burnt Waesolot’s hut and then found himself, along
with all the Protestants, besieged in his fortification in the village of
Fayawe by Waesolot and most of the Uvean Catholics. Whenegay held out
for two months until thirst and hunger finally drove him and the Protes
tants to submit. 19 The priests were jubilant. Jean Nestor Pionnier wrote to a
friend: 'Finally . . . I can shout—Victory!’ and Jacques Roussel noted: ‘St
Michel has once again crushed the Devil’ . 20 The French Resident on Lifu
rushed to Uvea and had Waesolot and some twenty-nine supporters im
prisoned in Noumea . 21
The submission of the Protestants effectively brought to an end the worst
of the violence on Uvea, and resulted in a relatively stable political ar
rangement in the district of Fayawe. Ella described the Protestants’
miserable condition: ‘Instead of our flourishing villages, all was ruin and
destruction; not a house standing only charred posts and debris’ . 22 To
Ella’s horror Whenegay went to Noumea to plead for the release of Ombalu, for without his support and influence he could not hope to have any
authority over the Fayawe district. Governor Richerie agreed to his re
quest and Ombalu returned to the acclaim of the majority of the popula
tion . 23 Having made his peace with the Catholic supporters and Ombalu,
who held the effective power, Whenegay had to remain content as the
nominal great chief. The Protestants were in no mood to continue their
fight and settled down quietly to the task of reconstruction. Since they ac
knowledged their submission to both Whenegay and Ombalu, they were
allowed to practise their religion provided it was divorced from any politi
cal aspirations. 24
After the Fayawe siege the French took a more active interest in Uvea
and, although they did not provide a resident during the remainder of the
century , their warships visited the lagoon some four or five times a year as
a warning that soldiers could be landed there as easily as they had been at
Chepenehe.
The tensions among the Islanders were further eased by the departure of
the abrasive missionaries. The Lifu Resident’s detailed denunciations of
Roussel and Pionnier caused the Marist Mission in Noumea some embar
rassment—Bishop Vitte admitted: ‘Unfortunately . . . our Fathers were too
much involved in the affair [the siege at Fayawe], and excited their
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neophytes instead of seeking peace’.25 Roussel left Uvea in 1874 and Pionnier left the year after; Ella also returned to London in 1875. Once the
fighting had ended, and with their majority support, the priests who tcx)k
over from Roussel and Pionnier were able to extend their mission activity
and turn Uvea into the Catholic showplaee of the Loyalty Islands. The
Protestants were in a weak position compared with those on Mare or Lifu.
James Hadfield took over Ella’s station at Fayawe from 1879 until 1886
and from then on made only brief visits until 1920; after 1886 there was
no permanent Protestant missionary on Uvea until the 1930s. Under
Hadfield’s guidance the Protestant population stabilised at about 700 and
was limited to the villages of Fayawe, Banut, Wadriila, and Wakat.26
In Muli, Ohwen, and Fayawe, the Dumai, Bazit, and Whenegay/Ombalu chiefships, with the aid of the Marists and their laws and with the
theoretical justification provided by Guillain’s 1865 regulations, had an
intensive control over and beyond their particular chiefdoms. Bazit was
the most successful, having brought the chiefdoms of Beka, Imwene, and
Nekelo closely under his supervision, and having expelled Owa.27 Ombalu,
too, had finally imposed his will upon the reluctant clans who had clung to
Protestantism as their means of independence. But when placed in perspec
tive with Uvea’s recent pre-history such developments were by no means
unprecedented. Although they were influenced by European presence they
were essentially a continuation of the pre-contact processes of the regroup
ing and rearranging of areas of political control.
The French administration was next forced to turn its attention to Mare
where the turbulent nature of indigenous politics delayed until 1895 the
peace and political stability achieved on Lifu by 1871 and Uvea by 1875.

8

_________________________________

Mare 1866-1895

The struggle between Naisiline Nidoish, who ruled the north-western half
of Mare and was supported by the LMS missionaries, and the southern and
eastern tribes associated with the Marist missionaries remained a domi
nant theme of Mare’s political history.
Like Ombalu on Uvea, Naisiline Nidoish had watched in great anguish
as the French soldiers closed down the LMS mission on Lifu and forced the
Lifuan great chiefs to submit to their will. Although Guillain was censured
by the Paris government for the conduct of his expedition, Naisiline
Nidoish remained constantly fearful of French intervention on Mare. Al
though he squabbled with the Catholic tribes over issues of land, and sup
ported those few individuals who wished to challenge their Catholic
chiefs,1not until 1869 did he pluck up courage to launch an all-out attack
on the tribes to the south and east, and then in a manner calculated to
pander to Guillain’s anti-clericalism; abandoning his earlier ‘chief of Jeho
vah’ war cry, he marched instead under a tricolour, which he had pro
cured from the French Commandant on Lifu, and claimed that he was the
‘Napoleon of Mare’ out to end the ‘lawlessness’ fomented by the priests and
put the Catholic tribes in ‘their proper order’. He destroyed the principal
Catholic villages including the priests’ posts at Awi, Penelo, and La Roche.
Both Guitta and Beaulieu together with some 600 supporters took refuge
on titi at La Roche.2 The LMS missionaries were jubilant, for their patron
had finally conquered the whole of the island, but they had to convince the
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commandant on Lifu that the Protestants’ actions had been justified.
Naisiline Nidoish hastily paddled to Chepenehe but Beaulieu arrived be
fore him and gave his story to the official; when Naisiline Nidoish set foot
ashore he was imprisoned for several weeks.3 Although the Guillain ad
ministration had no desire actively to protect the Marist Mission on Mare
it did want to limit Naisiline Nidoish’s and the LMS missionaries’ influence
to the north-west of the island. But it could not afford to send a sufficient
number of soldiers to check any future aggressions, and the priests, fearful
that the Si Gwahma chief would soon return to the attack, transported the
900 Mare Catholics to the Isle of Pines.4 The LMS missionaries believed
that Mare was truly ‘won for Christ’5 and for the next five years they and
Naisiline Nidoish reigned supreme.
In 1875 most of the Mare Catholics and the priests returned. Their stay
at the Isle of Pines had been an unhappy one mainly because they out
numbered the Isle of Pines’ population and food resources were strained.6
Moreover the French administration was eager to see them leave because it
was preparing the island as a prison for the deportees from the Paris Com
mune. The LMS missionaries were outraged that the Catholics should be
allowed to return to their former lands and still be considered independent
from Naisiline Nidoish for, they argued, they were his subjects according
to the ‘etiquette’ of Marean warfare.7These missionaries never considered
their contradictory attitudes towards indigenous warfare; when it suited
them to abide by ‘native law’, as in Naisiline Nidoish’s case, they vehe
mently did so, but when such laws were to their disadvantage, as in the
case of the defeated Uvean Protestants, they always reverted to the ‘higher’
laws of ‘European justice’. But instead of resorting to intimidation
Naisiline Nidoish opened a campaign on the diplomatic front, doubtless
under the inspiration of Jones.8 In November 1875 Naisiline Nidoish or
ganised a ‘constitutional convention’ at Netche and announced the forma
tion of a Parliament of Mare with an upper and lower house and with
himself as leader. He also presented himself with a petition begging that he
might assume the chiefship over all of Mare. When few of his enemies at
tended the meeting he forged their signatures on the petition. The docu
ments were written in the Mare language and in English and sent to Gov
ernor Leopold de Pritzbuer in Noumea for approval; Pritzbuer repudiated
them.9
Naisiline Nidoish immediately re-involved himself in the local squabbles
over land and rights to chiefship among the southern and eastern tribes.10
In the late 1870s the French administration sent four commissions to mark
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out boundaries beyond which Naisiline Nidoish was not to go, and to try to
sort out the issues dividing the rest of Mare.11 All their attempts were un
successful, although Naisiline Nidoish’s refusal to accept the findings of one
commission earned him six months working on a government farm in New
Caledonia, and several of his allies from the south and east who challenged
their Catholic chiefs for leadership were exiled to Tahiti.12 Any inquiries in
to the problems of land ownership and rights to chiefships in the south and
east of the island led immediately to evidence of the massacre of the eletok.
Much of the unrest on Mare, the French officials realised, resulted from the
political and territorial division of the island since that time. One commis
sion noted in despair that it was impossible to adjudicate to the Islanders’
satisfaction because there was not one village on the whole island that was
possessed by the original owners and that chiefs had ‘always made war to
increase their powers and their domains’.13 The French officials’ task was
made none the easier by missionaries who did their utmost to impress them
with vast amounts of historical detail and genealogies echoing either true
or, as was more often the case, distorted accounts given them by their in
formants.14 Even the missionaries themselves became a little discouraged
by the constant squabbling over these issues and began to lose patience
with some of their supporters: the Islanders seemed to be making more use
of the missionaries than the missionaries were of the Islanders. Jones ex
plained that it was ‘difficult to get the chiefs to distinguish between the po
litical and ecclesiastical. They would like to rule in both departments’.15
Lubin Gaide, who replaced Guitta, thought the Mareans were:
. . . naturally and essentially battlers, they know only to hit, they reflect after
they have done something terrible. They are always quarrelling . . . over the
boundaries of their land. In their hearts, full of such ideas, . . . Christian vir
tues take root with difficulty, and any roots are still shallow. Our plague on
Mare is the jealousy between chiefs and tribes. We have 3 chiefs of tribes, or
great chiefs, and it is impossible for us to establish a union among them; when
two are together, the other is enraged with jealousy, and continually tries to
destroy the excellent harmony between the other two—you already know that
the majority of the population of Mare is protestant; even today we have ob
tained few conversions.16
All the Mare affairs always were, and still are caused by everyone’s claims to
land; and this contesting of property is not only between individuals, but be
tween tribes.17

Naisiline Nidoish died in 1880 at the age of sixty-five. He was much eu
logised by Jones as the grand old man of the Protestant cause on Mare;
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Gaide and Beaulieu bid him gcxxl riddance.18 Yiewene Dokucas Naisiline,
Naisiline Nidoish’s son, took over the Si Gwahma chiefship. Aged thirty, he
had been virtually brought up in the Jones family and had received a g(x>d
deal of English middle-class schooling; he had even briefly visited England
with Jones in the late 1860s. Jones hoped that Yiewene’s staunchness in re
ligious matters and his devotion to the church combined with his youthful
enthusiasm might well inspire his people to renew attempts to spread Prot
estantism throughout the rest of Mare. Jones was delighted therefore when,
one month after assuming the chiefship, Yiewene threw caution to the
winds and destroyed the Catholics’ villages at Awi, Penelo, and La Roche;
for the second time in ten years the priests and the Mare Catholics took
refuge on top of the coral fortress at La Roche.19 When they refused to
submit to Yiewene he scoured the countryside for stray enemy parties and
rounded up numbers of women and children who had been unable to
reach safety in time and were hiding in the bush. Thirteen of the children
were battered to death with coral boulders on Yiewene’s orders. Jones com
mented that some ‘of the Protestants committed cruel deeds and forgot the
principles of religion they had been taught by killing some of the male
children’, but, he added, Yiewene at least refrained from killing their
mothers:
. . . indeed they behaved most kindly to them and their children were not
killed promiscuously. It was an attempt to wipe out an old score where both
infants, women and chiefs were all treacherously & most barbarously massa
cred in the night by this same party. Who can wonder that a man, in hot
blood should wish to take vengeance on the child of the man, who had disem
bowelled his mother great with child, as well as murdered other near rela
tions. 20

As for the damage to the villages and plantations, Jones dismissed it lightly:
‘The destruction of native property was of course legitimate in time of
w ar’.21
In contrast to its mild reaction to the 1869 attack, the Noumean admini
stration, sick and tired of the continuing trouble on Mare, immediately
dispatched a warship and exiled to Cochin-China fifteen of Yiewene’s allies
from amongst the southern and eastern tribes.22 Their removal brought an
end to the fighting il not the hostility between Catholics and Protestants
over issues of land and chiefships and, as eleven of the exiles died by 1882
through illness and utter despondency in the harsh climate and condi
tions,23 aspirants to chiefly positions dared not to antagonise the French
any further. The return to peaceful conditions in the south and east was
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celebrated by a ‘Peace Feast’ held at La Roche by the priests in 1882 and
was attended by Catholic and Protestant Islanders from all over Mare.24
The loss of his allies and influence in these regions was of little moment
to Yiewene, however, for he had to face far more serious consequences
within his own chiefdom. To save himself from exile he swore undying
loyalty to the French administration and promised to break his ties with
Jones and the LMS mission. The French officials spared him, not because
they were fooled by his overnight change of heart, but because they be
lieved that the only way to achieve a lasting peace on Mare was to secure
the support of the most powerful chief.25 They were also determined to
eradicate once and for all the anti-French prejudices of Yiewene’s people.
In 1883 one French official drew up a report on Mare and concluded the
island was ‘French only in name’; the real influence, he claimed, was ‘En
glish exercised by the Protestant missionaries’. He likened Mare to an En
glish colony where everyone spoke English, dressed in English clothes, and
adopted English manners and customs, and he was disgusted to see pic
tures and paintings of Queen Victoria in many of the Protestants’ huts: ‘It
is a situation contrary to the national dignity, harmful to our interests and
one which we must try' to modify’.26 Visitors to the island invariably com
mented on the Protestants’ sentiments of ‘continual ill-feeling, insubordina
tion and even rebellion’ towards the French.27 The administration laid the
blame squarely on Jones’s shoulders, and also held him responsible for all
the tribal fighting. Their charge that he had caused the war of 188028 was
perhaps exaggerated, although Jones made it perfectly clear that he sup
ported Yiewene’s campaign, and his sermons exhorting the Si Gwahma
‘Christian soldiers’ to win the island for Christ doubtless helped to incite
popular enthusiasm for the war. Jones always denied involvement in the Is
landers’ polities, although the French officials could scarcely be blamed
for not believing him, since he wrote scores of letters to the administration
throughout the 1870s and early 1880s declaring that the Catholics were
rebels and should submit to Yiewene, and that the war of 1880 was God’s
way of punishing those responsible for ‘continual rebellion’.29 Since 1870
numerous Governors of New Caledonia had considered expelling Jones30
but because of the diplomatic pressure the LMS was continually bringing
to bear on the Paris government through the British Foreign Office,31 the
Noumean administration was hesitant to take such a step for fear of ‘inter
national consequences’.32
Late in 1883 the Noumean authorities sent a French Protestant mission
ary, Jean-Pierre Cru, to Mare in an attempt to combat the English influ-
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ences of the LMS mission without upsetting the Protestants’ religious scru
ples. Cru tried to take over the running of the church and joined forces
with Yiewene. Jones and the Marean church officials, together with the
majority of the Si Gwahma tribe, were horrified by Cru’s presence and his
association with their great chief. When it was discovered that Cru was not
a member of an accredited missionary society Jones vilified him as a ‘paid
state agent’. Yiewene’s popularity dropped dramatically and Jones gave
the Protestant church its independence from the LMS and encouraged the
Mare pastors and all their supporters to rebel against Cru and Yiewene.33
The resulting schism between the church hierarchy and the chiefship left
Yiewene powerless. In 1886 he complained to the Noumean administra
tion, ‘the religious question has become a political question and two parties
that are enemies have formed in my land’—a minority following him and
France, and a majority owing allegiance to Jones and England: ‘This [lat
ter] party refuses to obey me and ignores my authority. I know that this re
sistance is intended as a revolt against my chiefship and aspires to inde
pendence, and I come to ask you for advice and protection’.34 Yiewene, al
though tempted to transfer his loyalty back to Jones and so unite his chiefdom, was well aware that the French government ultimately held the
power throughout the Loyalty Islands. Relying on French backing, he and
some trusted henchmen attacked and imprisoned a number of Mare pas
tors who were openly advocating rebellion against him.35 The French gov
ernment quickly exiled the pastors to the Isle of Pines and New Caledonia
and the rift in the Si Gwahma chiefdom assumed more serious propor
tions. A number of individuals who had long harboured grudges against
the Naisiline leadership openly displayed their feelings.36 Gocene, the
former great chief of the Si Aehakaze who had been defeated by Yiewene’s
father in 1860, had long awaited his chance to even the score. He travelled
around the north and west showing off his scarred neck where he had been
speared at the time of his defeat and claimed that he would lead the people
from the tyranny of Yiewene and the French. Some 2500 Mareans from
amongst the Si Gwahma, Si Waeko, and Si Aehakaze tribes followed him
inland and settled between Menaku and La Roche; only 400 people re
mained loyal to Yiewene.37
By turning against the church organisation which had helped to make
the Naisiline chiefship the most powerful on Mare, Yiewene brought the
chiefship to the nadir of its fortunes: no longer could it command its own
people let alone any other tribes on Mare. Ironically, however, although
Yiewene lost his chiefdom, he was among the first of his people to realise
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and accept the political reality that Mare was a French territory: to at
tempt to dominate the rest of the island, to cultivate anti-French influences,
and to adopt pretensions of independence were impossible for the
Naisilines as long as France controlled New Caledonia. It tcx)k ten years
for the majority of the Si Gwahma to adopt a similar view.
Until 1895 the ‘bush party’ led by Gocene and proclaiming its alle
giance to Jones and England lived apart from the ‘sea party’ which sup
ported Yiewene and the French. The Noumean administration made some
effort to unite the two factions by removing Cru, expelling Jones in 1887,38
and exiling Gocene to the Isle of Pines. But the French were reluctant to
force the bash party to return. So strongly did the part) identify with
Jones, and in view of the public outcry in Britain and Australia against his
expulsion, the French had no wish to aggravate matters further. But by the
mid-1890s the bush party ’s resolve flagged. Having lost all its militant
leaders, aware that the French had no intention of ever allowing another
LMS missionary to set foot on the island, and realising that the administra
tion did not want to destroy its church, the bush party’ rejoined Yiewene
and agreed to obey the French.39 The uniting of the two groups was sym
bolised in the acceptance in 1898 of a member of the Societe des Missions
Evangeliques de Paris, to whom the LMS officially transferred the Protes
tant mission on Mare.

Interlude: A Review of
Political Change

The ‘pacification’ of Mare marked the end of the religious, national, and
indigenous political conflicts which characterised much of the history of
the Loyalty Islands in the nineteenth century; the major disputes between
Catholicism and Protestantism, between English and French influences,
and between rival indigenous interests had largely been settled. Henceforth
the islands were to be of minimal concern to those European groups most
involved in nineteenth-century internal affairs—the LMS and Marist Mis
sions and the administrators in Noumea.
At this point it is appropriate to review briefly the major themes of in
digenous political change largely occasioned by the presence of these three
interest groups. There were two notable developments in indigenous
politics—the division of each of the Loyalty Islands into areas of Protestant
and Catholic support, and a strengthening of chiefly authority. The former
was permanent, the latter temporary.
The religious division of the islands had two significant features. Once
there was a permanent representative of each mission on an island, the in
habitants classified themselves quickly with the general lines often quite
apparent some years beforehand. The division had taken place on Uvea by
1864, Lifu by 1858, and Mare by 1866. Once it was complete, so strong
were the Islanders’ associations with their chosen mission that in spite of all
the subsequent hostilities the areas of respective mission influence re
mained essentially unchanged. The Protestants were dominant on Mare
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and Lifu, with the Catholics limited mainly to Eaeho, Nathalo, and
Dueulu on Lifu, and La Roche, Penelo, and Medu on Mare. By the 1880s,
the Catholics numbered some 950 out of a total population of about 6500
on Lifu, and 800 out of the Mare population of about 3600. The figures
were reversed on Uvea where, by the same time, the Protestants numbered
700 out of a population of just over 2000. The ratio of Catholics to Protes
tants on all three islands was virtually the same as at the time of the initial
division. Even today the religious divisions of the islands are virtually iden
tical, indicating that traditional kin and political affiliations still determine
which church the Islanders choose to follow.
The missionaries, especially those of the LMS, conferred upon their pa
tron chiefs considerable socio-economic status and strengthened their per
sonal power with laws, policemen, and teachers. Chiefs like Naisiline
Nidoish, Bazit, Ombalu, and Bula assumed an unprecedented control over
the everyday activities of individuals within and beyond their chiefdoms.
Mission presence enabled these chiefs to become the despots which many
Europeans had erroneously always considered them to be. At the height of
mission influence a great chief’s obligations within the tribal fraternity and
the built-in limits to his personal authority were seriously weakened. Gov
ernment influence upon the power of the great chiefs was only minor in
this respect: the regulations defining the position of a great chief certainly
sanctioned an increased authority, but the rulings probably meant more
on paper than they did in practice. The only time the administration
worked directly through the great chiefs was on Lifu from 1864 until 1870
when it compelled them to supply men for the corvees.
It is important to emphasise the distinction between a great chief’s per
sonal authority as opposed to any new structural authority given him by
the missionaries. Despotic chiefly powers were largely dependent upon the
character of the individual chief, as well as upon the nature of his Euro
pean assistance, and were not automatically inherited by his successor, as
Naisiline Nidoish’s son found to his distress.
The most fundamental difference between the political situation in 1840
and that in 1900 was that by the latter date there was peace, and a perma
nence given to boundaries of chiefdoms. Great chiefs were no longer sub
ject to challenges by ambitious men from within their own chiefdoms, nor
were they able to extend their chiefdoms into other lands. Peace and politi
cal stability coincided with a weakening of both mission and chiefly au
thority. The more militant missionaries had departed, would-be leaders
feared exile if they caused further trouble and, less obviously, the
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missionary-inspired power structures in the larger chiefdoms were increas
ingly irrelevant in times of peace. Chiefly despotism was far more difficult
to maintain without politico-religious crises and/or expansionist drives. By
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries the pre-missionary struc
tures of great chiefdoms slowly reasserted themselves, although all mem
bers of the hierarchy remained at least nominally Christian. In particular,
councils of elders once again became effective bodies in aiding and also
limiting great chiefs’ authority. Both the Protestant and Catholic missions
remained powerful influences on the Loyalty Islands but lost much of their
old militancy and with it their ability to control individuals closely.
The reversion to more traditional forms of political control was aided by
the Noumean administration’s lack of interest in the economically insignif
icant Loyalty Islands once the troubles were over. French officials had no
need to have chiefs carry out any major administrative functions, in con
trast to the situation on New Caledonia where the government wanted as
much land as possible to exploit its agricultural and mineral potential, was
intent upon a policy of cantonnement, and was concerned with defining
and strengthening chiefly authority which it could conceivably exploit.
The government made no attempts to impose any European administra
tive structure upon the Loyalty Islanders’ own socio-political organisations
and, indeed, the residents on Lifu were strictly forbidden to do so. Al
though the Islanders may have disliked the French they had no cause to
rebel against the administration as did many New Caledonians in the lat
ter part of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Spared from the
demands of government men, the Loyalty Islanders’ way of life was
further protected when the islands were declared ‘Native Reserves’ in
1900, isolating the populations from the usual consequences of large-scale
European settlement and loss of land.
In the twentieth century the French government has generally remained
content to rule through the existing chiefs and their hierarchies, and
present-day administrative districts coincide with the boundaries of the
later nineteenth century chiefdoms. Loyalty Islands chiefships continue to
have structures more akin to their pre-European organisations than to
those inspired by the missionaries at the height of their influence in the
mid-nineteenth century.

Adventure and Advantage
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One common theme of the Islanders’ responses to Europeans dominates
the contact history of the Loyalty Islands as outlined so far—the Islanders’
ability to grasp the opportunities provided by European presence, particu
larly by manipulating and attempting to turn to their own individual or
collective advantage both the divergent religious and national interests of
the French government, and the Marist and LMS missionaries. And in
their reactions to other aspects of European presence the Islanders dis
played similar initiative, enthusiasm, and aggression.
While much of the history of nineteenth-century culture contacts on the
Loyalty Islands necessarily centres on religious, national, and indigenous
political conflicts there are other major contemporaneous themes which
deserve detailed investigation for the further light they shed on the nature
of the Islanders’ responses to the European world and the consequences for
the islands’ communities. Three of the most striking developments which
began in the 1840s and continued into the twentieth century were the Is
landers’ enthusiasm for travelling and working overseas, their eagerness
and expertise in trading with Europeans, and their devotion to the Chris
tian religions and their responsiveness to European example and teaching.

9
Travel

Loyalty Islanders immediately took advantage of commercial shipping by
sailing as crews or travelling to labour in other countries in return for pay
ment. Almost without exception visiting Europeans considered the Island
ers a ‘superior race’ among those in the south-west Pacific and wrote in
glowing terms of their ability to excel as sailors on the trading vessels.
Through all the South Seas . . . no men are more noted for bravery than those
of this group; so that if there is any reckless expedition or voyage of discovery
on hand, the promoter always endeavours to obtain a Loyalty Island crew . 1
The men, especially those of Mare, make good sailors and boatmen, and are
in great request among traders and whalers. As swimmers and divers they
stand in the foremost rank, even among South Sea Islanders. 2
Brave, intelligent, trustworthy, there are no natives of the South Seas whom I
so much respect. 3

As well as exploiting the fine stands of sandalwood on the Loyalty Islands,
the earliest traders were quick to appreciate and utilise the Islanders’ mari
time skills and made innumerable calls to hire crews before continuing on
to New Caledonia or the New Hebrides to cut wood there. As early as 1846
one French traveller reported that every English ship he saw in New Cale
donian waters had Loyalty Islands crew members and that the masters
habitually put into Mare in particular to take on ‘a great number’ of men
as sailors and labourers, as well as women for ‘wives’.4 Although the san-
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dalwcxxl was cut out of the Loyalty Islands by the early 1850s, they con
tinued as a focal point for sandalwood trading activities because of the
reputation the Islanders had as excellent sailors and their willingness to lalx)ur for Europeans. Henry Burns’s station on Uvea, which became a ma
jor entrepot for sandalwood trading in the south-west Pacific from 1856
until 1861, was dependent upon Loyalty Islands crews and labourers. His
vessels sailed to other islands to gather the wood, returned to Uvea where it
was cleaned and processed, and then sailed with it to Canton where it was
sold. Three-quarters of the crews on four of his ships, Cheetah, Vulture, Co
quette, and Adolphus Yates, consisted of Loyalty Islanders.5 Ross Lewin,
who was employed by Bums, often enlisted up to 100 Islanders at a time to
cut and prepare sandalwood. Bums commented that when these men were
returned and paid off they were eager to set sail again.6 When Bums left
Uvea in 1861 because of French pressure, he set up a station on Aneityum
in the New Hebrides but still continued to employ Loyalty Islanders on his
vessels and in cutting and cleaning parties. Other traders, prominent men
like Andrew Henry, Charles Edwards, and Hugh Mair, with stations on
Eromanga and elsewhere throughout the New Hebrides, similarly hired
Loyalty Islanders.7 In the 1850s, when the Australian gold rushes made
European labour in the Pacific scarce and expensive, a typical sandalwood
vessel’s complement was that of Captain Streeter’s New Forest with three
Englishmen, one American, four Tahitians, two Maoris, and thirty-two Lifuans.8 llie policy of intensive recruitment of Loyalty Islanders continued
unabated until the sandalwood trade in the south-west Pacific petered out
in the mid-1860s, but by then other trading concerns had centred their at
tention on the Loyalty Islands and the inhabitants found themselves in
more demand than ever as sailors and labourers.
The channel between New Caledonia and the Loyalty Islands forms a
migratory passage for whales and some time in July, August, or September
whales were (and still are) plentiful in the bay at Tadine on Mare and more
especially in Sandalwood Bay on Lifu. While little is yet known of the ex
tent of the whaling trade in New Caledonian waters it was undoubtedly
considerable during the season, for throughout the 1860s and 1870s there
are numerous references to English, French, and especially American
whalers operating from and around the Loyalty Islands and employing
local labour.9 Boiling-down stations were set up along the west coasts of
Mare and Lifu. Present-day inhabitants at Eacho in Sandalwood Bay tell
stories passed on by their forefathers about whaling vessels in the bay and
the activities of the ‘many’ Europeans at the station. They describe how the
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ships had two sets of crews so that when one returned exhausted from a
chase the second could leap on board and so keep the ship in constant use.
Such an operation was essential, for the whales, though plentiful, might
stay for only a few days.
But by far the greatest number of visitors to the Loyalty Islands were
Englishmen trading in island produce who began their operations out of
Sydney in the 1850s and then, by the 1860s, out of Noumea on the local
New Caledonian, Isle of Pines, and Loyalty Islands run, and on a larger
circuit taking in the New Hebrides. Until 1886 at least 1000 visits by
licensed traders from Noumea to the Loyalty Islands were recorded.10
Apart from collecting Loyalty Islands goods for the flourishing trade in
tropical exports from New Caledonia, the traders called to discharge and
sign on crews for, as one of them explained, the vessels on the circuit were
‘principally manned by natives of the [Loyalty] islands, who take service
on the understanding that they are to be returned to their own country at
some future time’.11 It was also not ‘an uncommon practice for captains
(white men) of small crafts plying up and down the east coast of Nouvelle
Caledonie, to take unto themselves Mare or Lifu women for wives’. By all
accounts they too were excellent sailors:
These women are, as a rule, massive, well built, and, notwithstanding a few
tattooed lines on their faces, pleasant looking. They know how to splice a
rope, and to take the tiller when required; they are most useful to their mates,
and behave in a more creditable manner than many of the dusky females
from other Pacific Islands do . . . . South Sea Island women, even if they are
ornamental, must be useful; and white men who live with them reckon their
value according as they display plenty of ‘savey’ as well as personal attrac
tiveness. 12

There were many other vessels, not licensed by the French, which sought
Loyalty Islands crews and labourers for other areas of the Pacific. These
vessels are difficult to identify as their captains, again mostly English, were
anxious to avoid the Noumean officials who were becoming increasingly
alarmed at the number of English ships which they felt were monopolising
trade and, in by-passing Noumea, hindering the commercial development
of the colony. Perhaps more importantly the French administration
thought that such traders were influencing the Islanders with their ‘Englishness’, and were ‘illegally’ employing French subjects. As early as 1855
it was forbidden for European traders to land on French territories where
there were no resident officials, as was the case on the Loyalty Islands until
one went to Lifu in 1864, and all who wished to go ashore had first to sail
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to Noumea for permission and to declare any firearms. But French naval
patrols were few and far between and there were numerous clandestine
visits by English traders throughout the 1860s. Captains recruited Loyalty
Islanders for beche-de-mer fishing in the Admiralty Islands and Torres
Strait. Merriman had three ships, Telegraph, Metaris, and Blue Bell, work
ing full-time on the Sydney, Loyalty Islands, Torres Strait circuit. Bums
and other captains took Loyalty Islanders on pearl diving expeditions to
the Belep Islands.13 As on the local trading circuit, strong bonds of friend
ship were often built up between English captains and their Loyalty Is
lands crews. Merriman had a Lifuan as his personal servant and Captain
Banner married a Lifu woman and sent their children to school in
Sydney.14
When labour recruiting for Queensland plantations began in the New
Hebrides in the mid-1860s and the Solomon Islands in the 1870s, Loyalty
Islanders were sought after as crews and ‘boat bosses’ for the recruiting
vessels. Lewin always used, he said, a ‘black crew’ when he went ashore to
sign on labourers. He, and other recruiters, made a point of calling at the
Loyalty Islands on their way northwards from Australia, picking up a
crew, sailing on to the New Hebrides to gather labourers, and then dis
charging the crew at the Loyalty Islands on his return voyage.15 French
officials were incensed that ‘nearly all’ English recruiting vessels they came
across in New Caledonian and New Hebridean waters had some Loyalty
Islanders among their crews.16
The policy of recruiting Loyalty Islanders to serve on English commer
cial ships was a long-standing one by the 1860s, for there were few English
vessels working regularly in the south-west Pacific from the 1840s onwards
without some Loyalty Islanders on board. It is difficult to give any accu
rate indication of the numbers who did sail. For tasks involving a high la
bour content, such as cutting and cleaning sandalwood, and pearl and
beche-de-mer diving, it was not uncommon for forty or fifty, or even up to
100 islanders at a time to sign on.17 Smaller numbers were needed as sail
ors for the local coastal shipping or for labour recruiting, but given the ex
tent of such contacts over long periods of time, the overall total would have
been very considerable. Without doubt those Loyalty Islanders who sailed
about the Pacific would have formed a significant proportion of the popu
lation of about 12,500 in the mid-1860s. The missionaries frequently re
marked on the Islanders’ overseas experience. In 1857 the LMS mission
aries reported: ‘Many of the young men . . . have been away in ships to
California, Sydney, and other places’, and the Marists noted in 1861: ‘The
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passion for travel, to see other countries, to become like Whitemen, to be
admired, often takes possession of the young men; and many, leaving their
islands, are happy to cross the seas’.18
In addition to being keen sailors, Loyalty Islanders were eager to labour
in Australia. As early as 1847 Captains Kirsopp and Lancaster were or
dered by Benjamin Boyd to the Loyalty Islands in the Portenia and Veloc
ity where they recruited over seventy young men from Lifu and Uvea.
Boyd intended to employ them as farm labourers in New South Wales but
for some reason most of them jumped ship at Rotuma and were later re
turned to their islands by other vessels.19 After Boyd’s ill-fated labour exper
iment in the 1840s there was no large-scale organised recruitment of Pa
cific Islanders to labour in Australia until the 1860s. But during this time
many Loyalty Islanders made their way independently to Australia as
crews on ships and it was common for them to work on the Sydney water
front. The capitalist Robert Towns employed them on his wharves from
the early 1840s and Bums was in the habit of bringing them to Sydney.20
The first Queensland recruiting ships reached the Loyalty Islands in
1865 and until 1874 thirty-nine visits can be documented.21 The real num
ber was undoubtedly greater because of the clandestine nature of re
cruiting necessary to escape hostile French attention. Recruiting activities
at the Loyalty Islands tailed off in the early 1870s not only as a result of
French protests to the British and Australian governments, but also be
cause most of those Loyalty Islands men willing and able to go had already
done so, and the Solomon Islands by then provided a far greater source of
labour for the recruiters. Those Loyalty Islanders who wanted to leave still
had ample opportunity to do so as crews for recruiting vessels and local
coastal shipping, and as labourers for the newly developing mines in New
Caledonia. Loyalty Islanders were never recruited for Fiji.
There is limited information on the number of Loyalty Islanders who
worked in Queensland. When the Polynesian Labourers Act was passed in
March 1868 there were reported to be 438 Loyalty Islanders already
there.22 From this date until the end of recruiting on the Loyalty Islands in
the early 1870s another 560 officially went to Queensland.23 The correct
figure is probably higher as a Royal Commission in 1869 was told that
567 Loyalty Islanders had been recruited in 1868-1869.24 But even to ac
cept the official total of 998 would mean that at least 8 per cent of all Loy
alty Islanders (and at least 16 per cent of all males) at some time during an
eight-year period worked in Queensland. Taking into account the possibili
ties of a larger figure, as well as the number who worked on sandalwood,
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whaling, and other trading vessels, some idea can be gained of the very
considerable number of Loyalty Islanders who travelled and worked with
Englishmen around the Pacific. ‘The young men from the ships’, said
Jones, ‘on board vessels going to Australia and the other parts of the world,
pick up English, and they come back; and almost all have gone at one time
or another’.25
Probably no other episode in the history of European activities in the
Pacific has received more condemnation from historians and others than
the labour recruitment for the Queensland and Fijian plantations from the
mid-1860s onwards. Until recently most writers have unquestioningly ac
cepted the anti-labour trade propaganda conducted by missionaries and
other humanitarians in the later nineteenth century. The trade was
branded as kidnapping and slavery which, it was claimed, rivalled the
worst excesses of the earlier African slave trade. A recent study of the trade
in the Solomon Islands using primary material has effectively demon
strated that such emotive opinions generally bore little relation to the real
ity of recruiting,26 and the same appears to be the case for the Loyalty' Is
lands.
Accusations of ‘slave trading’ were common long before the Queensland
trade began. The New South Wales authorities inquired into the activities
of Lancaster and Kirsopp at the Loyalty Islands in the 1840s. Both men
hotly denied charges of kidnapping and described how the Islanders
flocked about their ships and how some even swam 10 miles out to sea to
board them. Kirsopp stressed that those who signed on were ‘in the habit of
trading with Europeans’, which was certainly true, and Lancaster ex
plained how he instructed the Islanders in the principles of contract labour
and their duties in Australia.
. . . they would have to work minding Cattle and Sheep for 60 moons. They
have no Cattle and Sheep of their own—but three of the Natives were up at
Sydney and went back and from them they learnt what cattle and sheep
were—I could not explain anything about money to them but I told them they
would have muskets and powder, Shirts and Trousers and plenty to eat.27

Captain Oliver in HMS Fly made further investigations into rumours of
kidnapping in New Caledonian waters in the early 1850s. Though he did
not visit Mare or Lifu he did talk to chiefs on Uvea and in his report made
no mention of kidnapping there.28 By the 1860s the French administration
was becoming increasingly hostile to English ships ‘illegally’ taking away
Loyalty Islanders as crews and labourers, and their anger was increased by
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their frustration at being powerless to do anything about it. The comman
dants stationed on Lifu from 1864 to 1870 spent many weary days march
ing soldiers to those places where they had heard a ship was taking on
young men. Invariably the soldiers arrived exhausted and far too late to do
anything beyond fire in the direction of disappearing sails.29 By 1868 Gov
ernor Guillain was writing frequently to his minister in Paris begging him
to take some action against the Queensland labour vessels which, he
claimed, were ‘tending to depopulate’ the Loyalty Islands.30 At the same
time as these protests were being relayed to Sydney via diplomatic chan
nels in Paris and London, some mission societies in Sydney and the Presby
terian missionaries in the New Hebrides were becoming vocal about what
they felt was ‘kidnapping’ for Queensland and the treatment of the island
ers as ‘unwilling and helpless slaves’.31 In March 1869 Commander
Palmer was dispatched to Noumea with instructions to ‘make inquiries
into the kidnapping of natives at New Caledonia and its Dependencies’. He
interviewed Guillain, who presented him with a list of ships alleged to have
taken on Loyalty Islanders and made two complaints: that these Islanders
had been taken against their will, and that he believed the ‘missionaries
themselves connive at the traffic’.32
Later the same year the New South Wales authorities established a
Royal Commission to investigate ‘certain alleged cases of kidnapping of
natives of the Loyalty Islands’. All the traders and recruiters who gave evi
dence were adamant that force and deception were completely unneces
sary to remove the Islanders. Bums testified that they were only too willing
to work on his ships and that if he wished he could ‘take the whole of the
people away. There is no kidnapping about the matter; I never heard the
word before in reference to the taking away of these people from their is
lands’. Henry and Merriman both expressed similar opinions. ‘I do not
think there is any necessity for kidnapping, or using any kind of force, to
obtain these people. They always appeared to be willing to come on board
when I was at the islands; and were ready enough to engage with anyone
who would treat them well, and return them home at the proper time’,
said Merriman. Captain Lancelot Dawson declared that he could go to the
Loyalty Islands ‘and get a shipload of them without kidnapping one, be
cause they know me and have confidence in me’; ‘It seemed to be a volun
tary emigration of these people. They were anxious to go’. The difficulty of
deceiving the Loyalty Islanders was explained by James Row who argued
that these people had ‘superior knowledge’ to other Islanders and could
understand agreements because of missionary instruction and would argue
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over and have changes made in unsatisfactory clauses of the contract be
fore signing on. The necessity to be fair and develop friendly personal rela
tionships with the Islanders was emphasised by all the traders and recruit
ers who gave evidence. And it is true that those masters who had bad repu
tations among the Islanders always had difficulty in getting them to sign
on. One or two ships are known to have sailed from the islands without
having recruited a single person while the next day the Islanders would
flock on board another. As Bums very reasonably commented: ‘You can
not trade with these people and fight them too ’ . 33
Cynics might still argue that these men lied to the Commission to protect
their vested interests, but such a charge could scarcely be levelled at the
Loyalty Islands missionaries on this issue. They too were unanimous that
the Islanders voluntarily sailed away. Creagh on Mare wrote: ‘There is a
great rage, almost a mania, for emigration to Queensland. We have
scarcely any yg. men and lads left in the district’. He also said that all those
who had gone to Australia from Mare and Lifu had ‘left of their own free
choice’ . 34 On seeing his converts rush the recruiting vessels, Jones noted
with resignation that the ‘Captains of vessels are glad to engage them and
they are glad to go ’ . 35 Similar statements were made by the Catholic mis
sionaries: ‘There is always a frenzy to leave for Sidni’, said Lubin Gaide,
and added that by the time boys reached the age of twelve to fifteen they
felt they simply had to leave if the opportunity arose. Jean-Nestor Pionnier
explained how the young men appeared happy and contented with their
life on Uvea but as soon as an English ship arrived the urge to travel was so
strong that they left without hesitation. 36 Claudius Joly, who acted as the
Sydney agent for the Marists on the Loyalty Islands, told the Commission
that ‘the natives left willingly—that no compulsion, violence, nor unlawful
means were used’ . 37 And those Loyalty Islanders interviewed by the Com
mission all said that their countrymen were ‘glad to go in an English ship,
and to go to Queensland’ . 38
There were suggestions that, although the Islanders may have left for
Queensland of their own free will, they did not understand that they were
required to work for three years. Yet missionaries on the spot said that the
people left with ‘their eyes open’ and were well aware of the terms of ser
vice, 39 and the general opinion among the traders and missionaries was
that the Islanders knew they would be away for a long time—three yam
seasons. Missionaries often explained the contracts to the Islanders and
stressed the time they were required to work . 40 Also when the first people to
go for three years returned, the enthusiasm among their families and
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friends to go to Queensland themselves was greater than ever—perhaps
one of the most effective counters to the suggestion that the Islanders were
taken by force and treated as slaves on the plantations. Another accusation
was that chiefs were ‘bribed’ with goods by unscrupulous recruiters to send
off their young men. There is no documentary evidence to support the
claim, and present-day informants unanimously agree that chiefs never
sent young men to Australia against their will. On the contrary it was
hardly in a chief’s interest to have his fittest young men away for so long,
and there are instances of chiefs complaining that men had disobeyed their
instructions and run off to Australia.41 Chiefs were prepared to allow their
men to go on short working cruises around New Caledonia and the New
Hebrides, for they knew they would not be away for long and were well
paid.
The Royal Commission concluded that the Loyalty Islanders had a ‘mi
gratory disposition’ and that although there may have been isolated cases
of unfair recruiting, Guillain’s accusation that force and deception were
used could not be upheld:
. . . the strongest desire is manifested by the natives . . . of the Loyalty [Is
lands] . . . to leave their homes, either to serve on board English ships, or to
labour on the plantations of Queensland; and that any attempt to kidnap
them would be not only unnecessary, but most impolitic, and even dan
gerous. 42

There is no reason to doubt this conclusion, and even the French officials
made similar statements some years later.43 It is worth emphasising that,
for more than twenty years before the Queensland labour trade began,
Loyalty Islanders had been in the habit of signing contracts, travelling and
working on European ships, and labouring in Australia. They were by no
means the poor, ignorant savages intimidated or duped into slavery by un
scrupulous whitemen as portrayed in much of the anti-labour trade propa
ganda.
Guillain’s second complaint, that both Catholic and Protestant mission
aries tolerated and even assisted the labour recruiters, needs some explana
tion. The Catholic missionaries were very much opposed to the young men
leaving the islands and did what they could to persuade them to stay, not
because they believed labour recruiting was in itself an evil, but because
the church was suffering numerically by the departure of so many young
men. In 1872 Gaide suggested that he may as well leave Lifu because so
many Catholics had emigrated to Australia, and Pionnier in 1874 angrily
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complained that at his services there were only women and old men where
previously the churches had always been full to overflowing with people of
all ages.44 The Marists’ opposition to emigration was further heightened
because their converts were going to an English country where Protestant
ism prevailed. Yet there was little point in their protesting to the French
administration because the priests knew well that the Islanders left volun
tarily.
Palmer was particularly puzzled by Guillain’s accusation that the LMS
missionaries were party to the ‘traffic’, for Palmer was aware of the com
plaints about ‘kidnapping’ by the Presbyterian missionaries in the New
Hebrides and it seemed to him ‘inconceivable that their brethren in the
Loyalty Group should entertain opposite opinions’.45 The protests against
recruiting for Queensland in the New Hebrides by the Protestant mission
aries do contrast with the attitudes of the Protestant missionaries on the
Loyalty Islands for, like the Marists, not once did they make official com
plaints to anyone. Nevertheless they were opposed to the emigration and
noted with dismay their diminishing numbers. In 1868 Creagh felt that
unless something was done to stop the ‘mania’ for emigration the popula
tion of Mare would ‘be destroyed’.46 Women whose husbands had sailed
away often took other men and the ‘disputes and quarrels’ when the men
returned sorely troubled the LMS missionaries. They did what they could
to persuade their converts to stay and in some cases they advised a chief to
appoint ‘policemen’ in an attempt to hold the young men back, but to little
avail. The missionaries had to accept the hard fact that the people wanted
to go and there was nothing they could do about it. Instead they tried to
make the best of the situation by explaining written contracts to would-be
recruits and attempting to make sure the terms were fair.47 Also the LMS
missionaries consoled themselves with the knowledge that their converts
were sailing to an English Christian country where they would not lose
touch with the church and where it was indeed possible, the missionaries
thought, for them to profit morally and socially from contact with ‘civili
sation’. Isolated themselves from ‘civilisation’ the missionaries tended to
idealise Australia and were either ignorant of, or overkxiked, the realities
of colonial life. Jones praised the ‘liberty enjoyed under English rule’ that
his converts would find in Australia.48
Underlying such rationalisations was the LMS missionaries’ attitude to
Guillain and his administration. No matter what reservations the mission
aries might have had about the labour trade at the Loyalty Islands, it
would have been inconceivable for them to have complained about the ac-
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tivities of fellow Englishmen, given Guillain’s intense dislike of English in
fluences close to New Caledonia. The missionaries had no intention of giv
ing him the slightest justification for taking any action to inhibit the expan
sion of English religious and commercial interests. The French attitude
therefore had a unifying effect upon most Englishmen of disparate occupa
tions on or around New Caledonia, and consolidated the already friendly
economic ties between the LMS missionaries on the Loyalty Islands and
English traders of all kinds. Not only were the missionaries dependent
upon these men for their own supplies and mail, but the prosperity of the
mission depended upon the extent of trade with the Islanders. Ella on Uvea
frequently dined with masters of recruiting vessels for, contrary to opinions
expressed by missionaries elsewhere in the Pacific, they were not all
drunken, godless scoundrels. On the Loyalty Islands their company as En
glishmen was much appreciated by a missionary and his family.49 The
friendship between missionaries and traders worked two ways. Good rela
tions with the missionaries eased the traders’ task in dealing with the Is
landers. Also traders sometimes took young men, often sons of chiefs, to
Sydney, where they were shown theatres, railways, factories and other
wonders so that on their return they were ‘regarded as great men’ by the
other Islanders. Such a policy was said to promote ‘a friendly feeling to
wards the traders’.50
The LMS missionaries, therefore, made no complaints about ‘kidnap
ping’ because they did not consider labour recruiting as practised at the
Loyalty Islands to be so, and because any complaints to the French or En
glish authorities would have been directed against Englishmen upon
whom the missionaries depended and who were, as Englishmen, consid
ered eminently superior to the French on New Caledonia. The success of
Protestant missionary propaganda against the labour trade has not only
been responsible for the commonly accepted sweeping and emotional gen
eralisations as to the nature of the trade, but has also encouraged the no
tion that all Protestant missionaries were vehemently and unanimously op
posed to recruiting which they labelled ‘slave trading’. But on the Loyalty
Islands LMS missionaries’ opinions about the trade derived not from pre
conceived or popular ideas but from the circumstances of their island exis
tence and the nature of the trade as they saw it.
One of the most common reasons for Loyalty Islanders working on En
glish ships or in Australia was their love of travel and new experiences.
When Erskine visited the Loyalty Islands in 1849 he was struck by the Is
landers’ ‘love of wandering, for which they seem to be distinguished’, and
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surrounded by people imploring him to take them to Sydney ‘which word
generally implies with all these islanders the country of the English strang
ers’.51 The ‘great disposition on the part of these men to travel’ impressed
Dawson, and Bums spoke of the ‘great spirit of enterprise and adventure
among them’. They are, he said, ‘full of adventure, and like to be able to go
about where they please—they do not like to be kept at home’.52 Travellers,
missionaries, and French administrators all emphasised the Islanders’ en
thusiasm for travel—‘to nourish an inborn taste for sailing and the spirit of
curiosity to see, to understand new things that they find in other people’s
countries’.53
Associated with the excitement of voyages were the opportunities for
material gain. According to Captain Rees the Islanders wanted to go to
‘Queensland, or anywhere,—that they did not wish to stop longer at the
Loyalty Islands, but to go and get clothes and money’.54 And there is no
doubt that overseas trips were profitable, for the Islanders proudly re
turned with large quantities of the goods they most wanted—tools, cloth,
and tobacco. One English captain who returned two Lifu women after
they had been working for Europeans for two years was amazed at all
their goods which half filled his boat and which ‘in variety as well as quan
tity would have enabled these coloured ladies to set up a small store if so in
clined’.55 Friends of those returning with such riches were inspired to travel
themselves, for there was excitement, experience, profit and prestige to be
gained from working for Englishmen. Young boys whose imaginations
were fired by the stories they heard of other countries had to be forcibly re
strained from rushing onto vessels recruiting sailors or labourers.56 It was
common practice for many people to sail again and again on the local
ships, and some spent most of their lives doing so, and there were individ
uals who went to Queensland more than once.57 Although many labourers
in Queensland were only too eager to return to their island homes, it was
common for others to work on in the plantations as ‘time-expired boys’, re
ceiving higher wages than when initially under contract, or to make their
way to Sydney where they worked on the wharves or were hired as crews
for recruiting vessels travelling to the New Hebrides and the Solomon Is
lands.58 Numbers of Loyalty Islanders remained permanently in Australia
to take advantage of the material and other opportunities. Of the 998 la
bourers who officially worked in Queensland 541 had been returned to
their islands by 1878,59 and while there are no figures for the period after
this, it was commonly acknowledged on the Loyalty Islands that many of
the remaining 457 did not wish to return.
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Another motive for travel was noticeable when the French commandant
on Lifu imposed a series of corvees from 1864 to 1870. So much did some
Lifuans dislike labouring for the French soldiers, building quarters and
supplying food, that they made a rush for any English vessels looking for
men. Some Lifuans begged captains to sign them on. 'The poor creatures’,
said one LMS missionary, ‘were only too glad to get away’.60 Albert
Hovell, a trader who had ‘been often’ to the Loyalty Islands, told the Royal
Commission:
The natives go away of their own accord, to Queensland . . . I think, partly to
avoid being employed by the French. They do not like the French—they pre
fer the English, or the whites, as they call us. I have heard the traders say that
the French have sentries around the island, and that the natives make fires at
night as signals to the vessels, when they send their boats on shore and bring
off the natives. 61

Although the corvees applied only to Lifu, Mare and Uvea had their do
mestic upheavals in the form of warfare which caused some people to
leave. When a ship returned an Uvean crew in 1872, many of them imme
diately signed on again when they heard about recent fighting.62 Later,
after the defeat of the Uvean Protestants by the Catholic tribes in 1874,
Ella was told that Whenegay and ‘all his young men were going off in an
American! vessel’. Although only ten finally did so, Ella reported that the
others were itching for another chance to sail away.63 But it should also be
mentioned that fighting could prevent men from leaving. Charles Bridget,
a beachcomber on Lifu, told Lancaster in 1847 that owing to an outbreak
of war he would get no more Islanders because the chiefs needed every
available man to fight.64
At various times during the contact period Europeans believed that the
Islanders were eager to leave because they were starving. When he was col
lecting labourers in 1847, Kirsopp said that ‘The scarcity of provisions at
Lee Foo [Lifu] is such that half the People of the Island would come if I
would take them’;65 Whenegay was always ‘bothering’ Bums to remove
him and his people to another country ‘because their island was a poor
one’, and, according to Bums, Whenegay offered him 100 tons of coconut
oil if he would do so. ‘The people’, said Bums, ‘are at times greatly dis
tressed for food’, and together with James Paddon he was toying with the
idea of shifting the entire Uvean population to Queensland.66 On the other
hand, both Palmer and Hovell stated categorically that in their opinion the
Islanders did not leave for Australia because of any scarcity of food.67 The
available evidence seems to suggest that hunger may have been a reason
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why some men went overseas but it is most unlikely that it was ever a gen
eral motive. Food shortages were infrequent and usually of short duration,
and there is no indication of pericxls of actual starvation. Furthermore,
Islanders flocked on board ships at all times, even the most prosperous, and
one must lx? wary of European judgments as to the wretchedness of the Is
landers’ diet: yams and coconuts were usually considered by visiting Euro
peans to be more suitable for pigs than humans.
Island conditions, while driving away some men at certain times, were
not a major reason for the majority of Islanders leaving their homes. They
began to travel in the 1840s and were to do so well into the twentieth cen
tury, and domestic troubles were not of sufficient and continuous intensity
to force people away over such a length of time. Most Islanders viewed the
prospect of overseas travel as a possible enrichment of their lives, not as a
refuge from any island tensions.68
French opposition to the English labour recruiting was understandable
enough; they felt that French subjects were being taken away illegally and
with impunity. Nor, as Palmer explained, was their opposition attributable
to ‘motives of humanity’.69 They were eager to recruit labour themselves
and had an active policy of supplying Island workers to New Caledonian
capitalists. In the 1850s Henry worked for the French administration
bringing labourers from the New Hebrides to New Caledonia in return for
free sandalwood. He did not recruit Loyalty Islanders, although Hovell
tried to recruit them for the French, without much success, in the late
1850s.70 They were loth to work on any French vessels and to labour in
New Caledonia. ‘They prefer going in English ships to any other employ
ment’, said Henry.71 Joly explained: ‘The reason they give for the prefer
ence is, there is nothing new to attract them in New Caledonia—that the
island is like their own; and that they will have to work very hard, and re
ceive very little pay and very little food’.72 Whenever a French vessel called
to collect labourers or sailors it usually left empty, much to the fury of the
French who knew that the same people were eager to sail with En
glishmen.
But by the end of the 1870s the Loyalty Islanders became more willing
to work for the French, even at times enthusiastic. Their change in attitude
can be explained by the tailing off of labour recruiting for Queensland and
by the development of chrome, gold, and nickel mining in New Caledonia
in the late 1870s and 1880s. The European population in New Caledonia
increased from 420 in 1862 to 8000 in 1886, and to 10,000 by 1896.
Along with the attraction of labouring for wages in the mines, the Islanders
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enjoyed Noumea, which was transformed from a deadend outpost to a
thriving colonial town with the usual entertainments, or as the LMS mis
sionaries would have it, a ‘cessp<x)l of vice and debauchery’.73 Money,
goods, and all kinds of European novelties were now readily available
close to the Loyalty Islands. French officials sent to recruit labour in the
1880s were delighted with the Islanders’ eagerness to work on the mines.74
Missionaries began to use phrases that echoed their comments about emi
gration to Australia years beforehand. Once again they spoke of a ‘craze
for migration’.75 In 1906 there were officially 386 Loyalty Islanders in
New Caledonia and by 1911, 405 (343 men, 42 women, 20 children).76 It
was estimated that in the same year 600 Lifuans were away—working in
New Caledonia and on coastal vessels.77 The population remaining on the
Loyalty Islands at this time was approximately 11,500.
By 1900 the pattern for twentieth-century labour movements by Loyalty
Islanders was already well established. Today these people, along with
Hebrideans, form the bulk of the mining labour force in New Caledonia,
one of the world’s biggest known deposits of nickel. At any one time up to
half the current population of about 12,500 might be in temporary resi
dence on the mainland.

Trade

The Loyalty Islanders’ pre-European patterns of trade among the three is
lands, the Isle of Pines, and New Caledonia1 came to an end in the 1840s,
for the influx of European shipping into New Caledonian waters instantly
created opportunities for new items and systems of trade. Even the most
sleazy sandalwood ship was an argosy laden with new and exciting riches
for the Islanders. Initially, they responded most enthusiastically to those
items which were more efficient, novel, and convenient substitutes for their
own material culture. Glass beads, especially large blue ones, quickly be
came their chief ornaments, complementing and often replacing their shell
and jade necklaces imported from the Isle of Pines and southern New Cal
edonia.2 Similarly, abandoning their tortoise and sea-shell fish-hooks, they
crowded around the first missionaries ‘like bees; a yam in one hand, hold
ing on by the boat with the other, and clamorous for fish-hooks’.3 The
thousands of fish-hooks sold and given away by sandalwood traders and
missionaries very quickly made the Islanders’ own hooks obsolete, not be
cause metal hooks were necessarily better for catching fish but because the
Islanders no longer had to spend hours constructing them out of obdurate
materials.4 The Islanders also prized glass bottles but did not use them as
containers: instead, they broke them and used the pieces as cutting instru
ments. Shaving was at once revolutionised when the comfort of a sharp
edge replaced the painful plucking of whiskers with shells.5 Any metal, and
especially hoop-iron and nails, was eagerly sought, and most metal items
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were beaten and sharpened into a tool edge. Within a year or two, more
sophisticated European tools like knives, scissors, saws, files and toma
hawks were in demand. The sandalwood tree, which had hitherto been of
no value to the Islanders, was the main item of exchange. And they quickly
realised that they also had unexpected wealth in coconuts, yams, and other
local produce.
Our decks [wrote Cheyne] swarming with Natives during the day, and no pos
sibility of keeping them out of the ship, they bring us daily a plentiful supply
of cocoa nuts and yams, which they dispose of for mere trifles, our prices are
as follows. One fowl for 1 glass bottle, or one piece of Iron Hoop—or one
large fish hook—one coeoanut for 2 very small glass beads— 1 yam for one
large blue glass bead—or one small fishhook—one bunch of sweet potatoes
for 1 large bead, one bunch of Bananas for one empty bottle, Sugar cane for
small beads.6

From the beginning, trading between Europeans and Loyalty Islanders
was never a one-sided, European-dominated arrangement; in fact the Is
landers usually held the advantage. They had the superiority of numbers
and strength during the early years of trading. Even when they had no in
tention of capturing a ship, they stole from, abused and threatened the
traders in the expectation of getting more than was offered. Cheyne’s har
rowing dealings in the early 1840s, trading with a gun in one hand and a
piece of hoop-iron in the other, and keeping all-night watches in case of at
tack,7 were common enough experiences for traders and others in the first
years of contact. On their earliest voyages the missionaries feared putting
themselves and their boats into the ‘power’ of the Islanders.8 Masters of
ships visiting the Loyalty Islands were warned ‘to be continually guarded
against treachery and not allow any of the natives on deck, as they are by
no means to be trusted’.9 But by the later 1840s, and especially after mis
sion settlement, bartering was usually peaceful and efficient, although
some captains occasionally found it necessary to give the more trouble
some Islanders ‘a few inches of the point of a sword in the glutens maximus’.10
Yet another disadvantage the Europeans faced throughout the nine
teenth century was the Loyalty Islanders’ negotiating skills: if allowed they
bartered and haggled all day. Erskine found ‘conversation on serious sub
jects impossible’ once the Islanders started to barter for ‘the most trifling
articles of European manufacture’." MacFarlane quickly discovered on
his first day the difficulties of trading with the Lifuans.
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Bartering was a new thing to me: I would rather have had to do with the
£.s.d., than with fish-hooks and cottons, hatchets and knives, shirts and cali
coes. In my day dreams of missionary life, this sort of work had no place:
however, I went at it: I knew that we must have some pork to eat, and some
thing to feed the pigs with. We mast have mats for the fkx)r; we must also
have servants, and food for them: and over all, and most expensive of all, the
natives knew that 1 was a ‘new hand’, and inexperienced, and took the advan
tage. I bought, and bought, and bought, but finding that some of the things
were moving in a circle, and having no inclination to pay half-a-dozen times
for the same article, I was obliged to close the market, at the expense of my
popularity.12

The Islanders never lost their enthusiasm for trading with passing vessels,
and even after a generation of contact still flocked around traders as ea
gerly as they did in the 1840s. In 1870 one European wrote:
. . from every little passage in the reef, canoes had put off, bringing coral,
fowls, eggs, and yams, and the deck was covered with natives asking eager
questions about everybody and everything . . . . On going down to our boat
we found the beach literally covered with natives of all ages and sexes, each
with a pile of yams, gesticulating and talking at the pitch of his or her
voice . . . ,13

Loyalty Islanders were widely known for their ‘particular aptitude for
commerce’, considered ‘greater than among any other islanders’. Euro
peans thought them shrewd salesmen ‘conversant with many of the tricks
of trade . . . [who could] drive a hard bargain’.14
But the Islanders greatest advantage in their commercial dealings was
that for traders to get the produce they wanted they had to satisfy the Is
landers changing demands. Beads and trinkets, bottles and hoop-iron soon
glutted the market. By the late. 1840s the Islanders had instead discovered
the pleasures of tobacco and European fabrics. MacFarlane explained that
Traders calling, found that they could not any longer obtain pigs and
sandal-wood for beads and pieces of hoop-iron; clothing and other useful
articles were called for, and in this case the demand created the supply’.15
In 1849 Erskine found the Uveans begging ‘for “tapa”, and were delighted
with pieces of printed calico, which some applied as head-dresses and oth
ers as petticoats. . . . any article of clothing . . . I believe in every respect
would be the best means for an European to traffic with’.16 By the early
1850s most Loyalty Islanders had some piece of European clothing or
cloth attached to some part of their bodies, often to the amusement of Eu
ropeans: it was laughable to see the variety of dress, native and European,
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the most ludicrous of which was a fellow strutting along with an old hat
and dress coat without any trousers’, said one missionary.17 Within a few
years, however, missionaries noted that ‘go(xl and appropriate clothing’
was worn; European visitors too commented on the ‘most civilized’ ap
pearance of the people: ‘The men were all decently dressed in shirts and
waist-cloths, the women in large loose gowns of blue calico’.18
The craving for tobacco also began in the late 1840s and continued un
abated throughout the century. When Selwyn was at Uvea in 1849 the Is
landers dived for pieces of tobacco that the sailors threw overboard. Men
and women stretched out their arms in ‘supplication’ and Selwyn thought
that their faces:
. . . expressive of earnestness and desire, would have been beautiful and strik
ing but for the drawback, that all this picturesque earnestness of entreaty,
which might have served for a lesson for a painter or a sculptor, was wasted
upon broken pipes and bits of tobacco . 19

The Islanders became compulsive, obsessive smokers. ‘Everyone, without
exception, is incessantly smoking. Tobacco is the article of commerce
which of all others is the most sought for. A little piece of tobacco will ob
tain a man’s day’s work’, commented one European visitor.20 Another des
cribed them as ‘most expert thieves stealing things out of your pocket and
then returning it to you for a piece of tobacco which is the great article of
trade’.21
Two items of trade which featured in commercial dealings between Is
landers and Europeans elsewhere in the Pacific—sex and muskets—were of
no economic significance on the Loyalty Islands. Sailors were never mob
bed by women as they were at Tahiti or New Zealand. Uvean women were
noted for their sexual reticence. ‘At this island [wrote Cheyne] strict chas
tity is observed among both sexes before marriage and promiscuo[u]s in
tercourse expressly forbidden’.22 Even the Marists thought that the people
had little or no interest in sex, and spoke of them as ‘loveless’ characters.23
Sexual relationships between the Uveans and Europeans were unheard
of.24 The women of Mare and Lifu had fewer inhibitions and sometimes
swam out to ships and posed erotically in the water for the sailors. The
married women were willing enough to go with sailors to their cabins.
Henry Swainson, who prided himself as a connoisseur of female pleasures,
was delighted and ‘quite satisfied’ with the ‘syrens’ he took to the doctor’s
cabin on the Havannah. Tobacco and cloth was the usual payment for j
these dalliances. Unmarried girls, said Swainson, although ‘they would al-
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low you to take any kind of liberties with them without the slightest objec
tion they would not allow you to go any further the reason is that chiefs
keep them to broach themselves’.25 Women were never sent on board by
chiefs to offer themselves to sailors in return for trade. Sexual activities be
tween visiting Europeans and Loyalty Islanders remained a limited pas
time, and never became an organised business enterprise or political stra
tegy.
The impact of European firearms will be considered in a later chapter;
here it is sufficient to say that muskets were never an important item of
trade, nor was there ever a general demand for them at any time in the
contact period.
Fortunately for the Islanders the depletion of their sandalwood did not
mean that they were cut off from European shipping and supplies of Euro
pean goods at a time when they were becoming dependent upon them, for
even greater numbers of vessels arrived to take on crews and barter for
other island produce. Coconuts, taro, yams, bananas, sugar cane, and es
pecially pigs and fowls, which since their introduction in the 1840s had
thrived on coconuts, were the main exports of the 1850s. The LMS mis
sionaries specialised in exporting coconut fibre to Sydney. In 1863 they col
lected 14,731 lb valued at £350.26 The French prohibited this trade in
1864, just before the Sydney fibre market collapsed. The poverty-stricken
Catholic missionaries on Uvea took advantage of the abundance of coco
nuts and had their followers make coconut oil which they then ‘donated’ to
the priests, or the 'oily fathers’ as they were known. Until the market de
clined in the 1870s, oil manufacturing on the Loyalty Islands and espe
cially on Uvea was a flourishing industry. In the early 1860s annual ex
ports amounted to about 22,000 lb, and by the 1870s the figure had more
than trebled.27 On Mare and Lifu the priests experimented with cotton and
by 1863 they had discovered a species which grew well. So successful was
the crop by the 1870s that ‘cotton growing was . . . all the rage’ among the
Islanders: annual exports increased from about 25,000 lb in the later
1860s to 57,000 lb in 1872.28 The trade was dominated by the Catholics
on Lifu, though Jones and his Protestants had some success on Mare. Both
LMS missionaries and supporters usually sold their cotton to the Catholic
priests as they gave them the highest price.29 The type of cotton that grew
best was never of top quality, nor was it ever tended with the necessary
care. As the cotton exports declined in quality the Islanders received less
payment and quickly lost interest in the crop in the later 1870s.30 They
turned instead to producing copra for the newly flourishing market. In
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1872 they sold 100,000 lb, and by 1877 the annual amount had risen to
almost two million pounds.31 Copra has remained the principal export to
the present day. From the 1870s small quantities of sugar cane, bananas,
coffee, beche-de-mer, sandalwood (which had had time to regenerate), a
fungus that was sold to the Chinese, and maize, along with the usual pigs,
fowls and yams, also found a ready market in Noumea.32
Despite changes in the major exports from sandalwood to yams, pigs,
fowls, to fibre, to oil and cotton, and finally to copra, the payment the Is
landers demanded remained unchanged from the early 1850s until the
1870s—consisting of tobacco, cloth, and a variety of European tools and
utensils.33 Even those Islanders working on English ships, or in Australia,
where they earned £6 a year and had ready access to a galaxy of European
goods, were content to bring back blankets, shirts, trousers, tobacco, pipes,
and axes and knives.34 Those returning from Australia were described as
being ‘particularly fond of little boxes, cedar or painted red, . . . about two
feet long, eighteen inches broad, and eighteen inches high. They must have
locks and keys. These boxes they fill with anything they can collect’.35 One
labour recruiter, organising the return of some Loyalty Islanders and New
Hebrideans, commented:
I had for many days . . . good reason for cursing those . . . chests, as the own
ers kept up a constant state of disturbance, never being able to decide, when
their money was running short, what desirable article they would purchase
next, and, when at sea, always fetching their whole property on deck every
morning and bartering among themselves, both sides being always dissatis
fied with the results, and insisting on bringing me into the squabble as arbi
trator . 36
In the 1870s there was a change in the Islanders’ demands. Traders re
ported that Islanders had developed a ‘pretty good idea of the value of
money, and in many cases prefer it to any other article of exchange’.37 By
the 1880s both missionaries and traders noted that they had ‘an exact idea
of the value of money; in all cases they prefer it to articles of exchange’.38
Once the Loyalty Islanders moved into the vortex of commercial inter
change with Europeans they quickly abandoned their previous patterns of
trade. The change was not disruptive for the Loyalty Islanders—steel re
placed imported stone, whaleboats and cutters replaced their canoes built
of imported timber,39 and chiefs’ daughters were married to European set
tlers who could confer a prestige and wealth as great, if not greater, than
many New Caledonian chiefs. Strong social and family ties with New Cal
edonia and the Isle of Pines were retained, but, from the 1860s, travel to
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these places was severely restricted by the French because they feared Loy
alty Islanders would spread their dangerous Protestant and English ideas.
But though the Loyalty Islanders discarded one pattern of trade for an
other there was one element of similarity between the old and the new:
pre-European trading had been peaceful and based on the mutual re
quirements of all those involved. In commercial exchanges with Europeans
the changing patterns of imports and exports indicates, too, that both Eu
ropeans and Loyalty7 Islanders displayed an ability to understand and ac
commodate to mutual advantage the commercial needs of the other.
Marketing techniques, like the patterns of imports and exports, also
changed periodically to suit requirements and conditions. The Islanders
traded directly with ships’ masters in the earliest years of contact. Once
permanent missionaries landed they encouraged, organised, and directed
the export of local produce. As vessels arrived in ever-increasing numbers
the Islanders used the missionaries as middle-men to draw up contracts
and negotiate prices on the understanding that payment belonged to the Is
landers and not to the missions. Mission commercial agents in Sydney and
later Noumea were particularly useful for such dealings. 40 Marketing sys
tems were based on a broad network in which Islanders, missionaries, and
European shippers were dependent upon each other, and for the most part
relations were harmonious . 41 There was apparently tacit agreement be
tween Marist and LMS missionaries not to become t(X) economically com
petitive for fear that both missions might suffer from diminishing profits.
The success of the traders depended upon missionary encouragement and
organisation of labour and production. Without friendship with the mis
sionaries, traders were unable to do business on a profitable scale. 42 In turn
the missionaries were dependent upon the coastal shipping for their sup
plies and the well-being of their missions. A bad season resulted in fewer
shipping contacts which meant less wealth for the Islanders, a lowering of
church contributions, and a subsequent cut back in mission activities. 43
The participation of the missionaries in most of the commercial activity
on the Loyalty Islands angered the French administration. Guillain com
plained to Commander Palmer:
. . . the chiefs are entirely under their control, owing to the traffic in provi
sions and stores which goes on between them . . . the Protestant and Roman
Catholic missionaries were all alike engaged in trade ... their excuse for traf
ficking with the natives being, that by doing so they prevent the latter being
robbed by the traders. . . this traffic is not altogether for the benefit of the
Mission, but also for their own . 44
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MacFarlane and Jones were especially singled out as men who were amas
sing personal fortunes, and not without justification, for when they were
made to leave, both abandoned acres of property and houses and work
shops which would have been the delight of many an English squire.
As the volume of commerce increased, resident traders were enticed to
the Islands, particularly Lifu, and some chiefs were eager enough to do
business with them for they felt that the missionaries had too much control
over their commercial affairs. Such opinions became widely accepted by
the Islanders when they found that they often received better prices from
these traders than they did from the missionaries, and consequently they
took their business directly to these wealthier, or more generous, Euro
peans. But competition between the traders diminished their profits drasti
cally and they were finally forced to agree amongst themselves to ‘give no
more than mutually understood fair prices’.45 Unfortunately for the Island
ers these controlled prices were usually much lower than before, and the
missionaries, too, suffered because contributions were correspondingly
lowered. Some chiefs once again worked through the missionaries, while
others saw the necessity to become more independent and traded directly
with ships’ masters or, more commonly, with agents in Noumea.46 The
wealthier LMS villages of Bo, Netehe, Chepenehe, Luengoni, and Mu, and
the Catholic villages of St Joseph and Nathalo chartered and even bought
schooners to transport their produce to Noumea.47 By the end of the cen
tury, there were very few temporary European traders left on the islands:
the French residents’ liberal trade licensing policies (one issued seventy li
cences in one year) meant that competition among these traders for what
little section of the market remained open to them was so keen that most
were unable to make a living.48 The departure of all but one LMS mission
ary towards the end of the century also had little effect on the islands’ eco
nomy. Many of the people, partly as a result of LMS teaching and exam
ple, had developed considerable expertise in marketing their produce, and
they no longer had to contribute hundreds of pounds to support these same
missionaries. By the 1890s the Loyalty Islanders had a considerable independence and control over their commerce with non-resident Europeans
and although this commerce had reached new levels of sophistication it
was perhaps more reminiscent of the days of direct trading of the 1840s
than of the height of missionary trading influence in the 1860s and 1870s.
The monetary value of the Loyalty Islanders’ exports can never be fully
assessed but it was undoubtedly considerable. Some idea of this value
emerges from an analysis of the shipping reports in the Moniteur, which
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listed the cargoes and their value landed in Noumea by the licensed vessels
on the local trading routes for the years 1863 to 1876. The figures which
follow are considerably less than the real amounts exported because the
value of a cargo was not always published, some vessels known to have ar
rived were omitted altogether, and there were many other vessels which
took cargoes from the Loyalty Islands to the New Hebrides or Australia
without passing through Noumea. The following figures, incomplete as
they may be, are given simply as a guide to the value of visible exports
brought to Noumea from the Loyalty Islands by the licensed traders, and
to indicate the rapid expansion of the Islanders’ production of their local
resources.49
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869

£300
525
925
500
1125
2012
1610

1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876

£1450
1900
3935
5212
5825
6525
9950

These European values had little relation to the payments the Islanders re
ceived: if an Uvean sold fungus worth £20 on the Noumean market, it was
unlikely he would have received £20 worth of tobacco, cloth, or cash; and
there is little point in speculating on his estimation of the worth of what
ever he was paid. Nevertheless, there are indications that many people col
lectively, if not individually, had considerable purchasing power on the
European market especially as a result of cash payments for their exports
after 1870. The contributions given to the LMS were large. From 1879 to
1886, for example, by which time all contributions were in cash, the Lifuan Protestants donated over £2700.50 These same people paid hundreds
of pounds for books from the mission presses, and between 1870 and 1880
spent £375 on horses and £2595 for a schooner and whaleboats. Through
out the islands most Protestant villages and the wealthier Catholic ones
had whaleboats worth £50 each.51
While the overall picture is one of material prosperity there were some
serious weaknesses in the Islanders’ economy. The decline of the cotton and
oil markets forced the immediate development of new export crops.
Drought periodically affected crops. Hurricanes also damaged plantations;
a severe cyclone in 1880 destroyed almost every hut on the islands, ‘rav-
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aged’ the crops, and led to a drop in trading activities. Nor was prosperity
evenly distributed. Uvea and Mare suffered because of the destruction of
plantations during the tribal wars. Mare was particularly hard hit in the
early 1880s by a plague of locusts which prevented coconuts from growing
for over a decade afterwards. A species of bird on Uvea and Lifu protected
the coconut trees from the locusts, but attempts to introduce these birds on
Mare were unsuccessful. Missing out on the benefits of the copra trade the
Mareans turned instead to growing maize, but it required far more labour
and was much less profitable than copra.52 The Mare Catholics were the
poorest of all the Loyalty Islanders. Apart from the wars, droughts, storms,
and locusts they were unable to find markets for their cotton and had great
difficulty in exporting their maize because of poor internal communica
tions and lack of harbours or safe landing places. Gaide mournfully wrote:
‘Mare is excessively poor, it is the poorest of our New Caledonian missions;
nothing is produced’.53 The Protestants on Mare had the advantage of an
chorages and could readily export maize, and Creagh thought they had ‘a
considerable amount of material comfort’.54 The Lifu Protestants were the
wealthiest of all the Loyalty Islanders and, by the late 1880s, admitted that
the Catholics too had done much to improve their material wealth. Hadfield described Nathalo as ‘quite a flourishing settlement’ with its sheep
and goats, houses, and trading schooner.55 The Uveans, though not as rich
as the Lifuans, were also thought to be ‘relatively affluent’.56 A French
official reported in 1883:
The Loyalty Islanders are enterprising, they make very good sailors, they have
a very developed sense of personal property, and finally they are rich, thanks
to the commerce in copra which they undertake because of the numerous co
conut trees. 57

Visitors to the Loyalty Islands were amazed at the Islanders’ settlements
with whitewashed, concrete houses, churches with towering spires, and the
well-clothed, civil, industrious inhabitants who were accustomed to receiv
ing Europeans. These visitors were shown wells sunk up to 150 feet
through solid coral to fresh water, roads cut through coral and bush,
horses and carts carrying produce for export, and schooners and whale
boats owned and manned by the Islanders. Time and time again visitors
recorded their amazement at such developments which they interpreted as
pleasing signs of the Islanders’ progress towards ‘civilisation’—their ‘rapid
and wonderful’ rise from barbarism to ‘material and mercantile prosper
ity’: it was generally agreed amongst Europeans that they were ‘entitled
to be ranked as the foremost tribes of Western Polynesia’.58
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In the three islands, they are very intelligent . . . and they have a degree of civ
ilization which one is astonished to find so close to New Caledonia . 59
[Loyalty Islanders] are the most advanced of any natives in Western Polyne
sia. This remark applies especially to the inhabitants of Mare. 60
[The Loyalty Islands are] occupied by really the highest type of coloured men
I have seen . 61

Such opinions were largely a product of an educated European’s belief
that aspects of his technology, when adopted by a non-European society,
could bring about desirable social change. But many of the apparently
more spectacular changes in the Islanders’ material culture were not as sig
nificant or as extensive as many Europeans thought.
The large, sparkling white concrete houses with glass windows, Venetian
blinds, European furniture and decorations were certainly impressive.
Naisiline Nidoish’s house has already been described. Wainya’s house at
Chepenehe was considered ‘vastly superior’ to MacFarlane’s own grand
home. Wainya had his fitted out with glass folding doors, a large English
bed, tables, chairs, a sofa, and pictures which, said MacFarlane, ‘gives it
quite a European appearance’.62 But such houses were only for the privi
leged few—the wealthiest chiefs, the Rarotongan and Samoan teachers, the
Loyalty Islands teachers, missionaries, and a few of the permanent resident
traders. And those Loyalty Islanders who owned such buildings kept them
mainly for a display of prestige and wealth and seldom used them, except
to receive European guests. The Islanders never slept in the houses, prefer
ring to spend the night in the communal huts. The overwhelming majority
of the population, including most of the chiefs of the smaller clans, had on
ly their huts made from pandanus, grass, and coconut tree fronds. The mis
sionaries constantly regretted that the people preferred to live in their ‘low
dirty smoky huts’ and ‘wretched hovels’ scattered about the villages ‘with
out the slightest efforts at order’.63 In 1880 Creagh complained that their
huts were ‘for the most part little better than those their grandfathers oc
cupied’.64 The Islanders had neither inclination nor reason to change their
dwellings, which were comfortable and, with fires perpetually smould
ering on the floors, warm and free from mosquitoes. Furthermore, their
huts were easily and cheaply built out of readily available materials. Al
most every year, severe cyclones blew down many buildings and it was far
simpler to re-erect a grass hut than a concrete structure. And the Islanders
certainly had enough building to do for their chiefs and missionaries. Some
of the mission churches involved years of continual work: the church Jones
built at Ro had concrete walls 3 feet thick set on foundations 12 feet below
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the surface of the coral, and 30 feet high; it could hold over 800 people and
took more than nine years to coastruct.6S Creagh decided to pay the
Islanders to cut wood he supplied if they used it to build themselves Euro
pean styled houses but his plan failed miserably. They were more in
terested in the pay than in cutting wood:
Eight or ten will be connected with one saw; the other six will be sitting & ly
ing down while two of their number work half-an-hour & then perhaps two
more will take the saw. Now they think or seem to think that those who are
merely looking on aut to be paid as well as those who work. They have to
learn by experience the proper rate of wages. 66

While the missionaries admitted their failure to persuade their support
ers to build ‘decent’ houses, they claimed to have changed settlement pat
terns by grouping people in villages near the sea instead of their living in
land as in pre-European times.67 It is difficult to understand where the mis
sionaries got this idea from, for although such population movements were
common elsewhere in the Pacific as a result of European contact, they did
not occur on the Loyalty Islands. By the 1840s the coastal villages of Netche, Mebuet, Eoche, Ro, Tadine, Medu, Mu, Dueulu, Peng, Chepenehe,
Eacho, Inangod, We, and Luengoni were already well established, and all
the villages on Uvea had to be near the sea because of the island’s shape.
Furthermore, the inland villages of Rawa, Menaku, La Roche, Penelo, Tawained, Wiwatul, Meleck, Nathalo, and Kumo, to name the major ones,
were neither abandoned nor moved closer to some part of the coast even
though it was obviously economically advantageous to do so after Euro
pean contact. Political and territorial arrangements precluded any such
moves. Minor changes undoubtedly took place: some people may have
moved from one village where there was no missionary to one where there
was, providing that they did not resettle in enemy lands. Also during the
planting and harvesting seasons in pre-European times the people nor
mally remained at their inland plantations in temporary huts until the
work was completed. After mission contact they still lived in these huts but
returned to their villages every weekend for church activities.
Communications and transport were only marginally improved. The
sections of road capable of taking horses and carts were very rough, lim
ited to the outskirts of the largest villages, and could be measured in yards
rather than miles. No new major routes were opened up, though some of
the more important tracks were widened to enable horses to get by. By the
1880s most areas on Lifu and Mare could be reached on horseback and the
Islanders considered this sufficient.68 They lacked the resources, man-
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power, and inclination to crush, bum, and smooth out the twisted coral in
to a network of highways as the missionaries urged. Horses and donkeys
helped to transport some produce from the plantations to the sea, but even
in the 1880s most of the produce was still carried by the women.69

I

It is [wrote Creagh’s daughter] quite usual to see a family returning home after
a day in their garden, walking single file, the man first carrying nothing but a
club to defend his family from possible enemies, then the woman, bowed
down with a huge bundle of garden produce on her back, the baby in a sling
in front and the rest of the family trailing behind. 70

Whaleboats had largely replaced canoes by the 1880s,71 but they did not
necessarily improve inter-island travel; the Islanders’ largest double canoes
could travel just as fast and hold as many people as a whaleboat. The ad
vantage of a European craft was that the Islanders were saved the task of
importing wood and then building their canoes. Whaleboats were also eas
ier to sail and appear to have been a good deal safer.72
The new export crops did not involve changes in cultivation techniques.
Cotton and maize grew virtually wild. The Islanders cut down areas of
bush, left it to dry, and then burnt it, just as they did when preparing their
yam and taro gardens. Seeds or shoots were then planted in the exposed
pockets of soil. The missionaries were amazed that cotton ‘grew with but
little or no trouble’73 and, as with their yam crops, the Islanders gave little
attention to their new plants, apart from the occasional weeding, between
planting and harvesting times. The Islanders were not interested in using
certain agricultural methods Europeans took for granted. The idea of ever
manuring their soil, for example, filled them with disgust.74 It was ‘not in
accordance with native ideas’ to constantly tend to their growing crops,75
and it was through such neglect that the quality of the cotton declined. The
most profitable crops for the Islanders—sandalwood and coconuts—
needed virtually no attention at all.
European axes and knives lightened the task of cutting down the dense
bush but no European tools were used for tilling the soil, for it is extremely
light and a pointed stick was sufficient. European agricultural implements
I were unnecessary and unsuitable. Ploughs, for example, could not be used
for the soil is in small pockets, thin, and usually dotted with coral rocks
[ and outcrops.
The herds of cattle owned by some villages were very small because of
I lack of water and grazing land and were a source of prestige rather than a
viable commercial asset. Pigs and fowls, which were major export goods,
i thrived on coconuts and looked after themselves. In general terms the Loy-
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alty Islanders’ export trade was limited by both the environment and cer
tain cultural traits: the bulk of their profits, apart from those earned by the
sale of their labour, came from those animal and indigenous crops which
required the minimum of attention.
Visiting Europeans, who highlighted the more obvious manifestations of
European material culture in the Loyalty Islands as evidence of rapid and
desirable social change, underestimated the patterns of continuity in the Is
landers’ daily existence. The commonly reiterated interpretation of these
changes as the Europeanisation of the ‘native’ way of life, could perhaps
have been more accurately described as the ‘nativisation’ of the European
way of life. 76 However, underlying the continuity, European technology
and commerce were producing socio-economic changes which were not so
readily apparent to European observers who were too busy looking for
more concrete signs of ‘civilisation’. The introduction of steel tools and the
stimulus of trade resulted in a rearrangement of patterns and priorities of
work. European tools and substitute items reduced the time and effort re
quired for the traditional tasks of clearing bush for plantations, building
huts, and trading for materials and then making canoes, fish-hooks, stone
and shell implements and decorations. This work was normally performed
by the men; the women benefited less, for European technology could not
assist them much in looking after the household, the children, and in their
many other duties. Steel tools and other items of European technology re
sulted in a degree of surplus labour which provided opportunities for
young men to travel overseas, as well as enabling a rapid change from sub
sistence to surplus production of island produce. Although European tools
and techniques lightened some of the burdens of everyday living and stim
ulated the new surplus agriculture, this export production still demanded a
great deal of time and energy. The collection of sandalwood and the mak
ing of coconut fibre, oil, and copra, for example, were year-round tasks
which broke the former clearly defined seasonal agricultural work pat
terns of planting and harvesting. In addition to these new tasks and to their
own food growing requirements the Islanders engaged in other labour in
tensive activities such as widening tracks, digging wells, and building and
rebuilding churches, houses, and workshops which were periodically des
troyed by cyclones, as well as devoting a great deal of time to church af
fairs. Overall there was a significant increase in the variety of everyday ac
tivities and the efforts these required. Overseas travel by the fittest young
men may have placed a strain on some of the clans, but it seems that the
pattem of randomly staggered arrivals and departures would have ensured
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that there was always a residual labour force. And exports continued to in
crease even during times of extensive migration.
European technology brought its pleasures, its labour saving devices,
and increased the variety of life and the material prosperity of the Loyalty
Islanders; the price they paid was an increase in time and labour spent on
surplus production and on new activities. It is worth emphasising that such
industry resulted from the Islanders’ enthusiasm: if the inspiration for a
particular project was European in origin, its undertaking and successful
completion was dependent upon the Islanders’ voluntary efforts. Not with
out good reason did Europeans speak of them as persevering and hard
working people in contrast to ‘lazy’ Islanders elsewhere in the Pacific. 77
In many parts of Melanesia such new ventures for the Islanders as over
seas travel and trading with Europeans had radical consequences, espedally in those societies where possession of material wealth largely deter
mined social standing and authority. In such societies changes in tradi
tional values and priorities in the economic sphere as a result of the intro
duction of European goods necessarily affected the socio-political sphere as
well. For example, young men returning from labouring in Fiji or Queens
land with ‘instant’ supplies of new wealth sometimes challenged their
chiefs or Big-men whose power had been achieved through long and pains
taking accumulation and manipulation of traditional items of wealth. In
some regions new entrepreneurial elites developed, resulting in unprece
dented socio-political and economic changes. But in the Loyalty Islands
rigid social stratification, where positions were ascribed and not achieved
through manipulation of riches, precluded the rise of such elites. Material
wealth came as a consequence and was not a determinant of political au
thority. No single individual, except for a chief, was able to hoard a large
private supply of wealth. The need to express political obligations, as well
as the deeply ingrained customs of communal redistribution and sharing,
meant that any supply of goods was fragmented amongst the clans and
generally ended up at the top of the socio-political structure. Even cash
was subject to the same restrictions. Most people spent their money on the
same goods they formerly bartered for, and the bulk of their imports into
the twentieth century remained firmly based on cloth, tobacco, tools, and
utensils. More expensive items, such as whaleboats, horses, cattle and
schooners, were far beyond the reach of individuals and were bought on a
corporate basis. Money left over after the Islanders had satisfied their per
sonal needs was given to the missions and to their chiefs, who hoarded it
until they could afford to purchase these items for their village. Those am-
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bitious men who challenged clan and great chiefs for their positions usu
ally did so on the basis of disputed ancestry, and not solely on the basis of
any newly acquired wealth; the aspirants to leadership were always men
of some social standing in their local communities rather than ‘com
moners’.
Missionaries fought hard to root out the system of redistribution of
wealth, claiming that it removed incentives for ‘personal betterment’. They
accused chiefs of shamefully appropriating their followers’ wealth, and
they were horrified when people ‘stole’ goods from friends returning from
overseas trips with their boxes. Anyone who managed to ‘improve his posi
tion’, complained the missionaries, was the target for the ‘cupidity and in
dolence of all about him ’ . 78
It was quite impossible for a native to keep any of his own belongings, if a
friend cast a longing eye upon anything he possessed, it must change hands.
When a young couple married, a great feast was prepared—the friends on
both sides were all expected to bring contributions, which were piled in two
great heaps. When the feast was over what was left was divided amongst the
friends and relations, those from the bride’s friends being distributed among
the bridegroom’s friends and vice versa, the young couple being left with noth
ing to begin housekeeping with,—but as communistic ideas prevail amongst
them, they share and share alike and no one goes hungry . 79

The socio-economic developments and changes that took place as a re
sult of overseas travel and trading with Europeans were largely deter
mined by and remained within the framework of indigenous self-determi
nation and, while not without their tensions, were profitable, creative, and
welcomed. Loyalty Islands society, largely because of the nature and
strength of its socio-political organisation, proved remarkably resilient and
able to accommodate and control many of the developments stimulated by
commercial dealings with Europeans. Cargo cults, so common elsewhere
in Melanesia, have never appeared on the Loyalty Islands. It is perhaps
important to mention again, in this context of economic impact, that al
though Loyalty Islanders traded extensively with Europeans, their islands
never supported a large resident European population; the Islanders were
able to live their lives much as they wished, spared the almost inevitable
implications of a frontier society in their midst.

11

_____________

Teaching

Loyalty Islanders were renowned for their devotion to their respective mis
sions and their enthusiasm for all activities connected with the church. Eu
ropeans thought that the congregations would have set a fine example in
many a European parish. Throughout the century there was no slackening
of enthusiasm. In 1890, for example, there was not one regular absentee
from church events among the 8000 or more Protestants throughout the
three islands.1 Nor did the Loyalty Islanders abandon their Christian cer
emonies when they went overseas. Those who worked on plantations in
Queensland were rigorous and exacting in their own religious services and
were a constant source of amazement to European overseers and mission
aries who considered them to be ‘an example to the white men among
whom they lived’.2
There is no simple explanation as to why Loyalty Islanders were such ar
dent supporters of the Christian churches. The Islanders accepted the mis
sionaries largely within the framework of their own political aspirations.
As has been suggested earlier, the decision to follow one or other of the mis
sions was made for most individuals by their great chiefs or clan chiefs and
the exact moment when the Islanders throughout all regions began to be
have as, and call themselves, Catholics or Protestants can readily be doc
umented. They continued to associate themselves with the missionaries
throughout the remainder of the nineteenth century largely because it was
politically and, to a lesser extent, economically expedient to do so. But this
reason is not sufficient on its own to explain the popular enthusiasm for
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Christianity, once a decision had been made to follow its tenets, and nei
ther does it fully explain the nature of the Islanders’ Christianity.
It is necessary, first of all, to emphasise that Christian practices and doc
trines, as the Islanders interpreted them and as they were often explained
by the LMS teachers and both LMS and Marist missionaries, were not in
essence incompatible with their former beliefs and rituals. The Islanders’
own ‘religion’ was essentially pragmatic, designed to influence numerous
spirit-beings who were believed responsible for all cause and effect.3 The
apparent ease and speed with which the Islanders accepted aspects of the
Christian doctrine and ritual once they associated themselves with a mis
sion can be explained partly by the way in which the missionaries’ god was
introduced to them: he was another spirit-being, but one who could carry
out alone the multiplicity of activities of their own spirit-beings, and one
who was apparently very powerful. Given their preoccupation with spiritbeings, Loyalty Islanders found it perfectly acceptable that the first Euro
peans and LMS Polynesian teachers they met had their own supernatural
champion with whom they communicated ritualistieally. Although the Is
landers initially felt that the European deity may have been irrelevant to
their way of life they never denied his presence or that he had some power.
When the epidemics swept through the islands in the early 1840s the new
god was quickly implicated. The Rarotongan teacher Ta‘unga described
how the Mare people ‘searched and searched for the reasons for that sick
ness’. Some initially blamed and killed several of their priests. Then they
turned and accused the teachers and their god. When cursing the Christian
deity failed to appease the disease-making forces, several Mareans attemp
ted to solicit his aid instead, but only, as Ta'unga explained, ‘because they
feared death from the disease’.4 Rumours that this new spirit-being either
was responsible for the sickness or could cure it spread through the islands
as fast as the epidemics themselves.
Hence from the earliest years of European contact, the Islanders’ con
ception of the Christian god was explicable in their own terms, and they
experimented accordingly. Sometimes the powers of their own and the Eu
ropean deities were put directly to the test. The LMS mission reported the
following incident on their voyage to Mare in 1848:
An old chief, hearing the teachers tracing diseases to divine and not human
agency, sent for a noted priest, and engaged him to exert his power and bring
disease upon some of the teachers, to see whether Jehovah or the priests of
Mare were true. The priest went to the bash behind the teachers’ house, with
his basket of relics, viz., the hair, fingernails, bones, etc., of his forefathers;
and, striking the air with his club, looked to see whether there was blood on
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his basket—a sign that vengeance had gone forth on the teachers. He beat the
air and looked at his basket until he was tired. No blood appeared; and the
chief and priest concluded that ‘Jehovah, the God of the teachers, must be a
true God and a mighty one’.5

Missionaries and teachers were keen to encourage such experimentation,
and emphasised that their one god could do all that the Islanders’ spirits
could do, and a great deal more. Often explicit in such arguments was the
threat that those who refused to believe in the new deity faced certain
death.6 Teachers and missionaries always made the most of epidemics, tell
ing the Islanders that the illnesses were Jehovah’s curse upon them for not
believing in him.7 Other strange and dangerous phenomena, such as
earthquakes, were attributed to the Christian god’s wrath at the people’s
failure to ‘accept the Gospel’.8Jehovah was also portrayed as being invinci
ble in war. Missionaries told defeated warriors that their fallen comrades
would still have been alive had they believed.9 Such claims gained cre
dence, especially when the first ‘Christian soldiers’ were victorious over
‘heathens’.
The Christian god’s affinity with the Islanders’ own spirit-beings was
further emphasised not only by the range of his capabilities but by the in
digenous names given to him by teachers and missionaries. On Lifu,
Marists adopted the word haze, a term usually given to stones thought to
contain great supernatural power, and LMS missionaries at first called
him Cahaze—the ca meaning one. LMS missionaries later adopted the
term Akotesi, the Miny equivalent. In the Iai language LMS teachers used
Kong, meaning an evil spirit-being capable of great wrath. Ella tried to
change it to Atua for he felt that Kong reinforced the notion that religion
was ‘merely a conciliation of an Evil Spirit’, but even by the 1870s most
Protestant Uveans still retained the word Kong.10
Even the adaptation of the external trappings of Christianity indicates
continuity rather than radical change. Although the Islanders abandoned
many of their sacred artefacts, these were replaced with novel and, they
considered, more impressive ones, especially from the Marists—statues of
Christ and the Virgin, rosary beads, religious paintings in churches, and
their own individual medallions bearing Christ’s image. Although the
LMS missionaries frequently accused the Marists of indulging in idolatry,
they too provided their supporters with similar visual manifestations of
their religion—crosses, bibles, altars, stained glass windows in churches,
and the coconut juice and yams for communion—all of which were im
bued with supernatural presence. Similarly missionary prayers, sermons,
their devotions for the sick, and their blessing of newly planted crops and
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new churches all had their pre-European counterparts." Words such as
amen and Jehovah were widely used as incantations by the Islanders for
they ‘thought . . . [them] of far more importance than the prayer itself’.12
Christian burial techniques and the notion of a spiritual afterlife were not
incompatible with the Islanders’ own beliefs and customs. Most were bur
ied underground in ‘coffins’ of canoes or specially hollowed out tree trunks
(great chiefs, however, often had their canoes hoisted up to caves overlook
ing the sea). The Islanders believed dead people lived on in spirit form al
though they did not go to any one place, and there was no concept of re
ward or punishment after death. Spirits normally remained about the is
lands and were in frequent contact with the living.13
Marist missionaries were instructed that ‘the fear of superstition does not
exclude faith’ and were, in fact, encouraged to take advantage of many of
the Islanders’ beliefs: ‘considering that our natives have a superstitious ven
eration for their ancestors, we believe it is necessary to direct, use, Chris
tianize this traditional tendency’.14 The priests were urged to place crosses
and statues in all those places where the Islanders claimed evil spirits lived,
and to conduct impressive masses for the dead, and to pay particular atten
tion to holding memorial services each year for deceased great chiefs and
other prominent persons. They were also instructed to build fine cemeteries
where ‘faith and art’ combined.15 The LMS missionaries were just as
aware of the necessity to accommodate aspects of the Islanders’ ‘supersti
tion’. MacFarlane explained:
. . . feeling the tendency of the natives to regard the sacrament with supersti
tious feelings, and the desirability of keeping it as simple and primitive as pos
sible, and also of using elements that might be easily procured by the natives
themselves, we determined to use the bread and wine of the country, viz., the
beautiful white yams for which the Loyalty group is celebrated, and cocoanut
milk . . . ,16

In many respects, Christianity provided the Islanders with new forms of
animism and ritual such that their pre- and post-contact beliefs differed in
degree rather than kind. And the missionaries were only too well aware
that Christianity had been mingled with their former beliefs. In 1848
Turner explained: ‘the people generally still amalgamate with their Chris
tianity their former rites of heathenism’,17 and in 1880 Creagh echoed sim
ilar sentiments:
. . . there is a vast amount of superstition, error, & ignorance still pervading
the minds of great numbers of our church members. Their religion is more a
thing to be seen than to be felt & enjoyed in the soul.18
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The Islanders’ conception of Christianity was reflected in what the mis
sionaries thought was a lack of spiritual understanding and feeling. Time
and time again the LMS missionaries returned to the theme that there was
no ‘deep heart-felt repentance on account of Sin. They never appear sorry
for what they did before the Gospel was brought to them ’ . 19 The Marist
missionaries were less concerned than the LMS missionaries to see a show
of repentance, but they complained that the Islanders’ approach to life was
too light-hearted, so precluding the acceptance of ‘serious ideas’ of religion:
‘there is not yet a well developed Christian spirit, but however, [they] ob
serve with great fidelity the main tenets of Christian life’ . 20
The missionaries naturally made much of the theological differences be
tween their respective Catholic and Protestant converts, and the Islanders
also were well aware of some of the more noticeable divisive issues. Public
debating between Catholic and Protestant Islanders was common: the
Catholics taunted the Protestants for their ignorance of the Holy Spirit, the
Virgin, and Purgatory, and the Protestants retaliated by criticising the
Pope, the Catholic ‘idols’, and their ‘compromising’ in matters of faith and
social behaviour—pointing to the priests who smoked and drank wine. But
for the Islanders, such differences were not based on theological grounds.
Rather they were utilised to highlight their conflicting political positions.
In the handful of cases where individuals changed their religion they were
motivated by temporal aspirations. It was a constant source of regret for
both missions that, once the lines of demarcation between Catholic and
Protestant supporters were established, neither mission made further gains.
As Fabvre sadly commented: ‘since the beginning of the mission, I do not
believe that there has been one true conversion from Protestantism to
Catholicism, not one real defection from Catholicism to Protestantism ’ . 21
Christianity, as the Islanders accepted and understood it, was not the in
tellectual and spiritual bombshell the missionaries intended. The Islanders’
own beliefs did not pose any philosophical or metaphysical obstacle to the
following of the new God. If the Christian deity was all-powerful there was
every reason to accept his protection and invoke his aid. The selection and
adaptation of various Christian notions and customs did not, therefore, in
volve any fundamental or disturbing changes in their view of existence,
and heightened the pleasure of other attractions the missions offered.
Most islanders were exceptionally fond of their missionaries, and as
many of the missionaries remained on the islands for long periods of time
they built up very strong personal ties with their followers. Beaulieu spent
over fifty' years there, Jones and Creagh over thirty, Sleigh and Fabvre over
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twenty, and Bernard sixteen. Whenever a missionary departed perma
nently the people in his area were known as ‘the deserted ones’ and ‘winced
under the taunt’, for their missionary was their ‘pride and joy ’ . 22 The Is
landers were also fiercely proud of the mission stations and their chiefs’
stately homes—particularly at the LMS villages at Ro, Netche, Chepenehe,
and Mu, and the Marist villages at St Joseph, Nathalo, and La Roche.
Whenever a church or some other building was completed, several thou
sand people from all over the islands came to gaze in wonder and adm ira
tion.
The missionaries, particularly those of the LMS, were closely identified
by the Islanders with the technological apparatus of the European world.
Tools and utensils which they introduced in large quantities were a con
stant source of admiration and eagerly sought after. People crowded
around LMS stations in the earlier years muttering ‘how rich these for
eigners are !’ 23 As a Marist missionary commented: ‘It is not only with reli
gion you must impress the natives, but . . . with things of material inter
est’ . 24 Axes, saws, and other tools together with such techniques as digging
wells were of great benefit to the Islanders, relieving some of the burdens of
their everyday living. And in addition to its usefulness, the missionaries’
technology sometimes had considerable novelty value. One priest who
owned a camera had would-be models flock to him in the hundreds, and
Hadfield drew crowds with his magic lantern shows. 25 But the material at
tractions of the mission stations should not be over-estimated: LMS mis
sionaries never managed to seduce the Marists’ followers with their wealth;
political considerations determined that people did not change their al
legiance to their chosen missions, even if it was economically advanta
geous to do so.
Christian ritual and doctrine also gave great pleasure. Missionaries were
commonly kept up until dawn answering questions and relating Biblical
tales. The efforts and energy Islanders put into the attainment of literacy, 26
singing hymns, memorising catechisms, and organising church affairs,
were ever a source of comment by European visitors. The church also pro
vided opportunities for social advancement and prestige. Baptism and
church membership added to an individual’s dignity. As MacFarlane ex
plained:
I have found natives so anxious to be admitted to the church, that in order to
accomplish their object, they would profess faith in Christ, or in anybody, or
anything else; although there was evidently no change of heart . . . . They will
make any sacrifice to be admitted to the church; would, no doubt, go round
the island on ‘all fours’ if required . . . , 27
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Young children were encouraged by their parents to sit for examinations
the missionaries held periodically—a child might win some prize or be
picked as a bell ringer or a minor church official if successful. Adults who
had no chance of ever becoming teachers had the opportunity to work in
the local church administration as organisers and overseers of the various
church activities. The LMS missionaries appointed large numbers of ‘cha
pel keepers’ whose job was to watch over young people to make sure they
did not read, talk, or fall asleep when they should be listening or worship
ping. The Marists had a system of ‘censors’ who were responsible for
reporting any ‘misdemeanours’ on church occasions to the priests. Some
individuals who might not otherwise have gone to church and taken part
in the religious activities were forced to do so by the Marist censors and the
LMS police. In 1869 MacFarlane wrote of some members of his congrega
tions: ‘Tis all fear, fear, fear; they are afraid of God, and afraid of the mis
sionaries . . . . They fear of hell, expulsion from churches . . ,’.28 But such
moods were not characteristic of the majority of people, who certainly
showed their enthusiasm for the church every weekend and on special reli
gious occasions. Each Saturday they returned from their inland planta
tions and prepared food and practised their lessons for the following day.
On Sunday everyone dressed in his finest European clothes and partici
pated in long church services, vast outdoor question-and-answer meetings,
and feasting. The special collection days for both missions, the celebrations
on the anniversaries of the founding of the respective missions, mass bap
tisms, and meetings to welcome visiting mission personalities were the
most impressive occasions, where a thousand or more Islanders displayed
their wealth in produce and their oratorical capabilities. So successful were
the LMS collection meetings that the missionaries soon abandoned the
practice of holding them at the mission stations twice a year and organised
numerous separate village collections. The people thought the idea was a
good one for there were far more opportunities for feasting and, said
Creagh, ‘it gives a greater number of orators an opportunity of displaying
their powers’.29 Such meetings were also occasions for running and spear
throwing competitions and other ‘innocent games’. Always there were
flags, processions, and people dancing madly about. Fireworks sometimes
climaxed the proceedings.30
Christianity was generally eagerly accepted by Loyalty Islanders and
rapidly became one of the most dominant popular forces in their society.
But although the people acted and identified themselves as either Catholics
or Protestants, the evangelists looked in vain for spiritual conversion which
betokened ultimate success for their mission. In spite of the obvious
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changes to their way of life and impressive external manifestations of
Christianity, the reasons why the Islanders accepted and the way in which
they interpreted the new doctrines lay within the patterns of their own po
litical, economic, and social aspirations, and their own beliefs.
Both LMS and Marist missionaries attempted formally to educate young
Islanders in the hope of creating a future adult generation in the image of
‘civilised’ and ‘enlightened’ Europeans. Immediately on their arrival the
LMS missionaries on Mare and Lifu organised day schools at their stations.
By the 1860s nominal rolls at each school were as high as 400 but absen
teeism tempered the missionaries’ success. Parents were reluctant to leave
their children behind when they went to their inland gardens during the
week, and in planting and harvesting seasons the children were usually re
quired to help with the work.31 To keep the pupils under the ‘yoke of in
struction’ the LMS missionaries organised boarding schools, and MacLarlane also established a seminary at Chepenehe, where he trained teachers
to run the church on the Loyalty Islands and prepared them for their plan
ned future penetration into New Caledonia, the New Hebrides, and be
yond. The Noumean administration ordered the closure of all LMS schools
in 1864 although, because there was no Lrench presence on Mare, Jones
continued his programs untroubled, and MacLarlane secretly taught his
pupils in his seminary. Lack of numbers together with the politico-religious
trouble on Uvea prevented the LMS missionary there from conducting
schools until 1879. Once the LMS was given permission to recommence its
schools in 1865, the day schools were moved out to the villages and were
conducted by the Islanders themselves. The new system fared little better
than the old. The problem of absenteeism remained, and parents lost their
earlier enthusiasm for sending their children to school because those held
in their villages did not confer the same degree of prestige upon their sons
and daughters as those conducted by the missionaries at their station. Also
the parents were expected to finance the local schools, as the parent LMS
organisation did not provide for them in its annual budgets.32 The mission
aries thought that the greatest weakness of such schools was the ineffi
ciency of the teachers:
Some of our best preachers or pastors (who are the teachers of the schools) are
our worst scholars . . . . Our pastors seem to have the idea that their main or
only business is to stand up and preach, notwithstanding our repeatedly tell
ing them to look well after the children & to insist on the parents cooperating
with them in their efforts . . . . Many were chosen merely because they could
speak; but there were no better to be had . 33
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The LMS missionaries remaining on the islands were not unduly disturbed
when the French finally closed all such schools in 1884. After 1865 the
LMS missionaries concentrated their efforts on boarding schools on Lifu
and Mare, but after several years boarding schools too proved virtually un
workable. They absorbed too much of the missionaries’ time and, when
the LMS cut down on funds available for them, were a heavy burden on
local LMS resources.34
For all their considerable efforts, the LMS missionaries’ achievement in
the field of schooling fell far below their expectations. In 1883 Creagh
summed up the situation by saying that though the people had not so
much gone back in their educational progress, they had not reached ‘to
that high standard which we aim at’.35 The missionaries were inclined to
blame the Islanders’ low ‘intellectual capacity’. Creagh complained that
his pupils could manage ‘compound add. sub. mult. & div of money, and a
few simple questions in calculating money, English & French; but they are
puzzled & fail in most cases at all complicated which require any indepen
dent thought’.36 The most successful Protestant school was the seminary at
Chepenehe. Apart from educating scores of young men to preach on their
own islands, fourteen were trained and sent to New Caledonia between
1871, when the French finally allowed them in, and 1900; another twelve
pioneered Protestant missionary work in New Guinea between 1871 and
1882.37
Because of the Marist Mission’s lack of resources, most formal education
on the Loyalty Islands in the nineteenth century was under LMS auspices.
The Marists never bothered with day schools and concentrated on board
ing schools, where they hoped to isolate the children from their ‘corrup
ting’ village environment. But lacking finance, and support on Mare and
Lifu, it was not until the 1870s that small schools were commenced on
Lifu and Uvea, and the 1880s on Mare.
Although their educational programs failed to produce students in the
image of English middle-class school children, the LMS missionaries’
greatest achievement was in providing the basic tools which enabled the Is
landers to become literate in their own languages. With Ta'unga’s assis
tance the LMS prepared a few pages in Nengone which they distributed to
the teachers on Mare in 1848. The pamphlets were instantly popular and
by 1852 the Si Gwahma people were ‘vigorously applying themselves to
read’; eighty read well and ‘hundreds’ more were learning.38 Nihill set up a
small press at Netehe in the early 1850s and trained Mareans to operate it.
He translated ‘simple’ portions of scripture and liturgy which were widely
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distributed. When the permanent LMS missionaries arrived in 1854 some
250 Islanders could read and forty could write.39 The LMS missionaries set
up a much larger press and with Nihill’s aid and his knowledge of the lan
guage began to translate and print chapters of the Bible. The slim books
were seized eagerly and the Islanders throughout the northern and western
areas of Mare formed themselves into small groups to practise reading and
writing. Those who were given slates avidly copied parts of the sermons
they heard and afterwards were surrounded by crowds of people eager to
discuss what they had written.40 By the mid-1850s portions of scripture
were printed in Dehu and sent to Lifu where there was tremendous enthu
siasm for them. Anything printed, said Jones ‘is prized as the nugget would
be by the Australian scrivner and is sought after with equal . . . [?] and the
house of the missionary being the receptacle for all such publications, is
crowded continually’.41 Printed material was scrupulously cared for and a
piece of paper for a cover was a valuable extra. Jones was forced to set
aside one morning a week to distribute old newspapers and advertising
pages of evangelical magazines just for this purpose. The Islanders also
wove special bags to carry their books about.42
Until Jones was expelled in 1887, books poured from the LMS presses on
Mare. By the mid-1860s the missionaries had printed 1500 copies of much
of the New Testament in Nengone; 5000 copies of a 120 page Lifuan hymn
book; 6000 copies of the Gospel of John, and 5000 catechisms in Dehu.43
By 1871 most of the Bible had been translated and printed in Dehu, Nen
gone, and Iai.44 The Islanders’ enthusiasm for books never died out; even as
late as 1877 an edition of 4000 Lifuan hymn books virtually sold out in a
few hours. ‘This’, said the missionaries, ‘pleasantly shows that neither to
bacco nor clothing presented stronger attractions’.45 The desire to read was
also sustained throughout the latter half of the nineteenth century. In the
1870s the Islanders were still in the habit of copying down missionary
sermons, checking them later against the missionary’s own notes, and then
forming groups where the sermons were again copied out and discussed.46
Most of the Uvean Protestants could read by the mid-1860s and many
took great delight in writing with sticks in the sand.47 In 1871 Creagh re
ported that on Mare ‘nearly every young man & woman can read and
write’,48 and the French administration was disturbed when Salinis ex
plained in 1884 that the entire Protestant population under the age of
twenty-seven was literate.49 Creagh wrote in the 1880s that most of the Lifuans had ‘attained the art of reading, & many are able to write, after a
fashion’.50 Hadfield took a census of literacy on Uvea and Lifu in 1894:
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2453 out of 5659 Lifuan Protestants could read and by 1901 the figure
had risen to 3193; 510 out of 712 Uvean Protestants were able to read.51
One of the most remarkable features of the rapid change from a pre
literate to a literate society on the Loyalty Islands was that it resulted
largely from the Islanders’ mutual instruction. The LMS missionaries p ro
vided them with an alphabet and printed material and taught pupils in the
day schools before 1864 and in the boarding schools and the seminaries
how to read and write, and from there the movement snowballed. The
missionaries themselves were amazed that every night ‘in almost every
h u t . . . a group of most earnest learners . . . [could] be seen’.52
In the earlier contact years printed material was often seen as ‘a kind of
talisman which gave as magic the knowledge of thoughts’.53 B(x)ks and
pamphlets were also prestige possessions and provided opportunities for
people to show off their skill in reading, so emulating Europeans. Montrouzier was most sceptical of the Protestants he saw ostensibly reading at
Chepenehe in 1858 and described how they could keep on reading out
loud when the books were taken away for they had learnt the words off by
heart.54 MacFarlane gave the example of one Islander who ‘had on a pair
of spectacles; he was looking intently, with the most hypocritical face,
upon a small hymn book which was turned upside down’.55 However,
from the 1860s onwards, there is every indication that books were desired
for pleasure and information and that an extremely high proportion of
Loyalty Islanders could read their own language.
The Marists did little in the field of translating and printing, mainly be
cause they had not the resources to set up a press, and they were forced to
use the scriptures printed by the LMS missionaries in Nengone and Dehu.
They were in difficulties on Uvea because the LMS missionaries printed in
Iai, whereas a large proportion of the Catholics spoke Uvea. The Marists
were particularly at a disadvantage with regard to printed catechisms, for
they could obviously not use those the LMS circulated, and throughout the
remainder of the century they were much disheartened by their inability to
emulate the LMS mission printing program.56
The French administration accused the LMS mission of having taught
the Loyalty Islanders English and English customs, but such learning re
sulted from their association with Englishmen generally and not from
formal mission training. In the LMS boarding schools and the seminaries
some attempt was made to teach the brightest pupils how to read and
write English but with very little success. When the directors of the LMS
suggested in 1882 that more effort should be made by the missionaries on
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the Loyalty Islands to teach the people to read English, Jones answered
that such a task was impossible: since 1857, he pointed out, only two
Mareans had managed to use ‘with intelligence’ books in English.57
An ability to communicate in English came quickly to the Loyalty Is
landers. Nihill reported in 1850 that the Lifuans had adopted ‘every low
and degraded habit and expression to be found among the worst of our
countrymen’;58 the LMS missionaries on their first voyage to Uvea, in
1857, commented that many of the young men had travelled around the
Pacific on English trading vessels ‘and, consequently, speak a little English.
Some of them, indeed, spoke English so well, that we had no difficulty in
conversing with them’;59 and the ‘greater part’ of the Mareans were re
ported to speak ‘imperfect English, as many of them have been in vessels
for beehe-de-mer’.60 French administrators and other European travellers
frequently commented upon the Islanders’ knowledge of the English
language and their ability to emulate the example set by the Englishmen
with whom they lived and worked. One Frenchman who called into Uvea
showed an Islander a watch and waited for the man’s expected reaction of
great excitement and bewilderment at such a wondrous object. Instead the
Uvean glanced at it and said, correctly, ‘It’s half-past eleven’.61
The French administration and the Marists made little headway in
teaching the Islanders French until well into the twentieth century, and
most of the middle-aged and older Islanders today had parents and cer
tainly grandparents whom they remember spoke English. Although most
of the present-day Islanders speak French, in addition to their own lan
guages, they count and tell the time in English, and virtually every Euro
pean item that was originally introduced in the nineteenth century still re
tains its English name.
The Islanders’ social habits were not noticeably affected by the religious,
formal, or informal secular instruction they received from Europeans. Patteson, in 1858, was one of the first missionaries to strongly criticise those Is
landers who were ostensibly practising Christians:
The same dirt, the same houses, the same idle vicious habits in most cases—no
sense of decency or but very little—Where is the expression of the Scriptual
life . . . ? A man reads a chapter in his filthy hut, men, women & children,
pigs & fowls all huddled together—The Chap, contains warnings agst. immo
rality. This over, instantly they all lie down together & with minute accuracy
discuss some case of adultery that has taken place in the village—children &
all alive, eagerly alive, to the interest of all the conversation, and as the filthy
poison sinks into their minds they congratulate themselves that they are
spiritual & so forth . 82
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Throughout the century such complaints were common enough from the
missionaries. In 1880 Creagh wrote:
We have not that amount of social elevation we could desire; the people for
the most part cling to their old habits—herd promiscuously together; sleep in
dirt and squalor in houses with but one room & no window; wear but scant
clothing except on service days & holidays, & use language offensive to civi
lized ears . . . refinement does not exist amongst them, and their moral feel
ings are not at all elevated. 83

The LMS missionaries initially had hopes that ‘moral improvement’
would result from the Islanders’ visits to ‘civilised’ countries as well as
through mission activities on their own islands. In 1848 the missionaries
were pleased to find that so many Mareans had already been to Sydney
and related their adventures to spellbound audiences. They described
‘great houses for the worship of God, crowds attending, schools for the
children etc.; and are thus testifying to their countrymen that what the
teachers have told them of Christianity must be true’.64 The Melanesian
Mission policy was based on similar assumptions—it was hoped that those
returning from school in Auckland would become models of ‘decency’ to
their own people. Unfortunately for the missionaries very little ‘respec
tability’ rubbed off onto the Islanders overseas. Nihill noted with dismay
the reaction of the Melanesian Mission pupils as they neared their islands
after their sojourn in Auckland: ‘they seem to get wilder again; tie on
handkerchiefs in room of native head-dresses; talk more of their own
tongue, and in louder tones’.65 The LMS missionaries explained that all
those Islanders who travelled on English ships ‘seem to have profited little
from what they have seen; for they have all returned to their former savage
life’.66
Such comments were naturally a reflection of the missionaries’ own nar
row moral outlook and were based on their assumption that the conse
quence of accepting Christianity should have been ‘social elevation’—the
substitution of the values of European respectability for the Islanders’ own
habits. The comments, nevertheless, are significant for they indicate that
the Islanders selected and adapted only aspects of Christianity and all it
was supposed to involve, and they did so for their own reasons and in their
own way.
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Loyalty Islanders displayed a remarkable self-determination characterised
by confidence, enthusiasm, and creativeness in their responses to rival mis
sion societies, to the doctrines and customs of Christianity and other Euro
pean notions, as well as in their travelling and trading with Europeans. It
was a reaction of an island people intent on taking the initiative and turn
ing to their advantage rather than passively accepting, or simply rejecting,
the presence of Europeans and their ways.
Charges that the activities of missionaries, traders, and administrators
upset the general well-being of Pacific societies cannot be substantiated on
the Loyalty Islands. There is every indication that the communities were
not in any state of cultural depression, disruption, or dislocation as a result
of these Europeans in their midst. Advocates of ‘fatal impact’ theories,
however, ultimately base their case on the assertion that Europeans
unavoidably brought with them certain pernicious influences—namely
firearms, diseases and alcohol—which led to serious depopulation of island
communities throughout the Pacific.

12

____________

Firearms

Most studies of culture contacts in the Pacific assert that the introduction
of firearms into existing indigenous hostilities resulted in unprecedented
mortality. Such statements as firearms enabled ‘the islanders to decimate
themselves much more efficiently than was possible when they had to de
pend upon mere clubs and spears’1 are legion. Similar assumptions have
been made about the fighting on the Loyalty Islands where, it has been ar
gued, firearms turned the Islanders’ feuds into ‘bloody wars’ and gave
them ‘a desperate character’ unknown in ‘traditional’ warfare.2Comments
by Europeans in the nineteenth century' lend weight to such an opinion: in
1860 the Governor of New Caledonia reported that fighting on Uvea had
turned ‘very deadly’ since firearms had been introduced by English trad
ers,3 and both LMS and Marist missionaries sometimes spoke of ‘wars of
extermination’ and ‘decimation’. Closer investigation, however, suggests
that such statements are misleading.
Europeans and other visitors calling at the Loyalty Islands in the 1840s
all thought that tribal wars were virtually continuous and formed the Is
landers’ ‘principal employment’. Even in times of ‘peace’ there was always
great hostility and mutual suspicion between enemies. Early travellers des
cribed three methods of warfare. Unique to Lifu was a formalised combat
where, as a result of some insult, one party issued a declaration of war
against another and both sides arranged a time and place for ‘a fair open
fight’. No matter how serious the issue, the formalities of consultation and
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the ‘etiquette of w ar’ were always strictly followed. For several days the
warriors prepared their weapons, sang and danced, and practised for the
battle. Then they performed rituals to make themselves invincible, black
ened their chests and faces, and arranged tapa and feathers in their hair
before marching off to fight. 4 The sandalwood trader Andrew Cheyne has
left an excellent description of a typical battle:
. . . on the day appointed both parties meet on a clear spot of Ground be
tween the two tribes—and form in line abreast of each other about 100 yards
(or more) distant. The fight is then commenced by throwing Spears from both
Armies and which they generally catch and throw back again. The two lines
then make a charge, meet, exchange blows with their clubs in passing—and
again halt, at about the same distance, having changed positions, they con
tinue these manoeuvres, until some of either party is killed. The victorious ar
my then carry off the bodies of their Slain enemies, and return home with
them.5

These contests seldom lasted more than a few hours and were usually be
tween the two principal chiefdoms, Wet and Losi, on the beach at We, one
of the few large open areas on the island and conveniently situated on a
common boundary.
Apart from these formal battles, a common form of warfare on all three
islands was ambushing. Small groups prowled through the bush by day or
night and waylaid stragglers from fishing or planting parties. Cheyne ex
plained that the attackers did ‘not scruple to Murder defenceless Men,
Women or children . . . & carry their bodies home and feast on them ’ . 6
The third method of warfare can be loosely categorised as organised raids
upon an enemy. As many warriors as possible were gathered for these ex
peditions and they usually tried to take their intended victims by surprise.
Once the attack began they ‘gave vent to their feelings by wild, hideous
gestures, yells, and shoutings . . . . No order or discipline was observed, but
each man was allowed to follow his own inclinations’ . 7 Even in the largest
raids very little fighting was ever in the open and there were few pitched
battles. ‘Their Wars are sometimes carried on in open fight, but stratagem
is more generally resorted to’, said Cheyne, and Ta'unga noted: ‘Relatively
few people are taken in open warfare. A much greater number are ob
tained in fighting by stealth, like kidnapping ’ . 8 If the surprise assaults did
not destroy or immediately put the enemy to flight, there could be brief
hand to hand combat, but as soon as one side began losing men it fled
through the bush. The villages and plantations of the defeated party were
then burnt if the issue was considered a serious one. When faced with ag-
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gression by a larger force, a smaller group quickly retreated to the top of
high coral outcrops or into man-made fortifications such as the large stone
fort on the plain at Hnaened on Mare and wooden barricades at Heo,
Weneki, and Fayawe on Uvea. The attackers then roamed about, pillaging
and destroying villages and plantations, scouring the countryside and kill
ing any refugees who had been unable to reach safety in time, and attempt
ing to starve or intimidate those in the strongholds into submission. The
larger and more aggressive wars were usually undertaken in attempts to
extend the authority and territory of a particular chief.
The methods of warfare were related to the political and territorial ar
rangements on each island as they existed in the 1840s. Formalised combat
was possible only on Lifu because the chiefdoms of Wet and Losi were of
equal strength and neither side felt able to conquer the other by armed ag
gression. The fighting instead evolved into a method which still provided
opportunities for displays of bravery and outlets for vengeance and anger,
though without the difficulties and uncertainties of a long war of attrition.
Tensions in and between these chiefdoms could, however, still result in am
bushes and small skirmishes. On Uvea, and particularly on Mare, where
chiefdoms were numerous, small, and often politically unstable, ambitious
leaders saw opportunities for engaging frequently in wars of conquest. Ac
cording to Europeans both islands were in states of constant ‘anarchy’9
where the niceties of any formalised combat were irrelevant.
Pre-European weapons were clubs, spears, and slings and stones. The
clubs were either crudely shaped out of knotty roots of hardwood trees, or
highly polished and painstakingly carved with a variety of rounded heads,
or with very sharp beak-like points. The spears were made from thin pieces
of hardwood 8 to 10 feet long. They were usually without barbs or poison,
and were launched with a sip, a short cord made of coconut fibre.10
The Loyalty Islanders quickly discovered the power of some European
firearms. At Uvea, Cheyne said they:
. . . expressed great astonishment at the [ship’s] Big Guns, and it was amusing
to see the curiosity excited among them all, when they were told the large
guns were to be fired; when the firing took place they expressed great surprise
and astonishment at the Ball flying along tearing the water up; and on the fir
ing of the second gun, [chief Whenegay] begged that no more should be fired
as the noise had almost distracted him.11

The people of Mare and Lifu had much more unpleasant introductions to
firearms in their skirmishes with sandalwood traders. Cheyne once felt it
necessary to open fire on Lifu warriors who were threatening to board his
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vessel from their canoes: ‘I gave them the contents of one of the Nine
pounder Carronades, which by the crash it made when it struck the Canoe,
I have no doubt sickened them pretty well’.12 Mareans learned of the
power of European munitions when Yiewene’s son was killed in the explo
sion of a stolen powder barrel. But Loyalty Islanders seemed little inter
ested in adding European arms and munitions to their own collection of
weapons. Tomahawks, however, were a different matter and they quickly
became ‘preferred to any other weapon’. Cheyne believed that with one
tomahawk he could ‘purchase the head of any native on the Island [of
Lifu]’.13 They were not so much a new addition to the Islanders’ arsenal as
more efficient substitutes for clubs. Europeans were usually hesitant to give
muskets as presents or payment, although some had no qualms about do
ing so, but it was thought safe enough to give away or trade with toma
hawks. The Islanders quickly became discerning in their choice and both
traders and missionaries had to supply particular types.14 Missionaries, as
well as traders, introduced large numbers of tomahawks, and orders for
four dozen at a time for one mission station were common.15 By the 1850s
tomahawks were widespread throughout the Loyalty Islands and were
used universally in battles, but they never completely replaced the wooden
clubs. And while tomahawks made very good weapons, they had a great
many other peaceful purposes which helps to explain the demand. Not
only were they more efficient than stone cutting tools but they came
ready-made, so sparing the Islanders from journeying to New Caledonia in
search of suitable obdurate materials. Throughout the nineteenth century
tomahawks remained valuable items of trade but were never as keenly
sought after as cloth and tobacco.
The first Islanders to own muskets were chiefs who were given them as
gifts by traders and missionaries.16 Muskets were always regarded as valu
able possessions but they were never in the same demand as tomahawks.
Traders and missionaries were never forced to sell muskets to the local
communities in order to buy protection and food as happened elsewhere in
the Pacific,17 nor were these weapons ever a significant item in the trade in
labour and island produce.18 Some Islanders did bring back muskets as
payment for working in Queensland plantations or on commercial vessels
in New Caledonian waters but eagle-eyed missionaries counted out in ones
and twos, seldom more, the muskets being unloaded from ships and car
ried to the villages. Many of the imported firearms were fowling pieces
which fired shot instead of bullets and which enabled the Islanders to hunt
birds and flying foxes and even despatch their own fowls more effectively.
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The French banned the importation of firearms into New Caledonia and
dependencies in 1855 but, because they had neither the men nor the ships
to police the coasts properly and because of the volume of commercial
shipping around New Caledonia, the Islanders had little trouble in smug
gling arms ashore if they wished.
By the 1860s only a ‘small number’ of Uveans were said to possess fire
arms and they usually belonged to those who had worked on European
vessels.19 Saisset, Governor of New Caledonia, told his minister in 1860
that Bazit, the leader of the Catholic tribes in the north of Uvea, had 3000
warriors armed with muskets sold by English traders.20 Such an estimate
was quite unrealistic and can safely be ignored. The total population of
Uvea was scarcely 3000 and Bazit ruled over approximately 1000 people
altogether. Saisset guessed wildly and was less concerned with giving ac
curate figures than stressing how dangerous he thought it was to allow so
much English shipping around French territories. The administration’s
paranoia was summed up by the resident official on Lifu when he scath
ingly reported that firearms were ‘fraudulently introduced by small sea
traders of that race which notably infects the south seas’.21 One traveller
more realistically estimated that Bazit’s warriors may have had 100
muskets.22
By the late 1860s, however, Ella, the sole LMS missionary stationed on
Uvea, estimated that the Uvean Catholics had forty firearms and most of
these were confiscated by the French in 1869. Ella reported that in 1872
the Catholics had again amassed fifty muskets.23 These figures are not
likely to have been under-estimated by the Catholic-hating Ella and, as the
Catholics outnumbered the Protestants by about three to one at that time,
it is unlikely the Protestants had as many muskets themselves. On his expe
dition to Lifu in 1864, Guillain confiscated fifty-nine ‘guns and pistols’, but
not fowling pieces, and although the French were well aware that not all
the firearms had been surrendered they were satisfied that the Islanders
had destroyed them rather than give the French the pleasure.24 In the first
serious ‘religious w ar’ on Mare in 1869 the Catholic tribes of the southern
and eastern areas had only four muskets while the Protestants in the north
and west were reported to have ‘many guns’.25 The French confiscated
these weapons in 1870, and in 1876 again took away ‘arms’, but there is
no indication of the types of weapons confiscated this second time. After
the last serious war in 1880 the French once more collected weapons
which consisted solely of spears and clubs.26
It is impossible to give accurate figures for the number of firearms intro-
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duced into the Loyalty Islands, but there is no indication that the number
was large, and there was never a ‘saturation’ level of one gun to every
fighting m an.27 The extent of shipping contacts and overseas travel gave
the Islanders every opportunity to obtain muskets if they so desired, but at
no stage was there a significant demand for them. There were, however,
some firearms present and they could have had some impact in warfare.
From 1841 until 1880 there are twenty-four documented violent inci
dents among the Islanders which resulted in loss of life. They were vari
ously referred to as battles, wars, skirmishes, armed campaigns, massacres,
murders, butcherings, and assassinations. The majority of these incidents
date from the time of permanent mission settlement in the 1850s and there
are other references to fighting on all three islands in the 1840s. But be
cause most of the reports of these earlier fights are based on hearsay and
usually collected years after the event, they cannot be corroborated and
are considered too unreliable for analysis. For example, Erskine was told
that 300 people died in a war in Losi which lasted from 1847 until 1849.
But MacFarlane, who later settled on Lifu, wrote that the same war had
been ‘more protracted than sanguinary’.28 Once there was permanent mis
sion settlement on the islands every violent incident was noted by both
Marist and LMS missionaries, who wrote very long and detailed accounts
of any fighting and listed the number of their converts wounded and killed
and, although their respective accounts almost always presented conflict
ing interpretations as to who first provoked hostilities, the details of the
events themselves are virtually identical. The French administration also
carefully investigated the fighting, and commissions of inquiry presented
lengthy reports including testimonies of the protagonists.
In all the documented incidents the methods of warfare remained un
changed until the fighting ended altogether. The formal combats at We
were the first to finish, some time in the late 1840s or early 1850s. The ac
ceptance of LMS Polynesian teachers in the mid-1840s by Bula, great chief
of Losi, may have made such contests irrelevant, for the LMS techniques of
organising teachers and policemen gave him unprecedented opportunities
to extend his influence into the rival chiefdom of Wet. Furthermore, the
Polynesian teacher Fao was known to have accompanied Bula’s warriors
to the battlefield at We, and it is possible that he may have instructed them
to abandon the usual rules of combat and fight more ruthlessly: Ukeneso,
great chief of Wet, told MacFarlane that Fao was ‘the chief cause of his de
feat in their late wars’.29 Ambushing remained the common method for
settling scores on all three islands and, in spite of mission influence, women
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and children were often victims. On Mare and Uvea the organised raids
followed their pre-European patterns without changes in strategies of at
tack or defensive arrangements. ‘It is rare’, explained de Rochas, ‘for two
enemy parties to make frontal assaults on each other . . . because the tac
tics of war lie in surprise and ambushes’.30 Firearms played only a minor
role. One missionary claimed that the surprise tactics could hardly be
called ‘fighting—rather butchering & murdering with tomahawks’.31
Fighting on Lifu from the time of first mission settlement until peace in
1864 was on a very small scale and the numbers killed were minimal.
MacFarlane explained:
I remember the first [war] that took place after my arrival on Lifu. From the
report and from a letter hastily written by the French priest I thought that, be
fore I could get to the spot (ten miles off), the combatants would be in the
condition of the Kilkenny cats. I soon found, however, that, whatever they
might have suffered or lost in the struggle, they had not lost their legs, nor yet
the ability to use them. Both armies had decamped, each claiming the victory,
four men being left behind severely wounded by tomahawks, two from each
side. This is a fair specimen of wars among the natives. 32

On Mare and Uvea fighting tended to be more violent but even the most
serious incidents hardly resulted in high mortality. There were two major
battles on Uvea. The first involved the assassination of Whenegay by Bazit’s warriors in 1856. Forty-five men were killed in the ensuing hostilities.
Bazit’s men were armed with about 100 muskets and fired upon Whene
gay’s party who managed to dodge the first volley by hiding behind trees
and coral boulders. And while their assailants were furiously trying to re
load their weapons, Whenegay’s warriors rushed upon them with clubs
and tomahawks, killing about forty.
It is the bloodiest incident [wrote de Rochas] which has ever taken place in the
Caledonian archipelago . . . . It is explained by the imprudence of the at
tackers who, having too much confidence in their guns, had neglected to arm
themselves with tomahawks and clubs. 33

The Catholics’ three-month siege of the Protestants at Fayawe in 1873 was
more spectacular than deadly. The warriors spent each day taunting,
threatening, and screaming obscenities at each other, throwing spears,
catching them, and hurling them back with further abuse. The French of
ficial who investigated the fighting said that it was never ‘pursued with
vigour’. Altogether fifteen people lost their lives. Only seven were killed in
the fighting around the palisade, and at least one of them was shot. The re-
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maining victims were Protestant women who, in a party of sixteen, crept
through enemy lines one night in search of food and water. They were cap
tured and had their hands placed on coconut tree stumps and pulverised
with the backs of tomahawks—only eight survived the mutilation.34
The most publicised and said to be the most ruthless fighting throughout
the Loyalty Islands took place when the Mare Protestants attacked the Si
Achakaze tribe in 1860 and the Catholic tribes in 1869 and 1880. In 1860
Naisiline Nidoish’s warriors, who were known to possess some muskets,
killed forty of the Si Achakaze. Both Marist and LMS missionaries re
ported that all were ‘hacked to pieces’ with tomahawks.35 In 1869
Naisiline Nidoish’s men killed eighteen Catholics, of whom thirteen were
shot, and lost one man themselves.36 In 1880 the Catholics lost twentythree people. At least eight were clubbed to death and another thirteen
were children who were battered to death with coral boulders by the Prot
estants. No Protestants were killed.37
From 1858 until 1880, 174 people died in battles on Mare; and from
1856 until 1873, 92 people were killed on Uvea. Apart from those killed in
the incidents mentioned here, most victims died in numerous small skir
mishes. And of the total mortality figure of 266 there is reliable documen
tary evidence that over 200 were killed by weapons other than firearms.38
European technology appears to have had a minimal influence on fight
ing in the Loyalty Islands. Gunpowder helped to destroy plantations and
villages in several instances, but it was used as an incendiary, not an explo
sive, device. Tomahawks were universal weapons but did not completely
replace wooden clubs, which were just as effective for splitting skulls.
The clubs [wrote Emma Hadfield] . . . although they were very heavy, and
appeared somewhat unwieldy, they were handled with great skill and force.
The father of one of our old schoolboys was struck in the back with a club of
the bird’s beak shape; the weapon completely penetrated his body from back
to front. 39

Several reasons can be suggested for the minor role of firearms. The
types available to the Loyalty Islanders were smooth-bore, muzzle-loading
muskets which were cumbersome and complicated to use, inefficient, inac
curate,40 and very often in a dilapidated condition. De Rochas thought that
most of the muskets he saw on Uvea in the late 1850s were ‘useless’,41 and
there had been little improvement by the 1870s. At the siege of Fayawe in
1873, Pionnier explained: ‘the few firearms that are to found there often in
very bad condition manufactured I do not know when misfire everytime
for some [warriors! or else produce nothing but a useless detonation’.42 In
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the heat of battle, warriors were known to forget essential steps of the
loading procedure. Two Si Gwahma men who hurriedly fired at some
Catholics found, said MacFarlane, that the ‘shots were perfectly harmless,
the men having forgotten to put in the balls’!43 Some Islanders had little
faith in muskets. One Catholic, about to lead his men into the bush after
some Protestants, shook with fear and asked Bernard to bless a medal he
was wearing. Bernard commented that the terrified man ‘had more confi
dence in that than in his inferior musket someone had given him’.44 Apart
from muskets, the Uveans had at least one blunderbuss, and the Lifuans
had a small number of pistols which, like the muskets, were smooth-bored
and muzzle-loading. The efficient breech-loading Snider rifles and Boxer
all-metal cartridges developed in the later 1860s45 never made an appear
ance in the fighting. By the time such weapons could have been imported
in any number, the fighting on Lifu and Uvea had finished and firearms
were not seen in battles on Mare after 1870.
Yet the unreliability of firearms cannot be the only reason for the unim
portant part they played in tribal hostilities; other Pacific Islanders may
well have used muskets effectively. A more important explanation can be
found in the nature of fighting on the Loyalty Islands. Single-shot fire-arms
which took time to load were unsuited to the ‘strategem’ and ‘stealth’, or
what would now be called guerrilla tactics, which characterised much of
the Loyalty Islanders’ warfare. Bazit’s resounding defeat when well armed
with muskets in 1856 was a stem lesson in the superiority of clubs and
spears at close quarters in heavy bush. The Islanders had no reason to
adopt new tactics or new weapons of doubtful efficiency, especially since
they never had to face European soldiers in battle. Even if muskets had
been reliable, they would still have been unsuited to the rough, over-grown
landscape, and to the Islanders’ style of fighting.
But perhaps the most important reason was that the killing of large
numbers of the enemy was apparently not a feature of the Islanders’ raids,
at least in the form they took in the early contact period. The aim was not
to annihilate enemies, enslave them, or take away their lands. A defeated
party remained on its own clan land but was expected to acknowledge its
inferiority and pay tribute in produce to its conquerors instead of to its
former chief.46 There was no slave class. The Islanders, therefore, probably
did not see firearms in European terms—as a potential means for mass kill
ing, enslavement, and destruction. The missionaries were often extremely
annoyed with the Islanders’ apparent satisfaction with their own way of
fighting and their failure to adopt European military philosophy and tac-
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tics. Frequently their supporters decided to retreat when the enemy was
clearly losing. ‘An army of natives knows neither discipline, nor duty, nor
a leader, nor an obligation to espouse a public cause’ wrote one disgusted
priest when his men stopped chasing a group of defeated Protestants
through the bush . 47 Pionnier described with some resignation the time
wasted by his warriors and their, to him, ineffective tactics:
. . . our poor natives, in military tactics, as in a thousand other things, are still
infants . . . . The two parties meet each other with ear-splitting screams, or
provoke each other, brandishing tomahawks over their heads and leaping like
demons, then comes a shower of spears, you turn away for fear of seeing
blood run, the two camps are so close and the spears are thrown so fiercely
that there must be many victims, but be assured . . . no one is ever scratched.
The adroitness of these islanders in dodging missiles is extraordinary, standing
still to examine the direction of the spears aimed at them, then turning to the
right or left bending double, throwing themselves on the ground on their
backs or stomachs with the suppleness of a snake . . . . Then after further in
sults and shameful language each one chases his adversary, provokes him and
the struggle begins again always with the number of dead and wounded equal
to zero . 48

MacFarlane commented:
. . . their wars are by no means so serious and fatal as those amongst civilised
nations. They are not sufficiently advanced in civilisation yet to understand
the art of killing by thousands; with them there is great preparation, great
skirmishing, great noise, but few lives are lost. 49

De Rochas also noted that there could not be found ‘in the savages’
military tactics, the skillful manoeuvres which make us so honoured in the
art of w ar ’ . 50
Such ethnocentric interpretations indicate a failure on the part of some
Europeans to understand the nature and seriousness of the fighting for the
Islanders. On the other hand, comments by missionaries and others about
‘wars of extermination’ can invariably be attributed to guesswork, heat of
the moment outrage, propaganda, or combinations of all three. Of the
statements about the serious effects of wars on the Loyalty Islands men
tioned earlier, Saisset’s was pure speculation and reflected his paranoia
about nearby English influences. As for the missionaries’ comments, it is
necessary to make a distinction between the dramatic, emotional termi
nology they adopted, especially when describing wars whose outcome
could either extend or diminish their influence, and the actual details they
presented of the events. Both missions were likely to talk about ‘massacres’
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and ‘exterminations’ and then in the very same reports list some small
number of Islanders who were killed. A careful investigation and cross
check of mortality' figures given by the French administration and the
LMS and Marist missionaries demonstrates that relatively few people died
in the battles.
The assumption that firearms had a devastating effect when introduced
into hostilities in the Pacific is not supported by events on the Loyalty Is
lands. There, Europeans and their technology did not change the tactics
and techniques of warfare as long as it lasted, and firearms in particular
were responsible for killing only a small proportion of those who died in
the fighting.

Disease

Writers on the Pacific have usually agreed that the introduction of Euro
pean diseases was one of the worst legacies for the island populations of
contact with the West: ‘The history of disease in the Pacific in the century
after Wallis landed at Tahiti in 1767 is a depressing and tragic one’.1
While such a general view is justified it has perhaps been too readily as
sumed that one of the most important consequences of European diseases
was rapid depopulation of the island communities—a notion that has re
cently been questioned by demographic studies.2 Furthermore, little dis
tinction has been made by historians and others between pre- and post
contact diseases, and between endemic and epidemic diseases and their re
spective effects.
During the nineteenth century contact period, the most prevalent en
demic diseases on the Loyalty Islands were yaws, filariasis (notably ele
phantiasis of the lower limbs and male genitalia), and diseases under the
general name of, and associated with tuberculosis—such as tabes
mesenterica, pleurisy, pulmonary tuberculosis (consumption), and a wide
variety of scrofulous sores and abscesses. Of these diseases both yaws and
filariasis were widespread in the Pacific long before Europeans arrived,3
and were present in New Caledonia and the Loyalty Islands. In 1774 Cook
saw cases of elephantiasis and hydrocele on the east coast of New Caledo
nia: ‘Swelled and ulcerated legs and feet are very common amongst the
Men; swelled Testicles are likewise very common’. Cheyne reported in
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1842 that some Uveans also suffered from elephantiasis and hydrocele.4
Tubercular diseases were most probably introduced into the Pacific by Eu
ropeans and can be traced back to the 1780s in eastern Polynesia.5 There is
little point in speculating whether tuberculosis was endemic on the Loyalty
Islands before 1841; certainly by the 1850s European visitors recorded
that tuberculosis, along with filariasis and yaws, was one of the most sig
nificant endemic diseases.
There is little quantitative evidence to document any possible increases
in the incidence of such diseases from the 1840s through to the 1860s; and
it could be argued that these diseases are mentioned more in the 1860s
simply because there are more extant records for this time. However, it
seems most likely that these diseases had worsened since the time of Euro
pean contact. In the 1840s Europeans believed most Loyalty Islanders
were ‘in general’ healthy and ‘tolerably free from disease’.6 In contrast,
Patteson remarked in 1858 that there was a ‘tendency to consumptive
diseases’ which existed ‘in the constitution of nearly all’ the Islanders.
‘Nearly all the diseases’ on Lifu, he commented, could be ‘referred to the
scrofulous disposition of the race’.7 Missionaries and travellers described
the prevalence of ‘scrofulous’ and ‘pulmonary’ diseases. De Rochas esti
mated that a third of the Uvean people had some scrofulous affliction.8
Yaws was seldom referred to as such by people with little or no knowledge
of medicine and was usually put in the category of tuberculous sores or ab
scesses. All these diseases were widespread throughout all three islands.
Filariasis was especially prevalent on Uvea, where by 1860 it was said
to be rare to see anyone without some stage of infection.9 Recent research
has discovered that filariasis abounds on Uvea because the local vector, the
Aedes vigilax mosquito, thrives in the large swampy areas. Lifu and Mare
have few mosquitos because they are higher and drier islands with very
few swamp regions.10
There are several reasons why these diseases could have become more
widespread from the time of the first European visits. Heavy and obsessive
smoking of low quality tobacco with a high nicotine content, combined
with the stuffy atmosphere of the huts, was likely to have aggravated any
pulmonary conditions. Jouan saw some people in their twenties die of
‘asthma’ and he thought smoking may have been the major cause.11
Futhermore, any tubercular condition can make yaws much more serious
than it might normally be.12 Also lack of hygiene would have helped to in
crease and spread skin abscesses and sores, and it is highly probable that
the large numbers of pigs and fowls which were allowed to roam freely
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about villages and inside huts would have increased unhealthy conditions.
According to Sleigh, ‘natives often neglected personal cleanliness, and
thought washing would induce illness’.13 The first Lifu primer lesson was:
‘Don’t go out during public worship to pick out and eat fleas’.14
Few things were unclean to the natives of these islands. Running sores were
left exposed, and ulcerous matter was allowed to accumulate and overflow on
to adjacent parts of the body; or, if wiped off with the fingers, it was either left
to dry on the hands, or transferred to the nearest mat or tree.
Mucus from the children’s noses was treated in the same way, or drawn off
by the mother’s mouth.
Lice were searched for in each other’s heads, and cracked between the teeth
with apparent relish. 15

Changes in clothing and diet as a result of European presence have often
been cited as contributing to ill-health among Pacific Islanders, but there is
no evidence that these factors had any significance in the Loyalty Islands.
The Islanders’ diet remained virtually unchanged throughout the nine
teenth century and was based on the foods the earliest Europeans saw
there—yams, taro, coconuts, bananas, sugar cane and fish. It was uncom
mon for them to eat pigs and fowls after they had been introduced and the
Islanders raised them almost solely for the export market.16 By the 1880s a
few Islanders sometimes added small quantities of flour, rice, tea, and
sugar to their diets. (A high sugar intake in the twentieth century has led to
widespread tooth decay.) Methods of cooking remained unchanged—food
was either boiled, in metal rather than the traditional clay pots, roasted
over an open fire, or, as was most common, wrapped in leaves, placed on
glowing hot coral stones, and covered with earth and leaves.
The Islanders wore only light, loose fitting European clothing and were
fully dressed up only on Sundays. During the week the men normally wore
a skirt of cloth and perhaps a light shirt. The women wore loose fitting
neck to ankle ‘Mother Hubbard’ dresses designed by the LMS missionaries’
wives. If the women worked hard these dresses were often rolled to the
waist, and when inland at their gardens, safely out of sight of the mission
aries, both men and women went about naked. Because the Loyalty Is
lands do not have the high rainfall and humidity of the higher and more
northerly islands, the people did not walk about in wet clothes for long
periods. Nor did the Loyalty Islanders adopt heavy clothing as did the New
Zealand Maoris, who consequently contracted a variety of illnesses from
being constantly wrapped up in blankets all year round.17
Two French doctors, Mialaret and Noc, who investigated the Islanders’
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health towards the end of the century, found that tuberculosis, yaws, and
filariasis were still the principal endemic diseases.18 Yaws, in particular,
seems to have increased markedly, and was thought to be ‘universal’
among the population. In some villages on Lifu half the children were
covered in severe eruptions. So widespread had it become that it was ac
cepted as part of the way of life; parents whose children did not have it
thought that it was a sign of something amiss. Emma Hadfield explained
that yaws
. . . generally attacked children of two or three years of age, that is, soon after
they were weaned, and sometimes covered the little body from head to foot
with scab-like sores, upon which greedy flies feasted from sunrise to sunset.
Tonas [yaws] usually disappeared after about twelve months; but occasionally
they formed large ulcerated sores which were most obstinate in healing . 19

In the 1880s some new types of sores were noticed and sixty or seventy
people were suspected of having leprosy. In 1890 Mialaret confirmed
forty-nine cases on Mare, fewer on Lifu, and found none on Uvea. Leprosy
was thought to have been introduced by Protestant teachers returning
from duty in New Guinea, or from China via New Caledonia where there
were confirmed cases of leprosy in 1878. The French administration im
mediately built lepers’ camps and isolated suspect cases. In 1909 there
were 107 cases on Mare, 75 on Lifu, and 39 on Uvea.20 Why there was the
highest incidence of leprosy on Mare, even in the twentieth century, has yet
to be explained.
There were no epidemics of sexual diseases and therefore none became
endemic. There are some references to ‘syphilitic disease’ but these were
most likely a mistaken diagnosis of yaws or scrofulous sores.21 In 1904 Noc
found no primary or secondary symptoms of venereal syphilis, and said
that those sores most resembling syphilis were scrofulous, for they re
sponded to treatment with potassium iodide.22 One of the main reasons
why venereal syphilis was a rare disease, throughout the Pacific in fact,
was because yaws built up an immunity to it. It is now considered that
‘The major effect of yaws . . . was to protect . . . island populations from
the potential devastations of its relative—venereal syphilis’.23 In those
places where yaws was not endemic, notably New Zealand, venereal syph
ilis had rapid and severe effects upon the people.
Gonorrhoea was never recorded on the Loyalty Islands. Even if there
were undetected cases there was little likelihood of the disease being a ma
jor one. Gonorrhoea is ‘dependent upon promiscuity for its survival’.
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For most Melanesian cultures, with a few spectacular exceptions, gonorrhoea
seems to have been a minor cause of lowered fertility or even morbidity. This
would correlate with the usual Melanesian attitude towards sex, which is
often diffident and circumscribed when compared to that of other Island
peoples. 24

Attention has already been drawn to the sexual reticence of the Loyalty Is
landers, and especially the Uveans. With the possible exception of pulmo
nary tuberculosis, the endemic diseases discussed so far did not noticeably
increase mortality rates. Yaws is seldom fatal and is considered to have ‘no
direct effect upon fertility’.25 Filariasis and scrofulous diseases are similarly
not normally fatal. Nor did filariasis have any bearing on the fecundity of
the population, for it is most commonly found in mature and older men.26
However painful and unpleasant these diseases might have been for the
Loyalty Islanders they were not directly responsible for any depopulation.
But they most certainly helped lower the Islanders’ resistance to epidemics
of European diseases which were often fatal.
Pre-European diseases present on the Loyalty Islands were long-lasting
chronic infections. The spirochaete (Treponema pertenue) responsible for
yaws and the filarial worm can survive indefinitely in isolated communi
ties, with children being infected by their parents. Epidemic diseases, how
ever, such as measles and smallpox cannot exist in small, isolated commu
nities, and it seems likely that the Pacific Islanders were naturally pro
tected from such epidemics in pre-European days.
Epidemics periodically occurred on the Loyalty Islands throughout the
nineteenth century. Mareans claimed that an epidemic resembling measles
or smallpox swept through their island wiping out whole villages soon af
ter the massacre of the eletok.27 Epidemics certainly were common once
the islands were visited by sandalwood and LMS mission vessels. Influenza
and dysentery were recorded on Mare and Lifu in the 1840s, and dysen
tery made regular appearances on Mare in the 1850s.28 Unfortunately
there are no mortality figures. The most serious epidemic to hit the islands
was scarlet fever in 1860. Out of a local population of 1000 at Netche on
Mare, Creagh recorded for that year 63 deaths and 43 births. On Lifu sev
eral hundred people died, and the Marist missionaries lost 240 of their
Uvean converts.29 Dysentery recurred on Lifu and Uvea in the early 1860s
although recorded deaths were less than 100. By the mid-1860s it seems
that Islanders were building up immunity to epidemics, for there are many
more references to people recovering from illnesses which had formerly
proved fatal.30 Influenza, dysentery, and whooping cough all reappeared
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occasionally in the 1870s yet recorded deaths amounted to fewer than
twenty. Ella, who had some medical training, observed in 1875 that the Is
landers were healthy, confident and remained free from any epidemics.31
The 1880s too were a healthy decade. Mialaret recorded influenza on
Mare in 1890 and he thought it had come from Fiji where he had recently
seen it. But he said that the Mare influenza was ‘very mild’ compared to its
Fijian counterpart.32
Loyalty Islanders usually attributed sickness and death to some wrong
doing on the part of the sufferer or the deceased, to some enemy’s impreca
tion, or to Kolemije—a demon seen in dreams. They had a variety of re
medies for their diseases in pre-European times, and they continued to use
many of them during the contact period. Patients were treated by either a
tene haze, a man who possessed a haze and ‘worked by the instrumentality
of spirits or demons’, or a tene dosinoe, a man who could make and admi
nister herbal remedies. ‘Sometimes’, said Emma Hadfield, ‘the two arts
seemed to merge into each other, and the magical element was introduced
into the ordinary practice of medicine’.33 De Rochas, a medical doctor,
thought some of the herbal remedies he saw used in the 1860s were quite
effective for treating some of the minor illnesses, but useless for anything
serious.34
Their common remedy for head and stomach pains and bilious attacks
was to purge themselves by drinking large quantities of salt water.
In order to make them vomit [wrote MacFarlane] . . . they use the bark of a
certain tree. Covering it over with leaves, they tie it up, and with this they lave
the water into their mouths until they have swallowed nearly a bucketful
(they declare that they can take two bucketsfull). Then like distended leeches
they lie or roll on the grass or sand until they vomit, after which they say they
are well and feel strong, although it sometimes proves fatal. 35

Lancing was a common treatment for most external sores and swellings,
and after European contact splinters of broken glass replaced lancets of
wood, shell, or stone. Sores such as boils may have been cured in this way
but, when the Islanders cut out their yaws, leprous, and scrofulous ab
scesses, they doubtless helped to spread the infection. Nevertheless, it gave
‘the sufferer real pleasure to be able to say after an operation that the blood
is black (wetewet), very black, showing that the ailment merited the oper
ation’.36 Some Islanders even attempted to bum away their leprosy.37 All
aches, bruises, and pains, were also lanced.
On Uvea skull operations, or trepanning, had reached a level of some
sophistication in pre-European times. If someone suffered from headaches
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his scalp was cut with sharp shells or stones and the skull exposed. The
‘surgeon’ then scraped away a section of the skull nearest to the centre of
the pain and replaced the bone with smooth, shaped pieces of coconut
shell. Throughout the operation an assistant trickled water over the pa
tient’s exposed skull. The scalp was then carefully stitched back with a nee
dle made from the wing bone of a flying fox and fine twine. After contact
with Europeans the Islanders copied techniques they presumably picked
up from watching European ships’ surgeons at work. One Uvean ‘surgeon’
wore a pair of dirt)7, white calico trousers and, in addition to his glass scal
pels, his instruments included a butcher’s knife and a pair of rusty scis
sors.38 In 1864 Ella said that half the adult population on Uvea had under
gone the operation.39 Some people endured it several times, and it was Em
ma Hadfield’s opinion that ‘the whole top of their heads must be a kind of
mosaic work of coconut shell’.40 Most patients walked away after the oper
ation and apparently suffered no lasting ill-effects, though not surprisingly
a few died in the coconut grove theatres.
Visible sores, stomach upsets, swellings, and aches and pains were all
familiar afflictions to the Islanders and they attempted to use their tradi
tional remedies even though these may have been unsuccessful in curing
the new ailments. But epidemics of dysentery, influenza, and scarlet fever
were beyond their experience and comprehension. Unable to appease
whatever supernatural force had sent such a curse upon them, and unable
to cure themselves, the most common reaction during subsequent epidem
ics was one of helplessness and despair until the disease passed away.
Throughout the nineteenth century the LMS missionaries provided most
of the medical attention the Islanders received from Europeans. Apart
from Ella these missionaries had only the most superficial knowledge of
medicine, and their medical stores were limited and usually in short sup
ply. Stomach upsets and most internal disorders were treated with olive oil
and ‘Turners cerate’. External sores were treated with calamine powder,
sulphur, red precipitate ointment (which killed worms and visible organ
isms in abscesses), tincture of Arnica (to mollify wounds, bums, and putrifying sores), oxide of zinc, and potassium iodide (for scrofula). The Marist
missionaries made little attempt to cure their sick for they had few or no
medical supplies, and Catholic islanders frequently went to the LMS mis
sionaries seeking medical aid. During epidemics the LMS missionaries
could do nothing for their people for they had neither the numbers nor re
sources to attend to the hundreds of sick all over the islands, and usually
they had to devote themselves to looking after their own sick families. The
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Marists, however, became particularly active during epidemics and ran
from village to village in a desperate attempt to baptise their dying sup
porters. They had no way to ease the suffering of these people but spent all
their efforts trying to achieve salvation in the next world for them.41 The
French administration did little beyond sending some doctors for brief vis
its towards the end of the century. These men also lacked equipment. They
managed to vaccinate some Islanders and instructed the missionaries how
to vaccinate. They also isolated people suffering from leprosy. Apart from
these measures they did little but record what they saw. The Europeans
were unable to do very much to improve the Islanders’ health because of
lack of resources and knowledge. Nor were they able to bring about
changes in the Islanders’ living conditions which might have helped to pre
vent disease.
Once the Loyalty Islanders overcame their initial fears that missionaries
caused their illnesses, and then passed the brief stage when they thought
the missionaries had the power to cure everything instantly, they devel
oped a more realistic approach towards missionary medical capabilities
and European medicine. For minor internal disorders and external sores
they had no objection to using missionary powders, pastes, and potions.
These items were not new to the Islanders in that they had their own simi
lar medicaments, but they realised the effectiveness of some European
treatments. Vaccinations too were not a revolutionary treatment for the Is
landers as they were well used to lancing, which was the technique for
vaccinations at that time. They were never reluctant to come forward in
large numbers to be vaccinated.42
With their own medical techniques and those the Europeans could sup
ply, the Islanders were usually enthusiastic and confident, if frequently un
successful, in attempting to cure most of their endemic illnesses and sores.
A popularly accepted notion, conceived in nineteenth-century mission
ary propaganda, is that alcohol had a devastating effect upon Pacific is
land societies. Maurice Leenhardt, the missionary-anthropologist who
spent a lifetime crusading against the evils of liquor, spoke of the people of
New Caledonia being ‘submerged in a flood of alcohol’.43 Loyalty Island
ers, however, had no known stimulants before the Europeans arrived, and
throughout the nineteenth century most of them demanded nothing
stronger than tobacco. There is no indication that the Islanders had or
wanted supplies of alcohol until the 1880s. After this time there are a few
references to ‘drunkenness’ which was blamed, probably correctly, on
their experiences working in the New Caledonian mines. But up to and
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well beyond the tum of the century, mention of alcohol is notably absent
from government, and LMS and Marist missionary reports. Hadfield did
organise temperance societies in the 1880s and 1890s but his aim was pre
ventative and not curative with regard to alcohol. And the societies were
part of a general crusade against ‘indolence’ and other vices, and were de
signed to promote interest and involve more people in church activities.44
Hadfield’s wife, after forty-one years on the Loyalty Islands, wrote that
very few Lifuans drank alcohol, ‘perhaps not one-half per cent, of the pop
ulation of 6000 or 7000’.45
Those Europeans who did complain about alcohol in the Loyalty Islands
were speaking more from their conviction that alcohol had the potential to
kill ‘directly through poisoning and indirectly through sickness and quar
relling’46 than from the reality of the island situation. There is no evidence
to suggest that drunkenness was common or that alcohol created health or
social problems for Loyalty Islanders in the nineteenth century.
From the time of first European contact Loyalty Islanders were exposed
to new endemic and epidemic diseases which aggravated those diseases al
ready present and resulted in a worsening of their health. Though by to
day’s standards such diseases are abhorrent it must not be forgotten that
many European societies suffered from similar diseases at that time. And it
should be emphasised that Europeans believed the Loyalty Islanders to be
a healthy race. In 1890 Mialaret reported: ‘I was particularly struck by the
vigorous nature and health of nearly everybody’ on Mare, and he thought
that those diseases which were present were much milder and less wide
spread than on New Caledonia and certainly in Fiji. In 1904 Noc ex
pressed his confidence in the health of the Loyalty Islanders. Both doctors
emphasised the physical strength of the people and their intelligence, their
willingness to be vaccinated and to seek European medical attention, and
their accessibility. The doctors also stressed the importance of the salubri
ous climate, away from the humid malarial zone. Noc drew particular at
tention to the dry surface of the islands, especially on Mare and Lifu,
which he thought was ‘virtually free from any infection’.47
Though the Islanders’ health was adversely affected by European pre
sence the results were not drastic enough to destroy their general well
being, or, as will now be described, to have caused any significant depop
ulation.

14

________________________

Depopulation?

Population figures for the Loyalty Islands in the nineteenth century must
be approached with some caution. Many of the earlier estimates were little
more than guesses based on observations made from the deck of a ship or
on information gathered from visits to one or two coastal villages. Even
the first missionary estimates were liable to owe more to guesswork than to
careful counting. But by the 1860s, after the missionaries had made
thorough tours of the islands, their estimates can be credited with a con
siderable degree of accuracy if only because the islands are small, the
villages were readily accessible, and the populations were only a few thou
sand. The first figures known to be reasonably accurate came from the cen
suses of the 1860s and 1870s, undertaken by the missionaries on instruc
tions from the French administration. Then, from the turn of the century,
censuses were taken every five years with the aid of missionaries and with
increasing participation by both resident and visiting French officials. Un
til the twentieth century, census-taking usually involved a head count only
with very few attempts made to ascertain carefully the age and sex struc
ture or the fertility rate of the populations. LMS missionaries counted 4300
Mareans in I860.1Another count was made just before the Catholic tribes
left for the Isle of Pines in 1870 and the total came to 4500.2 The first
organised census was undertaken in 1875 when the population was put at
4020. The difference between the counts for 1870 and 1875, assuming the
1870 figure was accurate, can largely be accounted for by migration to
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Australia and to the Isle of Pines: of the 900 who went to the latter island
only 750 had returned by 1875.3 A second census was taken in 1880 with
the total amounting to 3584, a decline of 436.4 Another government count
five years later raised the figure to 3725. Subsequent censuses in 1901,
1906, and 1910 put the population at 3575, 3332, and 3764 respectively.5
Under instructions from the French the LMS calculated the Lifuan
population in 1866 at 5748.® The census of 1875 involved the missionaries
in the writing down of each Lifuan’s name; the total was 6249.7 The 1880
census raised the figure to 6576, which dropped to 5488 in 1901. By 1906
the population was 5859, and 6220 in 1910.8
In 1869 missionary counts put the population of Uvea at 2426.®
Hadfield’s estimate of 3000 in 1882 was perhaps over-optimistic, for an
administration calculation in 1885 came to 2050.10 Censuses of 1901,
1906, and 1911 gave 1884, 2002, and 2028 respectively.11
It is impossible to do more than guess, as did the early Europeans, at the
total population at the time of first European contact: possibly it was
somewhere in the range of 12,000-15,000.12 From the 1850s the mis
sionaries, who knew more about Loyalty Islanders than any other Euro
peans, had few doubts that the populations were numerically in a satisfac
tory state. The LMS reported in 1861 that in ‘the Loyalty Group, where
missionaries and teachers are at work, there is no great or marked diminu
tion’ of the people as a result of European contact.13Throughout the 1860s
the few extant mission reports of births and deaths suggest that, although
numbers died in epidemics, the number of births was still sometimes
higher than the number of deaths.14 Even on Uvea, which seems to have
suffered most from the epidemics of the early 1860s, the Marist mis
sionaries expressed confidence that there would be no serious long-term
depopulation.15 In spite of the overall decline in the three populations in the
latter part of the nineteenth century, most contemporary observers stressed
the relative stability of the population figures and claimed that the declines
were largely attributable to the absence of hundreds of Islanders who were
sailing on commercial vessels in the south-west Pacific and labouring in
Australia and then New Caledonia.16
Graphs of population figures from the 1860s through to the present
day17 show populations that were basically stable, providing the census
figures are accepted as reasonably accurate. Because of the age structure of
a population, demographic trends must necessarily be long term and seen
over several generations. To suggest that there was ‘depopulation’ in the
Loyalty Islands is misleading if depopulation is defined as a situation
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where death rates consistently exceed birth rates. The low points in the
graphs may well be recording periods when either the death rate increased
and was higher than the birth rate, or when the birth rate declined relative
to a stable death rate. The latter possibility may well have been the case;
that is, periods of apparent numerical decline, such as 1870 to 1880 on
Mare, or 1880 to 1900 on Lifu, may have been partly the result of depleted
cohorts of women reaching child-bearing age. For example, the scarlet fe
ver epidemic of the early 1860s may well have killed off significant num
bers of young females, so that when these females would normally have
reached child-bearing age, from about fifteen years onwards, the birth rate
would have been lowered until the next cohort of women, unaffected by
that epidemic, started reproducing. The apparently sharp increases in the
populations after low points in the graphs are reached in the 1860s, and
about 1901 and 1921, probably indicate that cohorts bom after an ageselective epidemic were moving through their child-bearing age.
The fluctuations in the graphs suggest that the death rate did not con
stantly exceed the birth rate. Furthermore, the very considerable mobility
of the populations outside the islands must also be taken into consideration;
apparent numerical declines in population for particular periods may well
have been largely due to emigration, as contemporary observers suggested.
Fluctuations for the ninety-year period are probably indicative of migra
tion and of several depleted or weakened cohorts of women working their
way through the age structures of the populations.
No models of the nineteenth-century populations of the three islands can
be constructed because of lack of information in the census returns. There
is, however, nothing to suggest that age and sex structures were permanent
ly distorted by continuous age-selective mortality or anything else. In those
counts where Europeans did distinguish between males and females, there
was virtually no overall numerical difference. And, in any case, it is now
thought that populations can still increase even if there is a ‘statistically
significant excess of males amongst all children bom ’.18 Furthermore, in
the following report, dated 1897,19 children of fourteen years and under
formed some 40 per cent of the total population of the Loyalty Islands, a
figure which indicates a healthy balance of age groupings:
Men
3335

Women Boys
3541
2300

Girls
2197

Total
11,413

The nineteenth-century populations of the Loyalty Islands were not
drastically upset by European contact and it is very doubtful if the term
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‘depopulation’ has any relevance here. Current techniques being developed
to study food resources and settlement patterns among pre-European
populations have yet to be applied to the Loyalty Islands though, given the
scarcity of water and the limited areas suitable for agricultural develop
ment, large increases in population were unlikely to have been tolerated.
The populations may well have been controlled by abortion and in
fanticide, and to a lesser extent by migration to New Caledonia and the Isle
of Pines. What effect the missionary insistence on monogamy may have
had on population growth rates is unknown, though well into the twen
tieth century, the women still practised abortion,20 indicating that some
self-determined form of population control was considered necessary.
It is significant that Europeans often remarked on the striking contrast
between the populations of the Loyalty Islands and those on other south
west Pacific islands, and especially neighbouring New Caledonia. ‘Except
for the Kanakas of the Loyalty Islands, the natives are disappearing’, wrote
Augustin Bernard in 1894. In analysing the results of the 1911 census,
Jacques Feillet argued that the overall population of New Caledonia was
decreasing but that ‘In the Loyalty Islands where there lives an elite
race . . . the population is stationary’.21 The situation in New Caledonia
fully justified such comments. From a population of 27,000-30,000 in
1887, there were only 16,290 New Caledonians in 1906. The causes for
such a catastrophic decline were allegedly epidemics, alcoholism, brutal
suppression of revolts by French soldiers and, perhaps more importantly,
loss of land, fragmentation and isolation of tribal remnants on reserves
with consequent socio-economic and psychological disruption. The result
was a high death rate and an extremely low birth rate because of abortions
and sterility.22
The effects of European contact on Pacific island societies cannot be
measured simply in terms of the increases or decreases in their populations,
though there is often some causal relationship, no matter how indirect, be
tween European influences and demographic developments. The fact that
the populations of the Loyalty Islands remained almost stable while those
of New Caledonia such a short distance away fell dramatically is consis
tent with one of the underlying contentions of this study: that, although
European contact with Loyalty Islanders was extensive and constant, the
Islanders were spared any drastic socio-economic upheavals.

Conclusion

Loyalty Islanders’ responses to European presence in the nineteenth cen
tury are noteworthy in several respects. Most of their attitudes and policies
towards these newcomers were defined very early in the contact period
and, significantly, remained consistent during the rest of the century.
There was no time when there was a major rethinking of their relation
ships with Europeans generally, and no periods of rejection of Europeans
or their ways. Rather there was a constant process of selective acceptance,
adaptation, and exploitation of the new ideas, activities, and material cul
ture. Religious and national differences among the Europeans, for exam
ple, were immediately and continuously applied by the more astute chiefs
to their own local politics. Various social and economic opportunities of
fered by Europeans were also exploited eagerly. Islanders immediately be
gan to travel on European vessels and work in various parts of the Pacific;
they were constant visitors to Australia from the 1840s to the 1870s when
they turned from working on Queensland sugar cane plantations to New
Caledonian mines. And they provided crews for every kind of trading
vessel operating in the south-west Pacific throughout the entire period.
Trading relations with Europeans were defined early and, although com
modities and marketing techniques varied throughout the century, the con
sistent feature of commercial dealings was the understanding of the re
quirements of all concerned, to their mutual advantage. The same response
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is also seen in the Islanders’ attitudes towards and participation in the ex
ternal requirements of Christianity. The populations were ‘Christianised’
with remarkable rapidity. Missionaries were urged to settle on the islands
by the people (albeit for a variety of reasons) rather than having to struggle
for years to gain footholds and win converts as in most other areas of Mela
nesia. And the enthusiasm for Christianity and its material and intellectual
trappings remained strong after more than fifty years; there was no ‘back
sliding’ as was common among second- and third-generation Christians
elsewhere in the Pacific.
The Islanders’ self-determination looms large in their responses to Euro
peans. Rather than remaining passive or simply reacting defensively to Eu
ropean undertakings they generally took their own initiatives in an enthu
siastic and creative way; theirs was very much an active role in relation
ships with these newcomers.
The turn of the century is a convenient point to terminate this study. The
major religious, national, and indigenous political conflicts were at an end,
and the patterns of response to European influences were well established.
The history of the Loyalty Islands in the twentieth century is relatively un
eventful with few new developments: trends set by the late nineteenth cen
tury continue to the present. Christianity remains a major aspect of life,
with the populations still divided into Catholic and Protestant faiths, and
on almost the exact numerical and geographical lines established by the
mid-1860s. There are now few lingering antagonisms between the two
churches and their respective tribes. The traditional socio-political organi
sations which more closely resembled their pre-missionary structures by
1900 remain largely unchanged with chiefs, councils of elders and other
nobles and dignitaries retaining many of their former practical and cere
monial duties. Direct French government presence is minimal and any ad
ministrative requirements are usually conducted through chiefs and their
hierarchies. The economy has similarly remained relatively unchanged in
this century, the principal exports being copra and labour for the New
Caledonian nickel mines. Overall, the social structure and way of life have
changed little from the late nineteenth century, and the populations have
been relatively isolated from the mainstream of social, economic, and poli
tical developments elsewhere in the Pacific. Such isolation has recently re
sulted in some tension. There is, for example, growing dissatisfaction with
limited educational opportunities and with the French government’s re
fusal to accommodate increasing demands for moves towards effective
political and economic autonomy for New Caledonia and its depen
dencies.

Conclusion
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Any attempt to draw up a balance sheet of nineteenth-century contact
developments for the Loyalty Islands must necessarily involve many ques
tionable assumptions. Nevertheless, there is no evidence to suggest that the
indigenous society experienced any social, political and economic up
heaval, leading to bewilderment and demoralisation, as a consequence of
European presence. Furthermore, those changes that took place in the Is
landers’ way of life after 1840, though they might have been inspired by
European activities and technology, were frequently the result of the Is
landers’ own actions. The notion of a ‘fatal impact’ cannot be substan
tiated for the Loyalty Islands. Without implying any moral or value judg
ment, Loyalty Islanders, while maintaining much of their own culture,
were also able to adapt and come to terms with European influences much
more readily than many other societies in Melanesia.
The principal reasons are environmental, historical, and cultural. Be
cause the islands are unsuitable for large-scale European settlement and
agricultural and/or mineral exploitation, the Islanders were left in undis
turbed possession of their lands. Although trading contacts were constant
and extensive, commercial dealings were generally fair and the Islanders
were not exploited to their social and economic detriment. They had
wealth in produce and labour to buy those goods they most wanted, and
they had every opportunity to travel overseas. Largely because the islands
are economically insignificant, the Noumean administration was content
to declare them ‘Native Reserves’. The existing social structure and way of
life, therefore, was not threatened as on the New Caledonian mainland,
where large numbers of inhabitants lost their land to Europeans, were re
settled in areas not traditionally their own, and had their tribal groupings
fragmented by the French administration. Whatever resentments many
Loyalty Islanders may have felt towards the French government these
were never expressed in open rebellion as in New Caledonia. Furthermore,
and perhaps most importantly, the organisation, strength, and flexibility of
the Islanders’ chiefly, hierarchical communities generally facilitated ac
commodation of outsiders and new ideas. Loyalty Islands history and pre
history is characterised by a balance between continuity and change. At
the time of first European contact, island affairs were shaped by immigra
tion and the consequent introduction of innovative ideas and techniques,
and by warfare and the rise, fall, and realignment of chiefdoms. Many as
pects of the European arrival and its consequences for the local communi
ties had striking pre-contact precedents—Europeans were not the first peo
ple to inspire socio-political and economic changes which Loyalty Island
ers could exploit.
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French government in Paris, 56, 61, 68,
71, 76
French language on Loyalty Islands, 128
French soldiers, 64; fight Lifuans, 58-59;
Lifuans labour for, 61,62; sent to Lifu,
57-63 passim ; withdrawn from Lifu,
62-63

French ambassador in London, 60
French authorities/government/adminis
tration in Noumea: accuses LMS mis
sionaries of teaching Loyalty Islanders
English, 127; annoyed that Loyalty
Islanders speak English, 126; ap
proached by Yiewene for assistance,

Gaide, Lubin, 44; on death of Naisiline
Nidoish, 75; on fighting on Mare, 73;
on Islanders being recruited, 93, 94; on
opposition to Ukeneso, 45; on poverty
of Marist mission on Mare, 110
Gaitcha, 35, 36, 40, 44, 46, 57, 64

Fabvre, Jean-Baptiste, 44; death of, 63;
difficulties on Lifu, 43; hostile to
Guillain, 61; on religious divisions, 121
Fancy, 13
Fao: accompanies Bula’s warriors, 139;
influence at Mu, 38; leads Polynesian
teachers on Lifu, 39
Fayawe (district), 46, 47, 49, 51, 52, 65,
69
Fayawe (village), 46, 47, 49, 50, 51, 52,
66, 68, 70, 136; seige of, 69, 140-141
Feillet, Jacques, 158
Filariasis, 145, 146, 148, 149
Firearms: introduced to Loyalty Islands,
136-139; no general demand for,
105; role in fighting/warfare, 139-144
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Gocene: defeated by Naisiline Nidoish,
31—32; leads ‘bush party’, 78; leads
rebellion against Yiewene, 77
Gonorrhoea, see Sexual diseases
Goujon, Prosper, 33
Guillain, Governor Charles: accuses mis
sionaries of involvement in labour re
cruiting at Loyalty Islands, 92, 94, 95;
argues with MacFarlane, 60; arrives
with soldiers on Lifu, 58; as anti-cleric,
61; censured by Napoleon III, 60;
closes LMS mission on Lifu, 59; closes
Marist mission on Lifu, 61; complains
about English labour recruiters at Loy
alty Islands, 92; confiscates firearms on
Lifu, 138; declares state of seige on
Lifu, 59; dislike of English influences
on Loyalty Islands, 96; has MacFar
lane recalled from Lifu, 63; his Lifu ex
pedition worries Ombalu, Naisiline
Nidoish, 65, 71; hostile to missionaries
trading, 107; imposes corvees on Lifu,
62; interviewed by Palmer, 92; lands
on Uvea, 66; leaves Lifu, 59; leaves
Uvea, 67; opposed to Naisiline Nidoish,
72; regulations for Uvea, 66-67; rein
states chiefs on Lifu, 59; relations with
Marist missionaries, 60-61; returns to
Paris, 62; Royal Commission does not
support his accusations of kidnapping
at Loyalty Islands, 94; sends commis
sion to Uvea, 68; sends military expedi
tion to Lifu, 57; trouble with Lifu
chiefs, 62
Guillanton, Commandant on Lifu, 62
Guitta, Jerome, 34, 71,73
Gwiet, 35, 36
Hadfield, Emma: on alcohol, 153; on
clubs, 141; on Islanders’ medical tech
niques, 150; on trepanning, 151; on
yaws, 148
Hadfield, James: at Fayawe, 70; magic
lantern shows, 122; on Islanders’ litera
cy, 126-127; temperance societies, 153
Havannah, HMS, 25, 104
Haze, 8, 119, 150
Health, see Diseases
Henry, Andrew: employs Loyalty Is
landers, 87; evidence to Royal Commis
sion, 92; on Loyalty Islanders unwill
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ing to work for French, 99; supplies la
bourers for New Caledonia, 99
Heo (or St Joseph), 47, 49, 50, 136
Hnaened, 136
Hovell, Albert, 98, 99
Hydrocele, 145, 146
Iai, 9, 50, 119, 127
Imwene, 47, 50, 70
Inangod, 112
Influenza, 149
Iron: Loyalty Islanders’ desire for, 101 —
103. See also European trade goods
Island produce trade, 15, 16, 30, 88,
102-103, 105- 109 passim, 113-114
Isle of Pines: Gocene exiled to, 78; Isle of
Pines people on Mare, 24; Mare Catho
lics transported to, 72; Mare pastors ex
iled to, 77; on island produce trade
routes, 88; prehistoric links with Loyal
ty Islands, 6, 8, 13, 101; sacking of
Star, 24; social ties with Loyalty
Islands, 106; visits to and from Mare
by chiefs and Marist missionaries,
32-33
Iwateno, 9, 10
John Williams, 43
Jokwie, 49
Joly, Claudius, 93, 99
Jomae, 32, 33
Jones, John, 38, 44; amongst enemy
tribes, 30-31; and LMS mission press,
126; and Naisiline Nidoish’s constitu
tional convention, 72; arrives on Mare,
27; as trader, 108; blamed by French
for troubles on Mare, 76; builds huge
church, 111-112; ‘conversion’ of Si
Gwahma, 27—28; expelled from Mare,
78; French thoughts on expelling him,
76; gives Mare church its indepen
dence, 77; grows cotton, 105; long
stay, 121; on Islanders’ desire for trav
el, 93; on Islanders finding ‘liberty’ in
Australia, 95; on Islanders reading
English, 128; on Naisiline Nidoish’s
death, 73; opposes Cru, 77; outcry
against his expulsion from Mare, 78;
relations with Si Gwahma chiefship,
28-32 passim, 34; supported by Go
cene and ‘bush party’, 78; supports
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Naisiline Nidoish against Si Achakaze,
31-32; supports use of violence against
Catholics, 68; supports Yiewene’s at
tack on Mare Catholics, 75; visits En
gland with Yiewene, 75; visits Lifu, 39;
Yiewene breaks friendly ties with him,
76
Jouan, Henri, 146
‘Kidnapping’, see Labour recruiting
Kirsopp, Edward, 90-91,98
Kone, 47
Kong, 119
Kümo, 112
Labour recruiting: accusations of kidnap
ping at Loyalty Islands, 91-92; Boyd’s
scheme, 90; by Kirsopp, 90-91; by
Lancaster, 90-91; for New Caledonia,
15, 99-100; for Queensland, 15, 90;
Henry as recruiter for French, 99; in
quiry into by NSW authorities, 91;
Loyalty Islanders’ attitude to French
recruiting, 99-100; Loyalty Islanders
employed as crews on recruiting ves
sels, 89, 97; Loyalty Islanders’ profits
from, 97, 106; Loyalty Islanders’ res
ponses to, 90-100 passim; missionaries
accused of assisting, 92, 95; Oliver in
vestigates, 91; Palmer investigates, 92;
Royal Commission investigates, 92-94
passim
Lancaster, George, 90, 91,98
La Perouse, 13
La Roche, 4, 33, 34, 71, 75, 76, 77, 80,
112 , 122

Leenhardt, Maurice, 152
Leprosy, 148, 150, 152
Lewin, Ross, 87, 89
Lifu: becomes arrondissement, 62-63;
communications on, 112; cotton grow
ing on, 105; demand for LMS mis
sionaries on, 38-40; diseases on, 146,
148-149; English influences on, 40;
English spoken on, 128; European
‘discovery’ of, 13; firearms introduced
to, 136-139; French administration of,
55-56, 63; French miliatry expedition
to, 57-62 passim; geography of, 3-6;
health on, 153; Islanders leave for New
Caledonia, 100; Islanders leave to
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escape corvees, 98; labour recruiting
at, 90, 92-93; languages on, 9, 10;
literacy on, 126-127; LMS mission
aries on, 43-45 passim; LMS teachers
landed on, 36; map of, 37; Marist mis
sionaries on, 40-45 passim; Melane
sian Mission school on, 42; methods of
warfare on, 134-136; mission schools
on, 124-125; peace on, 62-64; popula
tion of, 155, 156, 157; prehistory of,
35; Protestants versus Catholics on, 55,
57; religious divisions of, 79; resident
traders on, 108; sandalwood traders at,
35-36; tribal divisions on, 35; tribal
fighting on, 35-36, 139-140; wealth
of, 110; whalers at, 87
Lifu Resident (French), 63, 69, 81, 108
Literacy in Loyalty Islanders’ languages,
26, 125-128 passim
London Missionary Society missionaries,
13-14, 19-20, 46; and ‘conversion’ of
Si Gwahma, 25-28 passim; anger at
return of Mare Catholics, 72; areas of
influence on Loyalty Islands, 79-80; as
traders, 107; church activities, 123;
contributions to, 109; demanded by Lifuans, 38-40; education policies, 124—
128 passim-, encouraged by Bula chiefship, 38; explain Christianity to Island
ers, 118-120; export coconut fibre,
105; forbidden on Mare by French, 78;
give details of tribal fighting, 139, 141;
give Mare church independence, 77;
hope for Islanders’ moral ‘improve
ment’, 129; identified with European
technology, 122; improved relations
with French government and Marist
missionaries on Lifu, 63-64; influence
on Islanders’ commerce, 108; influence
on Islanders’ political structure, 80; in
fluence on Uvea, 70; land missionaries
on Lifu, 43, Mare, 26-27, Uvea, 52;
land Polynesian teachers on Lifu, 36,
Mare, 22, Uvea, 50; medical care for
Islanders, 151; mission on Lifu closed
by French, 59; on Islanders’ overseas
experience, 89; on labour recruiting,
95-96; opinion of Islanders’ Christiani
ty, 121; opinion of Noumea, 100; op
posed by Cru on Mare, 76-77; opposed
to corvees on Lifu, 62; opposed to
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French administration on Lifu, 62; pro
test against French military expedition
to Lifu, 60; relations with French
government in Noumea, 55-56; rela
tions with Melanesian Mission, 26, 43;
relations with traders, 96; sell cotton,
105; support Bula and Wainya on Lifu,
44-45; support Jones through British
FO, 76; support Naisiline Nidoish on
Mare, 28-34 passim, 71—72; support
Uvean Protestants against Uvean Cath
olics, 65-68 passim; take censuses of
Loyalty Islands, 154-155; teach Is
landers to read and write, 125-128;
transfer Mare to SMEP, 78; visits to
Mare, 21, 24; Yiewene breaks friendly
ties with, 76. See also individual mis
sionaries, Christianity
London Missionary Society teachers, see
Polynesian teachers, Loyalty Islands
teachers
Losi, 35, 38, 39, 135, 136, 139
Loyalty Islanders: alleged treachery of,
102; ‘civilisation’ of, 110-111; con
sidered ‘superior’, 86; early descrip
tions of, 6-7; languages, 9; lifestyles
and economic activity, 7-8, 113; ori
gins and prehistory, 6; religious beliefs,
8 - 9; settlement patterns, 112; sexual
customs, 104-105; social structure,
9 - 12; socio-economic changes, 111116; socio-political changes, 79-81;
summary of European contact with,
13-16; trade and migration routes, 6,
8. See also Lifu, Mare, Uvea, and
specific subject references
Loyalty Islands, see Lifu, Mare, Uvea
Loyalty Islands teachers (LMS), 124, 125
Luengoni, 4, 108, 112
MacFarlane, Samuel: accused of trading,
108; alleged ruler of Lifu, 57, 58; ar
rives on Lifu, 43; barters with Lifuans,
102-103; confined to his house by
French, 59; describes tribal fighting,
140, 143; establishes seminary, 124;
hears of Fao’s influence in tribal
fighting, 139; hostile to Lifu comman
dants, 62; ignores Guillain’s regula
tions, 61; leads LMS protest against
Guillain, 60-61; on exploiting Island

Index
ers’ ‘superstition’, 120; on Islanders’
desire for church membership, 122; on
Islanders’ fear, 123; on Islanders’ use of
firearms, 142; on Losi civil war, 139;
rapid success at Lifu, 44-45; recalled
by LMS, 63; rummages in Catholic
church, 63
Mair, Hugh, 87
Maize, 113
Maoris and health, 147
Mare: Catholics move to Isle of Pines, 72;
chiefs exiled to Cochin-China, 75; com
munications on, 112; cotton growing
on, 105; diseases on, 24, 118, 148, 149,
150; English influences on, 76; English
spoken on, 76, 128; European ‘discov
ery’ of, 13; firearms introduced to,
136-139; geography of, 3-6; health
on, 153; labour recruiting at, 93; lan
guages on, 9, 10; literacy on, 125-126;
locust plague on, 110; LMS departs,
78; LMS missionaries on, 26-34 pas
sim; LMS teachers on, 22, 25; LMS
visits to, 21-22, 24; maize growing on,
110; maps of, 23, 74; Marist mission
aries on, 32-34; Melanesian Mission
on, 25-26; methods of warfare on,
135-136; mission schools on, 124—
125; overseas travel from, 95; peace
on, 75-76, 78; population of, 154-155,
156, 157; poverty of, 110; prehistory
of, 21; printing press on, 125-126; Pro
testants versus Catholics on, 70-72,
75; religious divisions of, 79; reputa
tion as ‘massacre island’, 24; sandal
wood traders at, 22, 24; sandalwood
vessels attacked at, 24; supplies wo
men, sailors and labourers for traders,
86; tribal divisions on, 21; tribal fight
ing on, 31-32, 70-72, 75, 141; trou
bles with Cru and Yiewene, 77-78;
war damage on, 110; whalers at, 87
Mare pastors (LMS): attacked by Yiew
ene, 77; exiled to Isle of Pines and New
Caledonia, 77; rebel against Cru, 77
Mare teachers (LMS): landed on Uvea, 49,
50
Marist missionaries (French Roman
Catholic), 14, 19-20, 32, 46, 55; and
coconut oil trade, 105; and cotton
trade, 105; as traders, 107; beseiged at
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La Roche, 72, 75; church activities,
123; difficulties on Lifu, 41, 43-45;
difficulties on Uvea, 50; difficulties
teaching Islanders to read and write,
127; difficulties teaching French, 128;
education policies of, 124-128 passim;
explain Christianity to Islanders, 118120; gain support on Mare, 33-34;
gain support on Uvea, 50-52; give de
tails of tribal fighting, 139, 141; im
proved relations with French govern
ment and LMS on Lifu, 63-64; influ
ence on Loyalty Islands, 79-80; influ
ence on Uvea, 70; invited to Lifu, 40,
Mare, 32-33, Uvea, 49; leave Mare for
Isle of Pines, 72; medical care for Is
landers, 151-152; mission on Lifu
closed by French, 59; on Islanders’
overseas travels, 89-90; on Islanders’
sexual customs, 104; on Isle of Pines,
32; on labour recruiting at Loyalty
Islands, 93-95; on Mare politics, 73;
opinion of Islanders’ Christianity, 121;
opposed by Naisiline Nidoish on Mare,
71; opposed to corvees on Lifu, 62; op
posed to MacFarlane on Lifu, 57;
organise peace feast on Lifu, 76; pover
ty on Mare, 110; relations with French
authorities, 60-61; support Uvean
Catholics against Protestants, 65-69;
take censuses, 155. See also individual
missionaries, Christianity
Mebuet, 4,21
Medical treatment: as practised by Loyal
ty Islanders, 150-151, 152; as prac
tised by missionaries, 150-152. See
also Diseases
Medu, 80, 112
Melanesian Mission: on Mare, 25, 26-27;
plans of, 14; relations with LMS, 26,
43; school on Lifu, 42. See also Nihill,
Patteson, Selwyn
Melek, 112
Menaku, 31,77, 112
Menedoku Bula, see Naisiline chiefship
Merriman, William, 89, 92
Metaris, 89
Mialaret, Theophile, 147-148, 150, 153
Mining on New Caledonia: Loyalty
Islanders as labourers, 90, 99, 100
Miny, 9, 10, 119
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Missionaries, see LMS, Marist, and in
dividual missionaries
Money: Loyalty Islanders’ desire for, 106
Montrouzier, Xavier, 45, 50; meets Pat
teson, 42; mission to Lifu, 40-42; scep
tical of Protestants being literate, 127
Mu, 4, 35, 36, 37, 41, 43, 57, 58, 108,
112 , 122

Muli, 46,47, 51,52, 66,67
Murray, A.W., 6-7
Muskets, see Firearms
Naisiline chiefship:
Menedoku Bula: killed in explosion, 24
Naisiline Alakuten: as regent, 25, 28;
dies, 32; supports Polynesian teach
ers, 25
Naisiline Nidoish: as regent, 25, 32; at
tacks Catholic tribes, 71, 141; au
thority over Si Gwahma, 28-30; be
comes great chief of Si Gwahma, 32;
close relations with LMS, 28-32, 34,
71, 72; crowned king of Mare, 32;
defeats Gocene and Si Achakaze,
31-32, 141; dies, 73; extends influ
ence on Mare, 32; fearful of French,
71; French try to limit his authority,
72-73; imprisoned in New Caledo
nia, 73; imprisoned on Lifu, 72; in
volved in tribal politics, 72-73;
Jones supports his war policies, 68;
opposed by other chiefs, 31; opposes
Marist missionaries, 33; organises
constitutional convention, 72; over
shadows Naisiline Alakuten, 28; sup
ports Polynesian teachers, 25
Yiewene Dokucas Naisiline: attacks
Catholic tribes, 75; attacks Mare
pastors, 77; causes schism in Si
Gwahma, 77; changes allegiance to
French, 76; great chief of Si
Gwahma after Naisiline Nidoish, 75;
leads ‘sea party’, 78; rebellion
against by Gocene, 77; supports Cru,
77
Yiewene Kicini Bula, 25, 28
Yiewene Naisiline: adopts Taufa as
enehmu, 22; attacks sandalwood
vessels, 24; conquers Si Waeko, 21;
dies, 25; exploits sandalwood trade,
22; ignores LMS teaching, 22, 25
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Napoleon III: censures Guillain, 60
Nathalo, 39, 41,45, 59, 63, 80, 108, 1 10,
112,122

Nekelo: arrives on Uvea from Wallis
Islands, 46-47; described by Erskine,
47; dies, 49
Nekelo (son of above): dominated by
Bazit, 70; invites Marist missionaries,
49; supports Marist missionaries, 50,
52
Nengone, 9, 125, 127
Netche, 4, 21, 25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31, 72,
108, 112, 122, 149
New Caledonia: alcohol on, 152; and
island produce trade, 15, 88; annexed
by France, 14, 55; declining popula
tion of, 158; diseases on, 145, 148;
European population on, 99; govern
ment policy on, 81; Loyalty Islanders
recruited for, 90, 99, 100; Loyalty
Islands pastors sent there, 125; Mare
pastors exiled there, 77; migration to
Uvea from 46-47; Naisiline Nidoish
imprisoned there, 73; prehistoric links
with Loyalty Islands, 6, 8, 101; settle
ment of, 6; social links with Loyalty
Islands, 106- 107. See also Noumea
New Forest, 87
New Guinea, 15, 125, 148
New Hebrideans, 42, 100, 106
New Hebrides, 9, 19, 42, 86, 87, 88, 89,
97,99, 124
Nihill, William: mission on Mare, 26; on
Loyalty Islanders speaking English,
128; on Melanesian mission scholars
returning to Islands, 129; translates
and prints in Nengone, 125-126
Noc, Dr, 147-148, 153
Node ri kurubu, 32
Northern Bay, 21,30
Noumea, 55, 57, 59; and island produce
trade, 15, 88, 107, 108-109; Loyalty
Islanders enjoy, 100; Loyalty Islands
chiefs at, 62, 68
Ohwen, 46, 47, 49, 51,52, 70
Oliver, Captain, 91
Ombalu: as regent, 49, 51; attacks Uvean
Protestants, 66, 68; authority of, 70,
80; imprisoned in Noumea, 68; returns
from Noumea, 69; supports Marist mis
sionaries, 65
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Onyat, 47, 51,67
Owa: political position, 47; rebels against j
Bazit and is defeated, 51, 52, 70; sup
ports Marist missionaries, 50
Paddon, James, 98
Palazy, Franyois, 40, 41,49, 50
Palmer, George, 92, 95, 98, 99, 107
Paris, see French government in Paris
Patteson, John Coleridge, 14, 41; and
Melanesian Mission school on Lifu,
41-42, 43; meets Montrouzier, 42; on
Loyalty Islanders’ diseases, 146; on 1
Loyalty Islanders social habits, 128
Penelo, 71, 75, 80, 112
P en g ,112
Peorawa, 3
Pionnier, Jean Nestor: attitude to labour
recruiting, 94-95; describes tribal
fighting, 143; on defeated Uvean Prot
estants, 69; on firearms, 141; on
Uveans wanting to leave, 93
Polynesian Labourers Act of 1868, 90
Polynesians: influence on Loyalty Islands,
6 -7 ,9 , 13,22
Polynesian teachers (LMS): adopted by
Yiewene Naisiline, 22; expelled from ;
Lifu, 59; explain Christianity to Loyal
ty Islanders, 118-119; extend their in
fluence on Lifu, 39, 40; houses of, 111;
influence on Mareans, 25-26; influ
ence on tribal fighting on Lifu, 139; in
tribal fighting on Uvea, 51-52; landed
on Lifu, 36, Mare, 22, Uvea, 50; LMS
plans to introduce them, 14; lose Ombalu’s allegiance, 65; oppose Marist
missionaries on Lifu, 41; supported by
Naisiline chiefship, 25
Population of Loyalty Islands, 7, 154158
Port de France, see Noumea
Portenia, 90
Poupinel, 40
Presbyterian missionaries in New Heb
rides, 95
Printing press on Mare, 125-126
Protestantism, see LMS missionaries
Protestant teachers, see Polynesian teach- j
ers, Mare teachers
Providence, 13
Pumali: fights Dumai, 66, 68; from
Tonga, 46; on Muli, 47
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Queensland: Loyalty Islanders recruited
for, 15, 16, 90-97 passim, 117
Rarotongan teachers, see Polynesian
teachers
Rawa, 3,112
Reece, James, 38
Rees, Captain, 97
Richerie, Eugene Gaultier de la, 69
Ro, 4,25, 27,29, 31, 108, 111, 112, 122
Roman Catholicism, see Marist mission
aries
Rotuma, 90
Roussel, Jacques, 69, 70
Row, James, 92-93
Royal Commission of 1869 to investigate
rumours of kidnapping, 90, 92-94. See
also Labour recruiting.
St Johns College, Auckland, 14, 27, 42
St Joseph, 50, 108, 122. See also Heo
Saisset, Jean, 138, 143
Salinis, 126
Samoan influence on Loyalty Islands, 6.
See also Polynesian teachers
Samoan teachers, see Polynesian teachers
Sandalwood Bay, 4, 35-36, 87
Sandalwood traders, 13, 15, 22, 35-36,
4 7,49,86-87,101
Sarah, 16
Scarlet fever, 149, 157
Schools, see LMS, Marist missionaries,
Melanesian Mission
‘Sea party’, see Si Gwahma
Selwyn, George Augustus: attempts
school at Lifu, 41-42; lands Nihill on
Mare, 26; on Loyalty Islanders’ craving
for tobacco, 104; plans for Melanesian
Mission, 14; visits Mare, 25
Seminary at Chepenehe, 124, 125
Sexual diseases, 148-149
Sexual relations: Loyalty Islanders’ cus
toms, 104-105
Si Achakaze: attacked by Naisiline
Nidoish, 31, 141; rebels against
Yiewene Naisiline, 77
Si Gureschaba, 33-34
Si Gurewoc, 32, 33
Si Gwahma: and literacy, 125; ‘Christian
soldiers’ of, 76; growing influence of,
21; LMS missionary influence on,
25-32 passim■,reconciliation amongst,
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78; split into ‘bush party’ and ‘sea par
ty’, 77-78. See also Naisiline chiefship
Si Med, 32
Si Medu, 32, 33, 34
Simpson, Thomas Beckford, 36
Si Nerech, 32
Sinewami, 33
Si Ruemec, 32
Sisters, 24
Si Waeko, 21,77
Sleigh, James, 45, 63, 121, 147
Smallpox, 149
Societe des Missions Evang6liques de
Paris, 78
Solomon Islands, 9, 15, 19, 90, 91,97
Star, 24
Streeter, Captain, 87
Styx, 40, 50
Swainson, Henry, 104
Sydney: Loyalty Islanders visit, 89, 90,
9 3 ,9 6 ,9 7 , 129
Syphilis, see Sexual diseases
Tabe, 33
Tadine, 4, 21,87, 112
Tahiti: Mare chiefs exiled there, 73
Tanese influence on Lifu, 38
Taufa, 22
Taume, 46, 47
Ta'unga: on epidemic on Mare, 118; on
warfare, 135; on Yiewene’s attitude to
Christianity, 22-23; translates into
Nengone, 125
Tawained, 112
Telegraph, 89
Tene dosinoe, 150
Tene haze, 150
Testard, Jules, 40, 50
Titi, 4, 33; Marist missionaries take
refuge on, 71, 75
Tobacco: Loyalty Islanders’ desire for,
103, 104, 106, 115, 137; effects of, 146
Tomahawks: as weapons, 141; Loyalty
Islanders’ desire for, 137
Tongan influence on Loyalty Islands,
6 -7 ,2 2 ,3 5 ,3 8 ,4 6
Torres Strait, 89
Towns, Robert, 90
Traders and trading relations, 15-16,
101-116 passim. See also English
traders, European trade goods, in
dividual traders, Island produce trade,
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Labour recruiting, Sandalwood trad
ers, Whalers
Traders resident on Loyalty Islands, 16,
108
Travel overseas by Loyalty Islanders,
86-100 passim
Trepanning (skull operations), 150-151
Tribal fighting, see Warfare
Tuberculosis, 145-149 passim
Turner, George, 120
Ukeneso: appeals to French authorities,
57; attacked by Protestant Lifuans, 57;
blames Fao for his defeat, 139; greets
French soldiers, 58; invites Marist mis
sionaries, 40; lacks authority, 43; meets
Jones, 39-40; opposed by Bula, 44; op
posed by Wainya, 39; opposes LMS
teachers, 39, 40; reinstated by Guillain,
59; supports Marist missionaries, 41,
63; troubles with Guillain, 62
Undine, 25
Uneis, 46, 47
Uvea: Burns’s station on, 49, 87; coconut
oil produced on, 105; diseases on, 146,
148, 149; English spoken on, 128;
firearms introduced to, 136, 138;
French government inquiries on, 68;
geography of, 3-6; Guillain visits,
66-67; labour recruiters at, 90, 93-98;
languages on, 9; literacy on, 126-127;
LMS missionary lands, 52; LMS
teachers on, 49-50; map of, 48; Marist
missionaries on, 49-52; methods of
warfare on, 136; mission schools on,
125; peace on, 69-70; population of,
155, 156; prehistory of, 46-47; Pro
testants versus Catholics on, 51-52,
65-69; religious divisions of, 79; san
dalwood traders at, 47, 49, 87; seige at
Fayawe, 69, 140-141; trepanning on,
150-151; tribal divisions on, 46-47;
tribal fighting on, 49, 140-141; war
damage on, 110
Uvea (language), 9
Velocity, 90
Vitte, Bishop, 69
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Vulture, 87
Wadrilla, 52,66, 67,70
Waesolot, 69
Waikosone: defeats Waitheane, 33; sup
ports Marist missionaries, 33-34
passim
Wainya, 40, 49, 64; accepts LMS teach
ers, 39; deposed by French, 59; house
described, 111; persecutes Lifu Catho
lics, 57; rebels against Ukeneso, 39, 45
Waitheane, 33
Wakat-Lekin, 51,52, 66, 70
Wallis Islanders: language of, 9; migra
tion to Uvea, 6, 46-47
Wanakami, 32
Warfare, 31-32, 35-36, 49, 51-52,
65-69, 70-72, 75; examples of battles,
139-144; mortality in, 139-141; preEuropean methods of, 134-136; role of
firearms in, 139-144 passim
We, 4, 39,41, 112, 135, 139
Weneki, 46, 47, 136
Wet, 35, 39, 44, 46, 57, 59, 64, 135, 136,
139
Whalers, 15, 87
Whenegay: and cannon fire, 136; death
of, 49, 140; described by Cheyne, 47;
political position, 47
Whenegay (grandson of above), 65, 66,
67, 70, 98; beseiged at Fayawe, 69; re
quests Ombalu’s release, 69; takes over
chiefship, 68
Whooping cough, 149
Yaws, 145, 146, 148, 149
Yiewene Dokucas Naisiline, see Naisiline
chiefship
Yiewene Naisiline, see Naisiline chiefship
Zeula: dies, 40; opposes LMS teachers,
39; political position, 35; rivalry with
Gwiet, 35-36
Zeula (son of above): opposed by Bula and
Lifu Protestants, 45, 57; supported by
French, 59; supports Marist mission
aries, 63; trouble with Guillain, 62
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